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Abstract

Crystallization is a separation, purification and particle formation technique

for large variety of organic, inorganic and pharmaceutical compounds. It

has particular role in fine chemical and pharmaceutical industries but of-

ten emerges in chemical and food industries too. Numerous macroscopic

properties, such as specific surface, dissolution rate, mechanical properties,

porosity etc. are directly related to the crystal shape and size. For this

reason the academic and industrial interests turned into the direction of

understanding and controlling the crystal shape and size in the crystallizer.

The main difficulty is that the crystal shape is not constant but usually ex-

hibits a complex habit during the batch. The crystal shape characteristics

may naturally involve secondary crystallization mechanisms. For instance,

the high aspect ratio crystals are naturally sensitive to breakage along their

length. These secondary phenomena may influence the size and shape of

crystals population. In order to understand deeply the interactions between

these competitive crystallization mechanisms and their effects on crystal

size distribution (CSD) significant mathematical modeling and simulation

efforts were carried out in this PhD work.

The crystallization of high aspect ratio crystals have been investigated by

the means of mathematical modeling. The high aspect ratio crystals are

characterized by a length and width size and the crystals population is

described by a bivariate size density function of these quantities. The pop-

ulation balance modeling approach was used to describe the time evolution

of 2D CSD which include the primary, size dependent growth along the

specific axes of growth as well as linear (crystal-impeller collision induced)



breakage. The 2D population balance equation was reduced to infinite set

of moment equations which was closed and solved by the QMOM-ODE

method. The simulation results revealed interesting and un-expecter results

and shed light on several non-linear interaction between the crystallization

sub-processes and their effects on crystalline properties.

The effects of crystallization heat is a relative un-cared aspect of the crystal-

lization from both experimental and modeling part. The heat of crystalliza-

tion is released on the surface of growing crystals which leads to temperature

difference between the crystal and solution. The generally applied models

uses homogeneous temperature field approximation: assumes that the heat

of crystallization is absorbed by the whole suspension. To check the validity

of this approximation we developed a 2D population balance model which

distinguishes the particle and solution temperature handling the particle

temperature as a meso-scale property of crystals population. The batch

crystallization model include the primary and secondary nucleation, crystal

growth and crystal-solution heat transfer. The model was reduced to the

moment equation system and solved by the QMOM-ODE method. The

simulations revealed significant deviation from the corresponding 1D model

adopting the homogeneous temperature field approximation especially at

higher growth rate and particle size. These effects can be viewed as straight-

forward source of growth rate dispersion.

The up-to-date process analytical technology (PAT) instruments makes pos-

sible the real time in-situ tracking of solid and liquid phases. The Focused

Beam Reflectance Measurement (FBRM) and Process Vision Microscopy

(PVM) provides distributional data, namely the Chord Length Distribution

(CLD) and, respectively, Aspect Ratio Distribution (ARD). To compare the

distributional experimental data with the simulation results a mathematical

model is required which calculates the full CSD and not only its moments.

The High Resolution Finite Volume Method (HR-FVM) is a promising tech-

nique as it computes the CSD accurately. In order to improve the solution



speed - to make it suitable for real time applications, a novel hybrid im-

plementation is developed which (next to the CPU) exploits the compute

power of Graphical Processing Unit (GPU). The GPU, due to its massive

parallel hardware architecture is an ideal low-cost candidate to execute the

parallel operations of HR-FVM. It is showed that for 2D population balance

with fine discretization two order of magnitude speed-up can be achieved

by the hybrid implementation compared to the analogue serial compiled C

program. The code is implemented in CUDA C language and is compiled to

.mex file, readable for the MatLab. An interactive and easy to use Graph-

ical User Interface (GUI) is also built upon these high performance codes

which aims to ease the simulation and visualization of crystallization for

non-professional users.

A Nonlinear Model Predictive Control (NMPC) system was built using

the efficient implementation of HR-FVM population balance solution. The

NMPC is coupled with the Receding Horizon Estimator (RHE), state esti-

mator which is aimed to filter the disturbances and to eliminate the harmful

effects of Plant-Model Mismatch (PMM). The NMPC uses a novel sequen-

tial pseudo-warm up repeated optimization to reduce the computational

time without observable loose of accuracy. The NMPC simulations revealed

that the control strategy is robust to significant parametric PMM (inaccu-

rate kinetic parameters under the underlying operating conditions) and it

converges under two minutes minutes, which is the order of magnitude of

industrial sampling time. The NMPC experiments, in which the FBRM

provided CLD is directly incorporated, for the first time in crystallization

technology, showed that the system is robust and it ensures good control

even in complicated situations. The NMPC batch resulted better product

CSD than the corresponding linear cooling.

The kinetic model parameters of rod-like succinic acid crystallization (pri-

mary and secondary nucleation, growth and dissolution along the specific



growth direction). In the estimation the CPU-GPU hybrid solver was ap-

plied for speed improvement. The estimation was carried out based on

concentration and CLD data gathered in batch cooling experiments. In the

study it was showed that the concentration and CLD data is suitable for the

estimation of 2D crystallization kinetics, however, in real cases the use of

image analysis data might increase the reliability of estimated parameters.

The calibrated model fits acceptably the experimental results, which, with

the GPU accelerated PBM solver, might open new doors in the real time

robust shape control.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The crystallization is a widely applied separation, purification and particle formation

method in chemistry as well as chemical and pharmaceutical industry. Moreover, it

has numerous application in food industry, heavy chemical industry and petrochemical

industries too. According to estimates around 80 % of chemical industrial end-products

involves powder ingredients (1). In chemical research the aim of crystallization may be

the X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis whose result is proven to depend on crystal size

and shape (2). The protein crystallization represents increased interests as the drug de-

sign methods often make use of it (3, 4). The state-of-the art heat storage systems uses

the latent heat of crystallization as a straightforward manner of energy accumulation

(5, 6). Nano-sized materials are also crystallized (7) and the quick spread of plastics

also generated significant research in polymer crystallization (8). The crystallization

serves the microelectronic industry by offering the possibility of silicone production

(9, 10). Due to the possibility of growing pure crystals of controlled size distribution

with reduced energy demand made the crystallization the most important separation

tool in sugar industry (11, 12, 13). Nevertheless, the crystallization might appear as a

natural accompanying phenomena of heat and mass transfer processes. Such an exam-

ple might be the fouling, undesired salt deposition in the heat exchangers (14) or the

methane hydrate formation in oil industry (15).

Crystallization operations are carried out in batch, continuous batch and tubular

crystallizers as well (16, 17). The choice between the continuous or batch operation
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generally depend on the scale of production: the benefits of optimal continuous op-

eration are inevitable if the requirements are high enough but for smaller quantities,

as generally happens in the pharmaceutical industry, the batch crystallization may be

more favourable. Nevertheless, in the last years the Food and Drug Administration

(FDA) is urging the adaptation of continuous technologies into food and pharmaceuti-

cal industries (18).

Regardless of operation mode, the key concern in any industrial process is to im-

prove the quality of final product and to maximize the production efficiency while

taking into account various ecological and economical aspects (19). One of main chal-

lenges in modern particulate science is the robust and reproductive control of crystal

size distribution as it significantly affects the downstream operation (filtration, drying,

granulation, transportation) and some of relevant macroscopic properties of the powder

(porosity, dissolution rate, specific surface etc.). Significant time was spent on analysis

and control of crystallization processes from both theoretical and experimental sides

(20). Despite of the fact that crystallization is one of the oldest unit operations there is

a disproportionate number of problems associated with its deep understanding and con-

trol (21). These uncertainties are resulting from the complex competitive-consecutive

dynamics of the process, the significant effects of hydrodynamics and the lack of un-

derstanding the exact mechanisms of nucleation and crystal growth (22, 23).

The problem of analyzing and controlling the CSD investigated majorally for mono-

dimensional crystals (24) but the behavior of higher dimensional crystal shapes during

the crystallization is less investigated side of the crystallization. The explanation lies

in the fact that tracking higher dimensional crystal size distributions became possible

in the last decades with the most advanced tools of microscopes and image processing

tools (25). However, multidimensional population balance models were proposed and

discussed which, among of other applications, is able to describe de temporal evolution

of multi-dimensional crystal shapes (26), these instruments predominately were ap-

plied to support the experimental results (27, 28, 29). Nevertheless, some publication

emerged detailed model based system analysis (30, 31), only a few of them refers to

multi-dimensional case (32, 33). The state-of-the art shape control generally reduces to

mean aspect ratio and mean size control (34, 35) or tracks a (model based) pre-defined

concentration and temperature profile (36).
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The major focus of this research is to develop novel mathematical models using

which the crystallization systems are analyzed from a new viewpoint and to apply the

models and the most recent compute infrastructures in the control of cooling crystal-

lizers.

1.2 Research methodology

The PhD work has two major axes of direction, namely, the model based analysis and

model based control of cooling crystallizers. In this chapter the research methodology

(philosophy) is briefly described.

1.2.1 Model based analysis of cooling crystallization

The understanding of governing phenomena from micro-to macro level of the controlled

system is indispensable when comes to development of an adequate process control

and/or optimization. The experimental investigation has its own undisputable advan-

tages but generally the process models gives the opportunity of looking inside to the

heart of process. Moreover, are cheap and effective tools which enables to map the

network of complex connections between the process variables and shed light to the

effects of external influences and disturbances.

The modeling efforts, as a consequence, axes in the following logical line.

• Problem identification. The first, natural step is the identification of a lack

in current knowledge of industrial or scientific interest which could hardly be

analyzed with pure experimental methods. Here belongs the formulation of the

question which should be answered by the work.

• Establish an adequate mathematical model. The mathematical models

are able to describe, the functioning of a real processes thus are mathematical

”copies” of the investigated systems. The complexity level of model have to

carefully be adapted to the nature of problem - and requirements identified in

previous step. An over-complicated model may lead to problems when come

to solution of model equations but the too simple model may not provide the

required information. The trade-off is called as adequate model which describes

fairly good the investigated phenomena or sub-process and neglects or simplifies
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the less important parts. The crystal population is described with population

balance models (PBM) which, taking into the consideration the current state-of-

the-art, are multi-variable - so describes more than one property of particles. To

close the process model the population balance equation (PBE) is often required

to be completed with macroscopic mass and energy balances.

• Solve (numerically) the model equations. In order to gather valuable infor-

mation about the system the model equations have to be solved. The population

balance equation, from mathematical point of view, is a hyperbolic partial differ-

ential equation, not rarely involving integral terms. An exact analytical solution

can hardly be found, the numerical solution of higher dimensional population

balances may be inefficient. In these studies the PBE is reduced to infinite set

of moment equations which is closed and solved by the means of QMOM-ODE

approximation, a QMOM method developed in this work. Before starting the

simulations the accuracy of numerical apparatus has to be checked. The QMOM-

ODE solution presented high accuracy in all investigated cases.

• Use the simulation to find the answer to initial questions. The high

accuracy simulation is used to generate results - which are used to analyze the

system and to find answers to the initial questions.

• Draw the conclusions. Based on the simulation result the questions are, how-

ever, answered - but is not less important to take the conclusions and to reflect to

interactions which finally lead to the obtained results. These conclusions should

also shed light to dynamics as well as optimization and control aspects of the

analyzed process.

1.2.2 Model based control of cooling crystallization

The research is comprised of one and two dimensional population balance modelling

of seeded and un-seeded batch crystallisation processes with the development of high

performance implementation of Finite Volume Method (FVM) solution. Simulation

studies and experimental programme for the implementation of the developed closed

loop real time optimal control strategies were carried out. The NMPC development

and implementation consists of following steps.
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• Experimental part for model and model parameter identification. Carry

out the necessary experiments to gather the trajectories of temperature, concen-

tration, CLD and aspect ratio using on-line in situ measurement techniques.

• Model identification and development. Based on experimental data and

observed system behavior the involved crystallization sub-processes are identified

as well as the model dimensionality. Then, the simulation is built applying high

performance computing (GPU acceleration, optimized C++ coding etc.).

• NMPC development. In order to achieve reasonable real time control perfor-

mance sophisticated control algorithm is required. The control strategy involves

a receding horizon state estimator (RHE) which is aimed to provide the starting

point (state) of NMPC optimization as well as to re-adjust the model parameters

giving this way excellent opportunities for NMPC to take into account the ob-

served process nonlinearities. In the non-linear optimization a three stage pseudo

warm-up sequential optimization was applied which reduced considerably the

total time of calculation. The robustness of proposed NMPC is analyzed and

demonstrated by simulation studies.

• NMPC implementation. The laboratory implementation of the NMPC im-

poses practical problems such as communication between the measuring and con-

trol devices. Due to its quick spread and high industrial interests the Unified

Architecture Open Platform Communication (UA-OPC) was the preferred com-

munication solution where it was applicable.

1.3 Aims and objectives

The overall aim of this work was to develop single and multivariable population balance

model-based analysis and control approaches for cooling crystallization processes. The

main focus is on manipulation possibilities of the CSD. The following objectives were

identified to achieve the goals:

• To identify gaps in our actual knowledge about the cooling crystallizers and to

develop mathematical models which enables the analysis of identified process.

• To develop solution methods for fast and accurate solution of extended multi-

variable population balance equations.
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• To carry out parametric analysis with the simulations in focus of factors influ-

encing the CSD.

• To apply high performance computing in control-oriented solution (Finite Volume

Method - FVM) of population balances exploring the compute capacities of the

GPU.

• To create a MatLab based function which enables the simple solution of PBE-s

for process engineers non-professional in advanced programming.

• To develop a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the MatLab based program which

enables the interactive, simple and quick simulation of crystallization processes

for non-professionals.

• To develop a NMPC strategy for batch crystallization which used the state-of-the-

art process analytical technologies like the FBRM and PVM and to demonstrate

its performance and robustness via numerical simulations.

• To gather experimental data and validate a mathematical model for L-ascorbic

acid crystallization

• To implement the NMPC, running with the validated mathematical model for

L-ascorbic acid crystallization from aqueous solution:

• To gather experimental data and validate a mathematical model for rod-like 2D

succinic acid crystallization

1.4 Thesis structure

In this part a brief description of content of each chapter is given.

Chapter 2. Literature review. This chapter presents a review of the literature

to provide a relevant context of the research. The chapter is divided in five main parts.

In the first part the main mechanisms and kinetics of crystallisation processes. The sec-

ond part provides a brief mathematical background for the reader which are of essential

significance in understanding the concepts of handling the distributional quantities by

population balances which are also described in this part. The third part is aimed to

give a general overview of different numerical techniques available for the solution of
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PBE’s. The fourth part gives a look inside of state-of-the art process analytical tech-

nologies and other measuring instrumentations applied in crystallization. The last part

describes the general control techniques of cooling crystallizers with focus on model

based approaches.

Chapter 3. Modeling the cooling crystallizers. In this chapter of the thesis

the mathematical models developed and applied in the following parts of study are

described in details for two reasons: to give a comprehensive overview of extended pop-

ulation balances for the reader and to provide a rational basis of clear understanding of

presented simulation and control optimization results. In the system analysis part 2D

population balance are involved, thus the modeling part is started with the description

of 2D morphological population balance for crystallization of plate-like and rod-like

crystals. The breakage of high aspect ratio crystals is also discussed. An other type of

2D population balance, involving the crystal size and temperature is also developed and

described, which is suitable for the investigation of effects of latent crystallization heat

on the product size distribution. The quadrature method of moments and high resolu-

tion finite volume method solution for these model-equations was also discussed. For

process control and optimization 1D PBE was considered with nucleation and growth

mechanisms, which was used by the NMPC and the optimization based state estimator

as well.

Chapter 4. Numerical analysis of cooling crystallizers. In this chapter the

results of numerical experimentations are presented and discussed, which are carried

out based on the population balances presented in the previous chapter. The first in-

vestigation focuses on the batch crystallization of plate-like crystals, in which it was

showed that, by choosing correspondingly the process parameters, significant variation

can be achieved in the crystal shape. The analysis of high aspect ratio crystals crys-

tallization in continuous mixed suspension mixed product removal crystallizer revealed

an interesting and unexpected inverse effect: according to the results, the increasing

breakage rate might lead to decrease in crystal number, if the crystal production rate is

governed by the nucleation but the breakage rate is also significant. This inverse effect

illustrates well that the sub-processes (nucleation, growth and breakage) are linked to

each-other strongly by the supersaturation and the crystal size distribution. The novel
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2D population balance model based simulation, which explicitly takes into account the

effects of crystallization heat revealed that up to 12 % deviation in product (batch)

crystal number and size can appear in the 1D model (involving the generally accepted

and used homogeneous temperature field approximation) with the same nucleation and

growth kinetics. In the next investigation of this chapter the compute performance

of the hybrid CPU-GPU implementation of successful high resolution finite volume

method is analyzed. For 2D PBE solution on a low-cost GPU 2 order of magnitude

speedup was achieved compared to the analogue MatLab function and on high-end

compute GPU 2 order of magnitude speedup compared to the analogue compiled pure

serial C code implementation. Lastly, the functioning of the projection based forward

CSD→CLD transformation is presented by two case studies for 1D and 2D cases. Based

on simulation results is evident that the physically relevant transformation produced

believable CLD’s and aspect ratio distributions.

Chapter 5. Optimal control of cooling crystallizers. In this chapters the popu-

lation balance models are employed to optimize and control the crystallizers. A novel,

CLD based robust NMPC system is developed for fixed batch time cooling crystallizers

which involves high fidelity full population balance models. The control system em-

ploys a receding horizon state estimator, which, next to the estimation of un-measurable

system states it has the role of re-adjusting the crystallization kinetics by fitting the

model on the available experimental data in estimation horizon. Thanks to the novel,

improved direct single shooting dynamic optimization strategy the calculations are car-

ried out within industrial sampling time. The control system was tested by the case

study of L-ascorbic acid (vitamin C) crystallization, which is produced in high quan-

tities and, despite of the fact that the crystallization is a key unit operation in overall

productivity and product quality, there is a lack in the literature on it’s crystalliza-

tion control. The control system presented robust functioning under strict constraints

and hard conditions (low seed loading and high temperature gradient requirement) and

multiple uncertainty’s (plant-model mismatch caused by significantly different setups

used in the estimation and control experiments and uncertain initial conditions due to

measuring errors and probable partial oxidation of ascorbic-acid). In the last part of

this chapter the crystallization kinetics (nucleation, growth and dissolution) of the 2D

succinic acid crystal was estimated from batch experimental concentration and CLD
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data. In the estimation the hybrid CPU-GPU implementation of HR-FVM was ap-

plied with the projection based 2D CSD→CLD forward transformation. Acceptable

agreement exist between the simulated and measured values in growth and dissolution

stages as well. The calibrated model enables the optimization of temperature profile

for the sake of producing crystals of desired size and shape.
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2

Literature survey

2.1 Introduction

In this section of the thesis a literature study is carried out which has two principal

aims: is attended to give a brief but comprehensive description of modeling and control

the crystallization processes from the basics to the state-of-the-art techniques and, in

the same time, to identify the relevant gaps in this broad field with actual industrial

or scientific interest.

2.2 The crystallization process

The crystallization is a well known separation, purification and particle formation tech-

nique with a broad application range serving the micro-electronic industry, food indus-

try, chemical industry as well as the pharmaceutical industry. In order to ensure the

quality requirements of these considerably different application targets while taking

into the consideration the indispensable economical and ecological aspects is inevitable

to understand the crystallization process in whole integrity.

2.2.1 The fundamentals of crystallization

The crystal formation - crystallization occurs when the atoms or molecules of a sub-

stance are locating systematically in a well defined crystal lattice. A solid state crystal

can be formed by solidification of a melt, by vapor deposition (either chemical or phys-

ical), by a solution crystallization etc. Solid state crystallization processes are also
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known when the atoms of a disordered (amorphous) solid are forming a crystal or one

crystal structure is transforming to another one in solid state. In this context the crys-

tallization, as a rule, involves at leas two distinct phases. These phases, in the case

of solution crystallization are in two distinct state of matter - solid and liquid. Being

the exclusive topic of this thesis the it this chapter the solution crystallization will be

discussed.

The crystallization itself is a natural stabilization process of thermodynamically

un-stable systems. This instability is a result of supersaturation state: a solution is

supersaturated if the actual solute concentration exceeds the saturation concentration

under the given thermodynamic conditions (temperature, ionic force, solution compo-

sition etc., pressure). There are four usual ways to generate supersaturation:

• Cooling. The solubility generally increases with the temperature serving the basic

idea of cooling crystallization: a high temperature, under saturated solution which

is cooled. Sooner or later the it will become supersaturated (see Figure 2.1.) (37).
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Figure 2.1: The basic idea of cooling crystallization in c-T phase diagram

• Salting out. The saturation concentration is known to depend on solvent com-

position. The solubility can vary in the scale of order of magnitudes (37). The

low soluble solvent, the so-called antisolvent can be applied as anti-solvent: a

concentrated solution is prepared and the antisolvent is gradually dosed blended,

reducing this way the solubility and achieving the supersaturation (see Figure

2.2.)
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Figure 2.2: The basic idea of antisolvent crystallization in c-T phase diagram

• Vaporization. The main idea behind the evaporative crystallization is that when

a solution is exposed to boiling the solvent evaporates but the solute not. As a

direct consequence the solute concentration is increased and the supersaturation

is generated by removing the solvent throgh evaporation. The industrial sugar

crystallization is a typical application of evaporative crystallization (38).

• Chemical reaction. The reaction crystallization, or so-called precipitation, is a

specific type of crystallization. In this case a chemical reaction occurs whose

reactants are dissolved but at least one reaction product has low solubility. The

usually fast chemical reaction leads to quick accumulation of product, which,

having low solubility, will immediately generate the supersaturation. A several

industrially relevant material is produced and formulated by precipitation (39).

Note that these techniques can be coupled with each other like the combined application

of cooling and antisolvent addition (40). Other techniques also exists to adjust the

supersaturation like the pH, in the case of salts, which, however could be included in

the broad family of solvents-antisolvents.

A straightforward definition of supersaturation degree is offered by the relative

supersaturation - σ.

σ =
c− cs
cs

= S − 1 (2.1)
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In Eq. (2.1) cs denotes the solubility while c stands for the actual solute concen-

tration. In this context the relative supersaturation is a dimensionless number having

positive values for supersaturated solutions. S is the notation of the supersaturation

ratio, an other popular dimensionless quantity characterizing the saturation conditions,

which is higher than one if the solution is supersaturated and has 0 value if, and only

if the solution contains no solute. To be the simplest, in supersaturated solution the

crystallization occurs while in undersaturated system the existing crystals dissolves.

Thermodynamically the system always tends to the equilibrium which is the solubility

concentration.

Next to the solubility line, one more additional curve can be defined in the temperature-

concentration diagram: the metastable limit, as Figure 2.3. illustrates. It seen that the

metastable concentration limit is higher than the solubility. Above the metastable limit

the solution is labile which situation entails spontaneous crystallization. In metastable

zone however the situation is more interesting: in this zone the growth of existing crys-

tals occurs but the nucleation, the formation of new crystals is prohibited. Counter to

the solubility line, which is constant, the metastable limit depends on operating con-

ditions such as the cooling rate. As the nucleation occurs above the metastable limit

this is often referred as nucleation curve.
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Figure 2.3: The solubility and metastable limit in c-T phase diagram

The typical design of a crystallization process follows the subsequent passes:

• Find a solvent or solvent mixture which dissolves the substance in desired degree.
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• Determine the way of supersaturation generation. Generally the cooling is pre-

ferred as it avoids the additional solvent costs. Determine the solubility of the

substance. The correct determination of solubility is crucial step in crystallization

design as in undersaturated solution the solids will dissolve.

• Determined the nucleation curve under the expected process conditions (ie. cool-

ing or antisolvent addition rate). This is also important as the excessive nucleation

leads to unnecessary fine particle quantity. This undesired in most crystallization.

• Determine the rate of supersaturation generation, based on solubility and nucle-

ation curves, which ensure the desired crystal product (CSD, purity etc.).

The rate of nucleation and growth defines the product CSD. A major challenge in

modern particle engineering is the manipulation of CSD as it influences the product

quality related properties and the crystallizer and downstream process operations as

well. Table 2.1. presents the most important operation issues related to the CSD.

Table 2.1: Some downstream operation issues related to the CSD

Unit Potential Too much Too wide Low mean

operation problems fines CSD crystal size

Filtration
Filtration time is too long, filter

medium is clogged
+ + +

Washing
Washing time is too long and sol-

vent requirement is too high
- + +

Drying
Drying time is too long, too

much dust in the dryer
+ + +

Deliquoring

Deliquoring time is too long,

residual liquid content of cake is

too high

+ + +

The commonly occurring phenomena during the crystallization is the trapping of

mother liquor in crystal interior due to high growth rates. This leads to purity degra-

dation and the re-crystallization is the only way to get rid of them. Long washing and

drying times are caused by presence of fines and too wide CSD (41).

The filtration is the operation which naturally follows the crystallization. The

cake properties basically influences the functioning of filters. The two most important

parameters of cake are the porosity (ǫ) and permeability (k). According to experimental
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2.2 The crystallization process

observations both are influenced by the CSD. Permeability can be calculated using the

Blake-Kozeny Eq (2.2) (42):

k =
1

180

ǫ3

(1− ǫ)2

(

µ2
µ1

)2

(2.2)

Where µ1 and µ2 are the first and second moments of distribution, defined as:

µj =

∫ ∞

0
Ljn(L)dL (2.3)

In Eq. (2.3) L denotes the linear particle size and n(L) is the size density function

providing the number of particles from L,L+dL size domain.

The cake porosity can be calculated, according to the literature (43):

ǫ = 1−

m
∑

i=1

Lm
i fn,i

m
∑

i=1

(Li − Lm)3H(Li − Lm)fn,i +
1

n̄

m
∑

i=1

[

(Li − Lm)3 −H(Li − Lm)
]

fn,i

(2.4)

Where H is the Heaviside function, Lm is the mean particle size, Li is a discrete crystal

size fn,i is the number of Li sized crystals and m stands for the number of discrete

crystal size bins. In Eq. (2.4) n̄ is defined as:

n̄ = 1 +
4(7− 8ǭm)Lm

13

m
∑

i=1

(Li + Lm)2
[

1− 3

8

Lm

(Li + Lm)

]

fn,i

m
∑

i=1

[

L3
i − (Li − Lm)3H(Li − Lm)

]

fn,i

(2.5)

Where ǭm denotes the average cake porosity of Lm size crystals.

Further quality related properties such as dissolution rate, adsorption properties,

mechanical properties (44) are also known to depend on CSD. The operating conditions

define the rate of underlying sub-processes, which inherently influences the crystal-

lization product CSD. The most important crystallization mechanisms, in logical and

phenomenological order, are the follows:

• nucleation

• crystal growth

• agglomeration
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2.2 The crystallization process

• breakage

The supersaturation state invokes the crystallization process, which inherently leads

to solute concentration decrease thus to the stabilization of solution. The first step in

crystallization is the formation of first crystal nuclei by a nucleation process. The nu-

cleons - and existing crystals are growing by deposition of atoms or molecules to crystal

surface from the solution. The existing crystals, after collisions can form aggregates

which is formed from at leat two weakly (physically) linked crystals. The aggregates

might form agglomerates due to continued growth, which units the initially independent

crystals making a stronger connection between them. The more powerful collisions be-

tween the particles or the particles and impeller/wall might lead to breakage of crystal.

The detailed knowledge of these mechanisms is required for an efficient model based

crystallization design, which is able to produce the desired crystalline material while

respecting the various economical, technological and ecological related constraints.

2.2.2 Nucleation

Nucleation is the process of formation of an individual crystal nuclei. Two major

groups can be distinguished: primary and secondary nucleation. Both depends on

supersaturation and might present temperature dependency as well.

Primary nucleation occurs when the stable crystal nuclei is formed from the liquid.

Usually occurs at higher supersaturation thus is more relevant in un-seeded crystal-

lization and sometimes is also referred as first nucleation. Two mechanism have been

proposed for primary nucleation:

• Homogeneous primary nucleation. In this case the nucleon is formed from

bulk solution: the atoms or molecules of solute come together to form clusters,

arranged in crystal lattice (45) or, rarely, the stable nucleon is formed by the

agglomeration of sub-critical nucleons (46), see Figure 2.5. Homogeneous primary

nucleation is forced when ultrasound is used to induce nucleation (47).

• Heterogeneous primary nucleation. Heterogeneous nucleation occurs when

the nuclei is formed in the surface of a foreign body . It can occur at much lower

supersaturation than the primary nucleation (48). Heterogeneous nucleation oc-

curs when bubbling is applied to induce nucleation (49). For most practical cases

is not easy to distinguish these two mechanisms.
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2.2 The crystallization process

Secondary nucleation is the collective name of nuclei formation generated by the existing

crystals by:

• fracture, attrition

• fluid shear

• contact of crystals with impeller/wall

• dendrite removal due to free energy driving force

Secondary nucleation occurs at lower supersaturation than the primary nucleation and

is more easily controlled. Is generally the governing crystallization mechanism in indus-

trial crystallizers. Figure 2.4. presents the most important types of nucleation. From

Nucleation

SecondayPrimary

Homogeneous Heterogeneous

Figure 2.4: The most important nucleation types

thermodynamic point of view the nucleation’s free energy must be negative to happen

spontaneously. According to the classical nucleation theory (CNT) the nucleon free

energy is given as (50):

∆G =
4

6
πL3

n∆g +
4

2
πL2

nσt (2.6)

The first term in Eq.(2.6) is the volume term describing the potential difference (∆g,

always negative) between the phases and the second term stands for the interface term

which depends on surface tension (σt, always positive). Ln is the nucleon size. It seems

that ∆G depends on nucleon size, which is represented in Figure 2.5.

It seen that ∆G initially is zero. Until a certain size increases which tendency is

followed by a decrease. The curve has a maximum in positive domain: the probability

of forming a nucleon of L∗
n is minimal. This size is called as critical size: if material

deposition occurs into the surface of a nucleon with Ln > L∗
n size the free energy change

is negative thus the growth of these nucleons is spontaneous. On the other hand the

growth of sub-critical nucleons (Ln < L∗
n) has positive free energy, thus in this region

the spontaneous process is the dissolution. Note that in this context the nucleons can
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2.2 The crystallization process

possess an individual CSD → n(Ln). According to literature data, the nucleons follows

exponential distribution (51).

Ln

DG

Ln
*

DG*

Volume term

Surface term

Figure 2.5: The free energy on nucleons in function of the size

Some of commonly used models applied to describe the nucleation is listed in Table

2.2. The variables are listed and explained in the Notations part.

The turbulent kinetic energy is expressed for the stirred vessel in the function of

impeller revolution speed N, slurry volume V, impeller diameter d and power number

P0 as:

ε =
P0N

3D5

V
(2.7)

The Arrhenius type exponential temperature dependency is used (60) in combina-

tion with the nucleation models of Table 2.2.

B → B · exp
[

− EA

R · T

]

(2.8)

2.2.3 Crystal growth

The nuclei and existing crystals grow in time. The crystal growth, from the point of

view of liquid-solid mass transfer can be divided to three parts:

• Convective mass transport of dissolved atoms or molecules from bulk to boundary

layer

• Diffusion through the boundary layer
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2.2 The crystallization process

Table 2.2: Commonly used nucleation rate models

Mechanism Equation Reference Observation

Primary n.

B = kbσ
b (52) Power law equation

B = kbexp

[

− b

ln2(S)

]

(53) Volmer’s model

B = kbexp

[

− 16πσ3

t ν
2

3k3T 3ln2(S)

]

(54)
Temperature dependent ho-

mogeneous nucleation model

B = kbexp

[

−16πσ3

t ν
2f(ϕ)

3k3T 3ln2(S)

]

(55)
Corrected by f(ϕ), valid for

heterogeneous nucleation

Secondary n.

B = kbσ
bµ2 (51)

Power law equation, crystal

surface dependent

B = kbσ
bµ3

(56)
Power law equation, crystal

surface dependent

B = kbσ
bµ3L

j
min

(57)
Lmin: minimal crystal size

generating nucleons

B = kbσ
bµj

2
N (58)

Crystal surface and stirring

rate dependent

B = kbσ
bµj

3
N (58)

Crystal volume and stirring

rate dependent

B = kbεσ
bµj

3
(59)

Correlated with the turbulent

kinetic energy

• Integration into the crystal lattice (depositions)

These steps are illustrated in Figure 2.6. In the figure ci denotes the interface concen-

tration while c stands for the bulk concentration. In most cases the crystallizer slurry

is considered well mixed. This means that the bulk concentration is constant in space,

as is represented the figure. This assumption is generally used when modeling the

crystallizers (26). If the solute concentration cannot be considered perfectly mixed the

crystallizer must be modelled under non-perfect micromixing conditions (61). Never-

theless, the convective flux usually is incomparably higher compared to the deposition

rate and the diffusion through the boundary layer.

The integration to crystal lattice can be further categorized:

• Adsorption of atom or molecule to the crystal surface

• Release of solvation shell
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Mass transfer
boundary layer

Bulk solution

Crystal
body
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Figure 2.6: The mass transfer sub-processes during the crystal growth

• Diffusion of atom or molecule to the adsorption layer where either is integrated

to crystal lattice or returns back into the solution

The integration to the crystal lattice can follow two mechanism, namely the mono-

layer growth and the poly-layer growth. Mono-layer growth occurs when the first layer

is completely finished before the next layer is started to built. More than one layers

are simultaneously built in the case of poly-layer growth, which is a characteristic of

higher supersaturation driven growth (62).

The diffusion and surface integration steps proceeds until the solution is supersat-

urated. The adsorption and surface integration steps occurs consecutively hence the

slower subprocess controls the overall rate. If the diffusion is the rate determining step

the crystallization is called diffusion controlled, otherwise growth controlled.

From macroscopic point of view the growth rate is expressed as rate of increase in

length in a given direction of growth Eq.(2.9) (63).

G =
dL

dt
(2.9)

If the solution is undersaturated (Figure 2.1) the dissolution begins thus the deposited

material goes from crystal body to the solution. Consequently, the solution concen-

tration adjusts itself. The solution will dissolve the maximal amount of solid while

the system tends to the equilibrium concentration. At the solubility the actual rate of

dissolution and deposition are in dynamic equilibrium thus the apparent mass transfer

rate is zero (64).

Some commonly used growth rate functions are listed in Table 2.3. Note that the

dissolution are modeled with similar equations, with negative absolute rate.
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2.2 The crystallization process

Table 2.3: Commonly used growth rate models

Mechanism Equation Reference Observation

Size independent G = kgσ
g (65) Commonly used

Size dependent

G = kgσ
g(1 + γL)p (66)

G = kgσ
g(1 + γLp) (32)

Combined size inde-

pendent and power law

G = kgσ
gLp (36) Power law model

Burton, Cabrera,

Frank model
G =

kg
kbcf

S2tanh

(

kbcf
σs

)

(67)
Include effects of sur-

face deffecst

For temperature dependency of growth rates the Arrhenius type correction can be

employed, similarly to the case of nucleation rate Eq.(2.8).

2.2.4 Agglomeration

In this thesis the secondary crystal size enlarging processes will commonly be referred

as agglomeration. This might include:

• Aggregation

• Agglomeration

• Coagulation, etc.

The agglomeration phenomena in some crystallization is negligible (68), but in other

situations might become the dominant sub-process. It’s rate depends on material char-

acteristics and the system setup, mainly on stirring properties.

As the agglomeration requires a collision between at least two crystals, is a second

order process. Consequently is expected to possess significant role in high crystal

number concentrations and high supersaturation. These conditions generally occurs in

precipitation. The TEM image of Figure 2.7 presents the amorphous calcium phosphate

precipitate produced in chemical reaction between Ca(NO3)2 and (NH4)2HPO2 in

alkaline media. It seen that the particles are agglomerated and the agglomerate is

composed from nano-sized droplets. This is a typical example of agglomerative growth:

the nucleons are forming higher particles more likely by agglomeration, rather than

growth. The analysis of agglomeration in the case of high aspect ratio crystallization

is a hot topic in crystallization. The rate of agglomeration is known to depend on
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200 nm

Figure 2.7: TEM image of an amorphous calcium phosphate agglomerate

particle size. For two different particle size the so-called agglomeration kernel describes

the probability of agglomeration:

A = b0β(L, λ) (2.10)

In Eq.(2.10) b0 denotes the agglomeration constant, which might depend on operational

conditions (turbulent kinetic energy etc.) and material properties. β is the agglomer-

ation kernel, depending on L and λ characteristic sizes of agglomerating crystals. The

most popular agglomeration kernels are listed in Table 2.4. (69).

Table 2.4: Agglomeration kernels

Kernel β(L, λ)

Constant 1

Brownian motion
(L+ λ)2

Lλ

Sum of volumes L3 + λ3

Hydrodynamic shear (L+ λ)3

Differential force (L+ λ)2|L2 − λ2|

2.2.5 Breakage

The breakage, or fragmentation of crystals is a size reduction secondary operation,

generally emerging during the crystallization of rod-like or plate-like crystals. However,

the high aspect ratio crystal shape is more prevalent among crystals. Figure 2.8 presents

the rod-like succinic acid crystals, a typically sensitive crystal shape to breakage along

the length. The crystal breakage might be size dependent and it requires two functions

to describe it:
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2.2 The crystallization process

500 mm

Figure 2.8: PVM image of high aspect ratio succinic acid crystals during the crystalliza-

tion

• Selection function: it describes the probability that a crystal with given properties

(size, shape, etc.) will suffer a breakage event after a collision with impeller/wall

or with another crystal.

• Breakage function: the breakage function refers to the daughter particles. It

describes the habit (size, volume, shape) of daughter crystals.

Table 2.5 summarizes the most popular breakage selection functions. In table, L

stands for the internal particle property being proportional with the breakage proba-

bility (69). It can be a volume, characteristic particle size (i.e. length), aspect ratio

etc:

B = c0S(L) (2.11)

In Eq.(2.11) c0 is a depending on system, mixing and material properties.

Table 2.5: Breakage selection functions

Selection function S(L)

Constant 1

Power law Lα

Exponential exp(αL)

In Table 2.5 α is an adjustable parameter. The selection function is also referred as

breakage kernel as it gives the probability of a breakage event.

Several breakage functions have been proposed and validated with respect to exper-

imental data. To be applicable as breakage function, the equation need to fulfill some

physical constraints:
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2.3 Modeling the crystallization processes

• The number of formed daughter particles must be correctly represented and

• The mass of fragments must be the same as of the breaking particle

By respecting these constraints, theoretically, any equation could be used. However,

there are some popular and physically relevant breakage functions, listed in Table 2.6

(32). In the notations of Table 2.6 L is the internal property of breaking crystal while λ

Table 2.6: Widely applied breakage functions

Breakage function Equation

Symmetrical breakage 2δ

(

L− λ

2

)

Uniform distribution
2

λ

1:2 volume ratio f(x) =















1, if L = λ/3

1, if L = 2λ/3

0, otherwise.

Parabolic distribution
2C

λ
+

(

1− C

2

)(

24L2

λ3
− 24L

λ2
+

6

λ

)

is the property of daughter particle. C is an adjustable parameter of the parabolic dis-

tribution. All of these daughter distribution functions assume binary breakage, which

means that a breakage event leads to exactly two daughter particles.

Note that in reality the crystallization mechanisms are not always well distinguish-

able (e.g. fragmentation and secondary nucleation, growth and agglomeration, primary

and secondary nucleation etc). Carefully chosen experimental conditions and the means

of mathematical modeling are often required to adequately identify the rate of under-

lying sub-processes [Elena APFC].

2.3 Modeling the crystallization processes

In this section a brief introduction will be given in the PBM framework as well as in

related fields.
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2.3 Modeling the crystallization processes

2.3.1 Introduction, mathematical backgrounds

The PBE framework involves higher level mathematics that generally utilized by chem-

ical engineers thus the specific terms and functions will be presented, which, however,

are essential in the following parts of this thesis.

As it was already highlighted, the solution crystallization involves at least two

phases, generally a liquid and a solid. The solid particle phase is dispersed in the

liquid phase in the form of crystals. The crystals are isolated from each other by the

continuous liquid phase. Thus the individuals of solid crystalline population, from the

point of view of mass transfer, are in in-direct relation, through the continuous phase.

Mainly mechanical interactions exists through the inter-particle collisions. When comes

to the mathematical description of a crystallization system, three modeling objectives

exists:

• Description of continuous phase,

• Description of discrete phase and

• Creating the connections between the phases through the mass and energy bal-

ances.

The continuous phase is characterized with a so-called continuous phase vector. This

characteristic vector incorporates the all of relevant states related to the liquid phase.

These are typically the liquid temperature and liquid concentration(s), but the pH,

ionic strength also goes to this group. The continuous phase vector might depend on

time on time and space.

vc → vc(t, ζ) (2.12)

In Eq.(2.12) ζ denotes the spatial coordinates in the applied coordinate system.

The solid particles might be characterized with one or mode properties. The indi-

vidual crystal properties are generally referred as internal coordinates. Generally used

internal coordinates are the crystal length, crystal width, age of the particle, composi-

tion, porosity, temperature etc. The vector of internal coordinates (let us denote it with

vd) incorporates all of relevant particle properties which should be modeled. The length

of vd is usually referred as the dimensionality of the problem. Is evident that the higher

dimensional particle characterization is more detailed, however, it generates more com-

plicated mathematical apparatus. The vd, similarly to the vc, vd might depend on time.
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In a real crystallizer not all particles possess the same internal properties. Thus, there

exists a distribution in these meso-scale particle properties.

The number of particles is increased, continuous variation can be assumed in the

distributional description (70). As a consequence, the continuous probability density

function (PDF) can be used to describe the dispersion of meso scale particulate prop-

erties vd → n(vd)dvd. In this context n(vd)dvd gives the probability that a particle has

meso-scale properties within the vd × (vd + dvd) domain. In crystallization, the density

function is often used as a number density function (NDF), by the meaning of crystal

number per unit volume of suspension. Nevertheless, the change from PDF (whose

integral, by definition, is one) to NDF is arbitrary and is carried out by scaling the

PDF with the specific particle number. The distribution function, also often used in

particulate sciences, is the integral of the density function.

The NDF might be time and space dependent i.e. the meso scale particle properties

can vary:

n(vd) → n(ζ, vd, t) (2.13)

A specific and in crystallization an especially important quantitative measure of

NDF is the moment of the distribution. Let us assume a monovariate density function

n(L), where L can be the crystal diameter. The moment was already defined in this

work by Eq.(2.3). The moment transformation naturally entails a dimension reduc-

tion. In this example the monodimensional NDF is replaced by its scalar moments. A

distribution has infinite number of moments as j has no upper bound. Nevertheless,

the first moments posses only physical relevance, being proportional, in row, with the

number, specific length, specific surface and volume fraction of crystals. Naturally, the

moment concept can easily be extended to multivariate distributions:

µ(j1,j2,...,jd) =

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0
...

∫ ∞

0

d
∏

k=1

(

vd(k)
jk
)

n(vd)dvd, jd = 0, 1, 2... (2.14)

In Eq.(2.14) µ(j1,j2,...,jd) denotes the mixed moment of the distribution with similar

meaning to the 2.3.

The continuous NDF can be numerically approximated by Dirac-Delta function, to

which the mono dimensional demonstration is:

n(L) ≈
I
∑

i=1

wiδ(L− Li) (2.15)
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In Eq.(2.15) δ denotes the Dirac-Delta function. In the population balance models the

following property of the Dirac-Delta function will be particularly useful in the later

derivations:
∫ ∞

−∞
f(t)δ(t− T ) = f(T ) (2.16)

The approximated moments can now easily be deduced by substituting Eq.(2.15) into

Eq.(2.3) and applying the property Eq.(2.16):

µj ≈
I
∑

i=1

wiL
j
i (2.17)

2.3.2 Population balance based crystallizer models

In crystallization science and technology the generally applied modeling approach is the

population balance modeling (PBM). Nevertheless, other frameworks, like the kinetic

rate models (71), were also suggested but these didn’t conquered wider application

areas.

The PBM stands on the basic idea that the NDF is continuous function and the

crystallization mechanisms are time-continuous processes (70). From phenomenological

point of view this is not true, as the nucleation, breakage and agglomeration are all

time-discrete processes but the frequency of occurrence is so large that in industrial

scale can be assumed continuous. The possibility of incorporation of various mecha-

nisms like breakage, agglomeration, size dependent growth etc. (24) ensures that the

PBM approach is the most intensively applied description of crystallizers since it was

introduced in middle 60’s (72).

The PBE is the mathematical representation of temporal and spatial variation of

the population density function Eq.(2.13) under the effect of various phenomena. The

general representation of the PBE may be given as (26):

∂n(ζ, vd, t)

∂t
+∇vζn(ζ, vd, t) = −∇Gdn(ζ, vd, t) + S(ζ, t)−D(ζ, t) (2.18)

With the corresponding initial and boundary conditions. In Eq.(2.18) the first term at

the left hand side stands for the temporal evolution of the NDF, the second term is

aimed to describe the space variations of NDF. The first term at right hand side denotes

the growth rates along the specific internal coordinates while the last two terms stands

for the birth and death functions.
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Source terms in population balances are generally the birth of new crystals by

agglomeration or breakage and by nucleation. The sink of particles might be the disso-

lution, breakage or agglomeration. The feed and evacuation streams are also included

in these two terms. Tables 2.2,2.3,2.4,2.5 and 2.6 contains the most widely used models

in PBM’s.

Due to the temperature and concentration dependent nucleation and growth rate

functions the model closure requires the macroscopic mass and energy balance equa-

tions.

2.4 Numerical techniques for the solution of population

balance equation

The simultaneous solution of PBE with the mass and energy balances raises problems

as the PBE is always higher dimensional than the heat and mass transfer equations.

The analytical solution of PBE-s itself is possible only in exotic specific cases which

in complexity stands far from the industrially relevant models. The foregoing com-

plexities related to the numerical solution of the PBE have awakened the attention

in many researchers to develop specialized algorithms. Note that the presentation of

solution methods will be concerned on system analysis and process control purposes.

For system analysis the increased accuracy and wide application range is the key indi-

cator. However, when comes to real time control application, depending on the choice

of the dynamic optimization strategy (sequential, simultaneous or multiple shooting)

the computational efficiency of dynamic simulations may serve as an indication for the

computational burden required for dynamic optimization (73).

For illustrative purpose let us consider the following mono-dimensional PBE which

is valid for an MSMPR crystallizer with nucleation and growth mechanisms:

∂n(L, t)

∂t
+
∂ [G(L)n(L, t)]

∂L
= Bδ(L− Ln) +

nin(L, t)− n(L, t)

τ
(2.19)

With the initial and boundary conditions:

n(L, 0) = ni(L)

lim
L→∞

n(L, t) = 0
(2.20)

In Eq.(2.19) Ln denotes the nucleon size. In this representation the nucleation influ-

ences the number of L=Ln size crystals. The last term of equation describes the effects
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of feed and evacuation streams where τ stands for the mean residence time. The ini-

tial condition means that the initial NDF is the seed distribution and the boundary

condition ensures the finite crystal sizes. It is worth nothing that Eq.(2.19) is a hy-

perbolic partial differential equation due to the convective term (second term in left

hand side) and is inhomogeneous because of the nucleation. This means that even the

mono-variate PBE, involving only nucleation and growth, is impossible to solve ana-

lytically. Consequently, in PB modeling numerical techniques must be applied to solve

the model-equations.

2.4.1 Moment based methods

One of the oldest and most widely used method to solve the PBE is the method of mo-

ments ((72),(70)). It is based on moment transformation Eq.(2.3): the system of mo-

ment equations is generated by multiplying Eq.(2.19) by Lj and integrating in the whole

size domain. The system of moment equations, assuming size-independent growth (ie.

the growth rate G(L)→ G is not a function of crystal size) is:

dµ0
dt

= B +
µ0,in − µ0

τ
(2.21)

dµj
dt

= jGµj−1 +BLj
n +

µj,in − µj
τ

, j = 1, 2, ... (2.22)

whose initial conditions are the moments of seed distribution. As it seen, the standard

method of moments (SMOM) is a trade-off: one partial differential equation is replaced

by an infinite set of ordinary differential equations (ODE). Generally the first four

moments is required to close the mass and energy balances thus is enough to solve the

first for differential equations. The brilliant in SMOM is that it results a first order

ODE, which provides an accurate solution of the original PBE. Nevertheless, the SMOM

can be applied in limited situations (integer size exponents in growth, agglomeration

and breakage function, limited mechanism description etc.). Moreover, the generated

equation system is closed in tighter range. There are some methods to close the moment

equations like the cumulant neglect method (61) or the interpolative closure (74), the

generic solution is the quadrature method of moments (QMOM) (75).

The principle of QMOM is that to use the approximated moments Eq.(2.15) in

the moment equation system to overcome these problems. The QMOM equations for
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Eq.(2.19), with the original size dependent growth (G(L)) are:

dµ0
dt

≈ B +
1

τ

(

I
∑

i=1

wi,in −
I
∑

i=1

wi

)

(2.23)

dµj
dt

≈ j
I
∑

i=1

G(Li)wiL
j−1
i +BLj

n+
1

τ

(

I
∑

i=1

wi,inL
j
i,in −

I
∑

i=1

wiL
j
i

)

, j = 1, 2, ... (2.24)

Numerous implementations have been proposed for the QMOM, like the product-

difference method (QMOM-PD) (75), QMOM-DAE (76), QMOM-ODE (32) and others

(77). The following part of this thesis will serve with more details about the derivation

and implementation of higher dimensional QMOM.

The QMOM based methods are known to be accurate and can be applied even in

the most complicated PBE’s, which makes it perfectly suitable for systems analysis and

PBE development purposes. Unfortunately, the moments are some averaged quantities,

which can be used to calculate the mean statistics of NDF. In process control it might

be required to manipulate the NDF.

There are some techniques to reconstruct the NDF from its moments. NDF recon-

struction based on known distribution functions is a powerful, mathematically elegant

and fast method which gives result instantaneously but it stands on the assumption

that the type of distribution is known (78),(79). The most commonly used method to

reconstruct distribution is to assume a generic form of the distribution and to calculate

the parameters of the respective distribution function from the moments, which pa-

rameters are often corrected by orthogonal polynomials to take into account the higher

order moments in the reconstruction procedure. Orthogonal polynomials provide a

natural way to solve, expand and interpret the solutions to many types of differential

equations. The most popular distribution functions and and the associated orthogonal

polynomials are listen in Table 2.7.

Table 2.7: Distribution function and the associated orthogonal polynomial

Distribution function Orthogonal polynomial

Gamma Laguerre

Uniform Legendre

Gaussian Hermite

Beta Jacobi
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2.4 Numerical techniques for the solution of population balance equation

The Laguerre polynomial corrected Gamma function is the most widely used NDF

in moment inversion (24), (39). The Gamma function is written as:

ñ(L, t) = ς
z(ω−1)exp(−z)

(ω − 1)!



µ0 +

N
∑

(n=3)

lnL
(ω)
n (z)



 ; z > 0, N > 3 (2.25)

Where

ς =
ω

a
; a =

µ1
µ0

;ω =
a2

µ2/µ0 − a2
; z = ςL (2.26)

And the associated nth order Laguerre-polynomials:

kn =

n
∑

j=0

(−1)j
(ω − 1)!ς(n−j)µ(n−j)

j!(n − j)!(n + ω − 1− j)!
(2.27)

L(ω)
n (z) =

n
∑

j=0

(−1)j
n!(n+ ω − 1)!ς(n−1)z(n−1)

j!(n − j)!(n + ω − 1− j)!
, n = 0, 1, 2... (2.28)

The inversion methods are optimization based alternatives of priory-assumed NDF’s

reconstruction. They calculates the discredited NDF, whose moments fits the moments

calculated by QMOM/SMOM (78). The most common lack of these techniques is the

problem of ill-conditioning (73). It is worth nothing that the moment inversion is a

mathematical approximation and is never unequivocal(see a comparison in Figure 2.9).

This is the most important argument why the crystallization engineering community

started to look after other PBE solution methods.

2.4.2 Combined QMOM and method of characteristics

The method of characteristics (MOCH) has been introduced to overcome some weak-

nesses of the most common numerical PDE solving methods, namely the numerical

diffusion and instability problems near to sharp variations of NDF (80). The main

idea of the MOCH is to eliminate the convection term (crystal growth) through the

transformation of Eq.(2.19) to the following set of differential equations:

dL

dt
= G(L) (2.29)

dn(L, t)

dt
= −n(L, t)dG(L, t)

dL
+B(L, t) +

nin(L, t)− n(L, t)

τ
(2.30)
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2.4 Numerical techniques for the solution of population balance equation

Eq.(2.29) governs the movement of crystal cells, which in the MOCH is called as a

characteristic line and Eq.(2.30) express the evolution of the crystal number density,

which gives the number of crystals represented by the given L characteristic.

As a consequence, in MOCH the NDF is discretized and for each discrete L size bin

a number (n(L,t)) is ordered. The reduced differential equations are then solved for

each discrete element. The solution of differential equations, the L and (n(L,t)) gives

the NDF at any time of simulation. A detailed derivation for 2D PBE solution will

based on method of characteristics is given in Appendix i.

Is self-evident that as a result of nucleation from time-to-time new characteristic

lines must be added to the lower size. For this reason the computational burden of

MOCH continuously increases as the simulation evolves. Moreover, in order to get

accurate result in terms of mass balance closure, fine discretization is required. With-

out accurate mass balance the growth - and nucleation rate calculation also becomes

incorrect, which leads to fatal calculational errors.

From the process control point of view the weakness of QMOM is that is not able

to univocally predict the NDF but is extremely accurate in terms of moments as well

as mass balance. The advantages of QMOM and MOCH have been combined by

the wonderful idea that the QMOM solution is applied firstly and the concentration

trajectory is applied as input for the MOCH. Consequently, the QMOM ensures the

mass balance closure while the MOCH gives the accurate NDF (81). This technique

was successfully applied in crystallizer optimization (82) and control (83) problems.

In order to illustrate the power of QMOM-MOCH, an MSMPR simulation is car-

ried out based on Eq.(2.19), solved by the QMOM-ODE, a specific implementation

of QMOM developed partially by the author of this thesis. The NDF is reconstructed

firstly using a Gamma function Eq.(2.25) with sixth order Laguerre polynomials (Eqs.2.27-

2.28) and secondly the QMOM-MOCH. The QMOM-MOCH gives the ”exact” NDF’s

(Figure 2.9). The model used in this comparison is described in Appendix 1.

The QMOM-MOCH computes more reliably the NDF and it presents potential to

extensions to multiple dimensions. It was shown that the MOCH gives very accurate

NDF’s (73) as the convection term causing the numerical instabilities is completely

removed. Nevertheless, the implementation might become complicated due to the nu-

cleation term.
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2.4 Numerical techniques for the solution of population balance equation

Figure 2.9: Comparison of NDF’s computed by the combined QMOM-MOCH and

QMOM-Gamma function with sixth order Laguerre polynomial

2.4.3 Finite element/volume methods

The finite element/volume are two broad families of numerical PDE solution techniques.

The finite element method (FEM) offers the possibility of PBE solution in its con-

tinuous form by approximating with piecewise polynomials which are capable of cap-

turing highly irregular solutions (84). Numerous papers analyzed the performance of

FEM based methods (85), (86) as possess modest computational burden (87). There

are some FEM schemes which has been developed to deal with the nucleation, whose

implementation arises special problems in the majority of FEM algotirhms (88). The

general observation is that the performance of FEM generally is below the finite volume

methods (FVM) when comes to accuracy of solution (73).

The FVM, similarly to the FEM, is a discretization based technique, which uses ei-

ther a semi-discrete formulation (discretization of spatial coordinates) or a full-discrete

where the time and spatial coordinates are also discretized. The resulting set of ODE,

or AES (for full-discrete formulation), one for each grid point, is subsequently solved
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2.4 Numerical techniques for the solution of population balance equation

over time along lines parallel to the time axis (89). Figure 2.10 presents a typical FVM

discretization of a monovariate crystal size distribution function (CSD). The finite vol-

Figure 2.10: Cell centered FVM discretization of a continuous monovariate CSD

ume discretization is carried out by solving the following type of integrals:

ni =
1

h

∫ Li

Li−1

n(L)dL (2.31)

Where ni denotes the particle number within the Li−1,Li size domain and h stands for

the discretization size. It is self-evident that finer mesh results in better approximation

of the continuous CSD but entails higher computational burden. Note that a 2D

derivation of FVM will be presented and discussed in details later in this thesis.

It is worth nothing that, in contrast with the FEM, where the grid points con-

stitute the computational nodes, in the finite volume methods the computations are

done on the cell boundaries (73). The FVM family encompasses a variety of FVM

discretization, derivative calculation and flux limiter function. Each formulation has it

advantages and disadvantages. Associating the proper to flux limiter function to the

proper FVM scheme the numerical diffusion can significantly be suppressed even with

coarser meshes (90, 91) and the accuracy approaches the MOCH solution (73). This

is welcome especially in real time control approaches. The increased computational

burden is reduced by efficient computer implementation (92).

2.4.4 Monte Carlo methods

Contrary to the deterministic techniques, the probabilistic Monte Carlo method can

be utilized in the PBE solution. Monte Carlo methods are a class of computational
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algorithms. It rely on repeated random sampling to obtain numerical results. In crys-

tallization is intensively applied to simulate PBE’s with breakage and/or agglomeration,

two typically time-discrete stochastic processes (93).

The main idea of Monte Carlo simulations is to generate an initial vector, con-

taining the particles with its characteristic internal properties (coordinates, eg. size).

A particle is randomly picked from this vector and the probability of its breakage or

agglomeration with another randomly picked particle is calculated based on agglomer-

ation and breakage kernels (see Tables 2.4 and 2.5). If the probability is higher than

a randomly generated number, the event is accepted and the vector of particles is up-

dated, otherwise the event is rejected. Thus, in this approach, the histories of individual

crystals, each exhibiting random behavior in accordance with a probabilistic function,

are tracked by means of the Markov conditional probability (73).

As the process evolves in time, the particle number varies. This can lead to pointless

high particle number or to decreased number which degrades the simulation accuracy.

To avoid these un-wanted attributes the constant number Monte Carlo was developed

and successfully applied in various problems (94, 95, 96).

The Monte Carlo methods are suitable for higher dimensional PBE’s, where the de-

terministic solution techniques are getting more and more in-efficient (97, 98). Recently,

Monte Carlo methods were applied in the solution of multidimensional continuous-

discrete PBE solution in the field of polymerization (99).

Consequently, the Monte Carlo methods are robust and stable tools for the analysis

of complex multidimensional systems but are less efficient in lower dimensional PBE’s

compared to other solution techniques. This is the main reason why is not applied in

real time control systems.

2.5 Measurement techniques for state variables

The quick spread of Process Analytical Technologies (PAT) enables the accurate and

deep tracking of particle and solute phases as well. These opportunities opens new doors

in experimental analysis, monitoring and control of crystallization processes (100).

These are either on-line or off line measurements: the on-line devices gives instant

information about the actual system states, generally required for process control pur-

poses. The most frequently used on-line PAT tools are listen in Table 2.8. The off-line
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methods might give deeper, more detailed and accurate data based on the samples

taken during the experiment which is favoured for system analysis and model identifi-

cation and validation. A cooling crystallizer monitored with FBRM,PVM and UN-VIS

Table 2.8: Frequently used on-line process analytical technology tools

PAT Tool Tracked phase Measured quantity

FBRM solid Chord Length Distribution

PVM solid image recording (size and shape information)

Turbidity meter solid turbidity

UV-VIS liquid concentration

FT-IR liquid concentration

RAMAN solid,liquid concentration

Thermocouple liquid temperature

PAT tools, as well as equipped with temperature measurement is presented in Figure

2.11. The image was captured in the Crystallization Systems Engineering research

laboratory of Loughbourough University, UK.

Figure 2.11: Laboratory scale cooling batch crystallizer equipped with FBRM, PVM,

UN-VIS and thermocouple
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2.5.1 Temperature measurement

The temperature is traditionally measured with thermocouples. Some important factors

which need to be considered while selecting a thermocouple are:

• response time

• accuracy

• temperature range

For the solution crystallization processes, due to their general temperature range

and accuracy requirement, PT-100 thermocouples are applied. These have quick re-

sponse time (which can be further improved by rational probe setup (101)) and are

accurate within 0.15 C.

2.5.2 Concentration measurement

The concentration, depending on physical-chemical nature of the crystallizing material

the classical measuring methods can be applied, such as:

• density based techniques

• concentration measurement based on conductivity

• refractive index based determination etc.

However, these generally are less selective and are more sensitive with respect to various

type of perturbations (temperature, foreign substances etc.). Mainly for these reasons

the spectroscopy based concentrations are the widely applied techniques, with a broad

variety of on-line instruments:

• Attenuated Total Reflectance Ultra Violet-Visible spectroscopy (ATR-UV/VIS)

• ATR Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (ATRFT-IR)

• Raman spectroscopy

The concentration measuring range, from the applicability point of view, of these three

devices (coupled with chemometrics (102, 103, 104)) covers the overwhelming majority

of food and pharmaceutical industrial relevant materials.

The applications of spectroscopic techniques have increased in recent years (100,

105, 106) due to following advantages over the traditional measurement methods:
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• they do not clog with crystals. However, nucleation and crusting on the probe

window may be a problem. Currently intensive researches are ongoing to over-

come this weakness,

• Its selective: multiple compounds can be simultaneously and accurately tracked,

• The provided raw-signal depends on the temperature, which can easily be taken

into account using temperature dependent

2.5.3 Chord Length Distribution measurement

The Focused Beam Reflectance Measurement (FBRM) instrument tracks the solid

phase based on laser backscattering, which works based on following principle. The

laser beam is focused by a rotating lens, which forces the beam to rotational motion at

a fixed high speed (generally in order of m/s). The light is scattered in all directions

when it intersects the crystal. The probe collects the light the reflected (scattered)

light. In the knowledge of the laser’s circular velocity and intersection time the dis-

tance between the two edges of the crystal can easily be calculated. This distance is

therefore called Chord Length (CL). The FBRM serves two relevant and significant

information:

• FBRM count, the number of intersections in unit of time, which naturally is

proportional to the crystal number and

• CL Distribution (CLD): the individual CL’s can be used to built the CLD, which

is a fingerprint of crystals population

The CLD → CSD transformation is a heavily investigated hot topic and still open

challenge in crystallization engineering. The main difficulty of these transformations is

that the CLD is sensitive to crystal shape which, from backscattering measurements

alone cannot be determined. For example, a population of rod-like crystals are char-

acterised mathematically by 2D dimensional distribution, but the provided CLD is

only. It is impossible to uniquely determine a two dimensional distribution from a one-

dimensional distribution. Thus, the majority of transformations require the crystal

shape or some relevant shape information (e.g. image analysis based measurements)

to resolve the problem of multiplicity. Note that in this thesis the development of a

novel 2D CSD → CLD,Aspect Ratio Distribution (ARD) transformation with on-line

applicability will be presented and discussed.
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2.5.4 In-situ image recording

In the last years the in-situ image recorders have conquered considerable attention in

the field of crystallization for qualitative and quantitative purposes as well (100, 107).

From practical point of view the image analysis is the simplest technique to mon-

itor the crystal size and shape in crystallisation processes. It is a direct observation

technique and it does not require any assumptions for the size or shape of the crys-

tals. Nevertheless, the reliable on-line imaging instruments such like the Process Vision

Microscopy (PVM) system might be expensive. Figure 2.12 illustrates a PVM image

series during the crystallization of Potassium-Di-hydrogen Phosphate (KDP), captured

at the Loughborough University. However, there are some bright ideas which enables

a) b) c)

d) e) f)

g) h) i)

j) Product

500 mm

Figure 2.12: PVM images captured during the KDP crystallization at the Loughborough

University

the application of cheap and widely available instruments in crystallization monitoring

and control such like the endoscopes (108, 109).

The on-line images can be processed by the means of image processing to gather

valuable size and shape information. In this context, the on-line imaging coupled with

a real-time image processing enables the direct application of in-situ imaging in real
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time feedback control systems cite.

Recently the image recording in perpendicular direction have been used to recon-

struct the multidimensional CSD’s (25) which is a promising way of tracking the vari-

ation of crystal habit during the crystallization process.

2.6 Control of crystallization processes

The classical control of crystallizers axed mainly on productivity and economical as-

pects, which was carried out with traditional PID based controllers. In this context

the control policies focused on the manipulation of the nucleation and growth rates to

achieve desired purity and productivity. The crystal size and shape were secondary as

product quality descriptors and were viewed mainly from operational parameters (to

avoid the filter clogging etc.) (110).

In the last two-three decades not only the research community but the industry

started to focus more and more on manipulating the crystal shape as it turned out

that it significantly influences the product properties (111). In the particle science

and technology one of the major challenges is the precious control of crystal size and

shape (next to the purity and polymorphism) (62). This is because the direct control of

crystalline properties may avoid the necessity of secondary size manipulating operations

such as the granulation, coagulation, milling etc.. Moreover, it produces better quality,

flat crystal facets (20).

Due to the significant time delay and nonlinear higher order dynamics of nucleation

and growth (as well as secondary operations) the PID based strategies are not suit-

able for crystal size and shape control. The state-of-the-art crystallizer control can be

divided into two major groups (20):

• model free control and

• model based control

2.6.1 Model free control

The model-free control, as its name suggests, this family is aimed to control the crystal

sizes without involving the process models, by using a given combination of PAT tools.

The Direct Nucleation Control (DNC) and Supersaturation Control (SSC).
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2.6.1.1 Direct nucleation control

The DNC is a model-free PAT based control strategy applied for batch cooling crys-

tallization processes. The main idea behind the DNC is the fact that after a certain

degree of cooling the crystallized mass remains constant, so that the crystal size is a

function of the crystal number. Variation of the crystal number results in the adjust-

ment of the crystal size: if fewer crystals are produced they will inevitably be bigger

and vice-versa, which is the straightforward idea of the DNC. This situation is rep-

resented in Figure 2.13. Both the left and right hand side figure represents the same

crystal mass. As a consequence in DNC the controlled variable is the relative count

provided by the FBRM detector. The working principle of DNC is simple (112). Crys-

Figure 2.13: The principle of DNC: the crystal size can be controlled through the crystal

number

tallization is started with a high temperature saturated solution which is cooled. When

supersaturation is reached, nucleation and growth of crystals begins. Meanwhile, the

crystallizer is monitored with FBRM. When the upper FBRM count limit is exceeded,

a heating stage begins which is aimed to dissolve the unwanted fines. This reduces the

crystal number, thus the count. According to the Oswald Ripening phenomenon (62),

the smaller crystals dissolve faster thus the FBRM count decreases faster as compared

to the global (mass) dissolution. When FBRM count lower limit is reached, the second

cooling loop is started. It triggers again supersaturation.

In this second cooling stage, in contrast to the first, some crystals already exist

in the slurry. As it has already been mentioned, the lower supersaturation favors the

growth; thus, as long as the growth of these crystals consumes supersaturation, the

nucleation is forced back. However, a too slow cooling prolongs the batch time; hence
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higher cooling rates are recommended. Yet, this may lead to enhanced nucleation

which leads again to count increase. Consequently, heating and cooling is alternatively

repeated until the final target temperature and a stable FBRM count are reached. A

typical DNC for KDP is presented in Figure 2.14: it seems that every temperature

cycle involves significant growth of mean (square weighted) CL, which is proportional

with the mean crystal size. Note that Figure 2.12 presents the crystals at the end of

each cooling stages of Figure 2.14.
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Figure 2.14: Typical variation of temperature and crystal size during the DNC of KDP

2.6.1.2 Supersaturation control

Figure 2.15 illustrates in other terms the practical observation that low supersaturation

favors crystal growth: a second characteristic line can be defined and tracked in the

phase diagram, at higher than solubility values. It is called the metastable limit (20).

Under it nucleation is negligible but crystal growth occurs. The zone between the

metastable limit and the solubility line is called the metastable zone. The main idea

of the supersaturation control (SSC) is the addition of seed crystals, in a well specified

quantity and CSD, to metastable zone. The supersaturation is further controlled by

manipulating the temperature in order to keep the process within this zone. Improved

growth rate is ensured by keeping supersaturation near to the metastable limit.

Numerous studies showed that a well-designed SSC can approximate the perfor-

mance optimal control (113). This is possible because the SSC conducts the process in

the vicinity of metastable limit, thus eliminates formation of small crystals and shortens

batch time (20) as compared to the DNC. On the other hand, it requires preliminary
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Solubility
line

Metastable limit

Seeding

SSC process trajectory

T

C

Figure 2.15: Typical trajectory of a batch SSC in C-T phase diagram

knowledge of solubility and metastable limit. The accurate and proper determination

of these may be experimental time consuming.

2.6.1.3 Combined DNC and SSC

Hybrid techniques combine the advantages of DNC and SSC (114). The process is

started with applying DNC for in-situ seed crystal generation. Further these are grown

faster via employment of SSC. This approach benefits from both the robust crystal

number control of DNC and the efficiency of SSC. Moreover, it avoids the necessity of

seeding.

The market offers a variety of software designed especially for process control of

crystallization. For example, the commercially available CryMOCO (or CryPRINS)

was put forward for PAT based crystallization and includes both DNC and SSC strate-

gies.

2.6.2 Model based control

Despite of the undisputable strengths of the model-free control strategies the suffers

from some common weaknesses as the increased cost of required PAT tools, they usually

operates in-directly on CSD through the mean crystal size and, from operational point

of view, are not optimal. The model based controllers are able to deal with high

non-linearity’s thus are suitable tools for control the cooling crystallizers (115).

The basic idea of the model based control is to use the process model to optimize the

control signal (for cooling crystallizers the temperature profile). As it uses the means
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of mathematical optimization the CSD can directly be manipulated and the various

economical, ecological and technological constraints can be explicitly included in the

optimization (116).

The model based controllers has the ability to anticipate future events and can take

control actions accordingly; for this reason they are widely referred as Model Predictive

Controllers (MPC).

2.6.2.1 Basics of linear model predictive controls

The MPC’s rely on dynamic models of the controlled process, most often linear em-

pirical models (117). The most general continuous-time linear time-invariant (LTI)

dynamical state-space model has the form:

dx

dt
= Ax(t) +Bu(t)

y(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t)
(2.32)

where:

• t denotes the time

• x(t) stands for the vector of system states (n × 1)

• u(t) is the input vector (r × 1)

• y(t) is the output vector (m × 1)

• A is the state matrix (n × n)

• B is the input matrix (n × r)

• C is the output matrix (m × n)

• D is the feedthrough matrix (m × r)

Note that A,B,C and D are constants obtained by system identification.

State controllability implies that it is possible to steer the states from any initial

value to any final value within finite time. The controllability matrix is defined as:

C =
[

B AB A2B .. An−1B
]

(2.33)

The system is controllable if and only if C has full rank ie. rank(C )=n.
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Observability is a measure for how well internal states of a system can be inferred

by knowledge of its external outputs.

O =













C
CA
CA2

..
CAn−1













(2.34)

The system is observable if and only if O has full rank ie. rank(O)=n. Note that a

system can be controlled if both the controllability and observability criterions satisfies.

In this case the process model can be used to optimize the control signal. The general

time diagram of a MPC is illustrated in Figure 2.16. Being an optimization based

FUTUREPAST

Predicted outputs

Predicted inputs

Setpoint

Implemented inputs

Measured outputs

Figure 2.16: Schematic representation of the MPC working principle

strategy various objective functions can be used in optimizations. However, in many

practical MPC’s the following non-linear objective function is used:

J (xi) =

N
∑

i=1

wxi
(ri − xi)

2 +

N
∑

i=1

wui
∆u2i

!
= min (2.35)

where:

• x denotes the vector of controlled variables in control horizon (N × 1)

• r stands for the setpoint (reference) vector in control horizon (N × 1)

• w weighting factors, gives the relative importance of controlled variables in the

control horizon (N × 1)

• u vector of manipulated variables in the control horizon (N × 1)
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• A weighting factors, penalizes big changes in manipulated variables thus ensures

smooth(er) control (N × 1)

As the process dynamics is described by the linear state-space model Eq.(2.32 the

inverse problem Eq.(2.35) can be analytically solved. This pleasant property of linear

MPC’s ensures the negligible computational burden which enabled its application in

chemical plants and oil refineries since 1980 (118).

However, due to strong non-linear feature of crystallization kinetics the approxi-

mation with linear models (i.e. identification of Eq.(2.32) is problematic and generally

introduces significant modeling errors. This delimits the application of this simple lin-

ear MPC’s and requires the application of more detailed, non-linear process models

leading to the family of non-linear MPC’s (NMPC) (119, 120).

2.6.2.2 Open loop non-linear model predictive control

In the last three decades there is a steadily increasing interest from the part of control

community in NMPC. The increasing interest is mainly driven by the fact that today’s

processes need to be operated under tight performance specifications. This is the result

of increasing number of constraints which need to be satisfied, stemming for from

environmental and safety considerations. Often, these demands can only be met when

process nonlinearities and constraints are explicitly taken into account in the controller

design. In contrast with the linear MPC’s, the application of non-linear system models

generates non-convex optimization problems which poses challenges from both stability

theory and numerical point of view (121). Although, the highly nonlinear crystallization

requires NMPC strategy (122).

The bottleneck in model based crystallizer control is the often significant compu-

tational burden of numerical model equations solution in the required complexity and

accuracy level. For this reason the crystallizers are often controlled in open loop manner

(123).

As any open-loop control, in this case the process model is used to optimize the

control signal (temperature profile or supersaturation trajectory) which is tracked by a

low level temperature or supersaturation controller. By carrying out the optimization

in off-line mode the computational time is not an obstacle anymore thus more detailed
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models can be applied (36). This enables the solution of more complicated optimization

(multiple objectives, more constraints etc.) problems (124).

Nevertheless, the crystallization is known to be sensitive to various disturbances and

uncertainty’s. In practical cases the disturbances are not negligible. A phenomenon,

which degrades the performance of open loop control strategies and require on-line

controllers (125).

2.6.2.3 Closed loop non-linear model predictive control

The closed loop NMPC applies real time optimization of control signal. The robustness

of on-line NMPC systems has been proven in many theoretical works (126). The control

of batch crystallizers is more challenging than those of continuous systems, for more

reasons:

• more objectives can be formulated (eg. batch time minimization, end-point opti-

mization etc.)

• the control horizon is fixed: the model need be solved for the whole batch time

• the process moves away from the initial point: the model need to be reliable in

wider domain etc.

Moreover, in the pharmaceutical industry the production is still discontinuous thus

the majority of NMPC development focuses on batch systems. For the fixed time

batches the control horizon is continuously shrinking, these NMPC’s are often referred

as shrinking horizon NMPC’s. From the beginning to the actual process time however

measurement data is available, whose quantity is growing in time. This information is

used by the state estimator which ensures the robust functioning and has the role of

filtering out the disturbances and providing the initial point for the NMPC optimization

(127). This specific type of state estimator is referred as receding (or growing) horizon

estimator (RHE). The typical scheme of RHE-NMPC combo is presented in Figure

2.17. The majority of real time controllers and process optimizations involve one of

the moment based PBE solution methods (35, 127, 128, 129) because of its decreased

computational burden. However, with the rapid increasing of accessible computational

power the real time application of full PB in process control became realizable. Such a

paper were published recently and opened new doors in real time controller applications

of full PBM’s (130).
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Figure 2.17: Illustration of a shrinking horizon fixed batch time NMPC coupled with

RHE

Nevertheless, the good functioning of an NMPC system requires the smooth and

precious liaison of the three major parts: the plant, the model based controller and state

estimator. Figure 2.18 presents the block diagram of a general batch NMPC system

with the most important data flows. It is a general phenomenon that the control quality

NMPC
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Constrained
dynamic

optimization

Process

Crystallizer
with

senzors

System
output

Control
signal

RHE

State estim.
Model

improvment
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data
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states

Models

Models

Plant(s)

Figure 2.18: Block diagram of a robust NMPC system

is more sensitive on the good RHE functioning that the control signal optimization.

In the following part a brief look will be given to the world of most popular state

estimators.
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2.6 Control of crystallization processes

2.6.3 State estimation in crystallization processes

In NMPC regardless of model structure and control objective, for robust functioning

state estimators are required (131). The principal role of state a state estimator, as it’s

name suggest is that to estimate the actual system states, which serves as initial point

for the NMPC optimization. The simple principle of state estimation gets more difficult

taking into the consideration that the measurement data is often noisy and inaccurate.

Moreover, not all system states can be measured thus sometimes un-measurable data

need to be estimated. It is enough to think on the CSD, which generally is a controlled

quantity and is modelled by PBE’s but can not be measured with the available real

time PAT tools.

In control engineering a huge variety of state estimators have been developed (132).

Among of others, in the crystallization the following approaches are applied in wider

domain:

• Kalman filter and it’s extensions

• Luenberger observers

• Moving horizon estimators

These estimators are presented in the following pages.

2.6.3.1 The Kalman filter ”family”

Kalman filtering, named after its primary developer Rudolf Kalman, is a stochastic

algorithm that uses a series of measurements, containing inaccuracies such as statistic

noise, and produces estimates of unknown variables. The estimated variables are more

precise than those based on a single measurement alone. Kalman filtering uses Bayesian

inference and estimating a joint probability distribution over the variables (133).

The estimation has two steps. In the prediction an estimate of the current state

variables (and their uncertainties) is generated. Once the next measurement is available,

the estimates are updated using a weighted average, with more weight being given to

estimates with higher certainty. These weighting factors are referred as filter gains. The

procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.19. The filter state is described by two variables:

• x̂k|k: the posteriori state estimate at time k given observations up to time k
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Figure 2.19: Illustration of Kalman filter working principle

• Pk|k: the posteriori error covariance matrix (a measure of accuracy of state esti-

mate)

The prediction step is the priori state estimation, described by Eq. (2.36):

x̂k|k−1 = Fkx̂k−1|k−1 +Bkuk

Pk|k−1 = FkPk−1|k−1F
T
k +Qk

(2.36)

The state measurements are characterized with the mean and covariance Eq. (2.37):

ỹk = zk −Hkx̂k|k−1

Sk = HkPk|k−1H
T
k +Rk

(2.37)

The Kalman gain is expressed by Eq. (2.38):

K̃k = Pk|k−1H
T
k S

−1
k (2.38)

And, finally, the updated posteriori state estimate Eq. (2.39):

k̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 +Kkỹk

Pk|k = (I −KkHk)Pk|k−1

(2.39)

Where:

• Qk and Rk are the noise covariance matrices

• Fk is the state-transition model which was applied to previous state

• Bk denotes the control input model to the uk

• Hk stands for the observation model which maps the true state space into the

observed space

• Sk is the covariance of ỹk and
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• Kk is the Kalman gain

The algorithm can run in real time as it requires only the present measurements and

the previously calculated state (and its uncertainty matrix). Moreover the calculations

posses insignificant computational burden.

The Kalman filter is based on linear model and is the optimal estimator these

systems. It has enormous number of practical applications from aircraft position deter-

mination to ballistic rocket estimation (134). However, the crystallization can rarely be

approximated with linear models thus the original Kalman filter might give in-accurate

results.

One of famous extensions is the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) (135). The main

idea behind the the EKF is that to use the non-linear system model and to approximate

it by first order Taylor polynomial expansion. The weak point of EKF is the model

linearization. It was showed that for highly non-linear systems the EKF gives poor

performance (136). For this reason an other extension of Kalman filter have been

introduced, namely the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) (137).

The UKE uses a deterministic sampling technique to pick a set of sample points

around the mean. These points are propagated through the non-linear functions, from

which a statistics are generated and used in estimation. The result is a filter, which for

certain systems provides more accurate state estimation. This is because the non-linear

models are directly taken into consideration (138).

It was showed that in certain cases the EKF and UKF can be successfully applied

in crystallization control (139, 140).

2.6.3.2 Luenberger observers

In contrast with the Kalman filter, the Luenberger observer is a deterministic state es-

timator which operates directly on the LTI model. The idea of the Luenberger observer

is to run the system model with the same inputs as the real system and estimate the

states so to minimize the deviation between the estimated and observed outputs (see

Figure 2.20. As the practical sampling results discrete data-series, let us consider a

time-discrete LTI system as process model:

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k)

y(k) = Cx(k) +Du(k)
(2.40)
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Figure 2.20: Typical block diagram and working principle of the Luenberger observer

The notations in Eq.(2.40) are the same as in Eq.(2.32). The numerical ”copy” of the

real system can be created, involving the same inputs (u(k)) as the real system:

x̂(k + 1) = Ax̂(k) +Bu(k)

ŷ(k) = Cx̂(k) +Du(k)
(2.41)

An additional part, the difference between the real and modeled output multiplied by

the so-called Luenberger gain need to be added, which ensures that the models state

Eq.(2.41) converges to the states of real system Eq.(2.40):

x̂(k + 1) = Ax̂(k) +Bu(k) + L [y(k)− ŷ(k)]

ŷ(k) = Cx̂(k) +Du(k)
(2.42)

Eq.(2.42) gives the characteristic equations of the Luenberger observer, which is illus-

trated in the form of block diagram in Figure 2.20 (141).

Due to the simple structure the Luenberger observer, similarly to the Kalman filter,

has decreased computational burden which makes it suitable for the observation of

deterministic systems with relative fast dynamics.

Although the original Luenberger observer was established for linear systems it was

also extended for non-linear systems too (142). It was shoved that in certain conditions

the Luenberger observers can be very successfully applied for state estimation. In

crystallization the extended Luenberger observers have been adopted in several cases

(12, 128, 143).

• Qk and Rk are the noise covariance matrices

• Fk is the state-transition model which was applied to previous state

• Bk denotes the control input model to the uk
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• Hk stands for the observation model which maps the true state space into the

observed space

• Sk is the covariance of (̃y)k and

• Kk is the Kalman gain

2.6.3.3 Moving horizon estimators

Moving horizon estimation (MHE) is an optimization approach that uses measure-

ments observed over a certain time frame, containing noise and other inaccuracies, and

produces estimates of unknown variables or parameters. Being an optimization based

strategy, the MHE requires an iterative approach to find a solution (144).

In contrast with the Kalman filter which uses only the last measurement, the MHE

operates on measurements gathered over a certain time frame. This permits the more

accurate catching of the process non-linearity’s. Moreover, the MHE operates directly

on the non-linear process model, which boosts further the performance when comes to

estimate the states of highly non-linear processes (145) such as crystallization.

The MHE, in principle, is a multivariable real time optimization that uses:

• measurement gathered on the applier estimation horizon

• the (non-linear) process-model and

• optimization cost function and decision variables

If these are all given, the MHE calculates the optimal system states subject to the

applied constraints. As the solution of non-linear process models are generally com-

putationally expensive and the method is iterative, the MHE has considerably higher

computational requirements than the other estimators (131) thus is applied to sys-

tems where there are greater computational resources and/or moderate to slow system

dynamics.

Nevertheless, the explosive development of advanced compute hardware and soft-

ware infrastructures permits the application of MHE in a huge part of crystallization

systems thus the MHE have been successfully employed in numerous real time model

based control systems (146, 147)
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2.7 Conclusions

Crystallisation is a widely used technique in different process industries, possessing

particular role in the production of pharmaceutics and fine chemicals. In the named

areas is used as purification, separation and particle formation technique as well. The

driving force for crystallisation is the supersaturation, which can be created by cooling,

reaction, anti-solvent addition etc. Some of these techniques can also be combined

together to handle better and in wider region the supersaturation.

Determination of the solubility curve and metastable limit (serving as the limits of

metastable zone) is of key importance for the efficient design and control of crystallizers.

In the metastable zone spontaneous nucleation not occurs but the growth of existing

crystals (or seeds) is allowed. As a consequence the crystallizer should be operated in

this area to avoid the formation of fines and to produce narrow CSD’s.

Population balance equations have been widely used to model the crystallization

systems. The population balance equation is a statistical equation which governs the

variation of number density function of internal coordinates (particle size(s), composi-

tion, age, temperature etc.). If only the particle size(s) is (are) modeled, the number

density function is referred as size density function, or the more popularly, as crystal

size distribution (however, the density function, strictly, has different meaning than the

distribution function). There are a several approaches to solve the population balance

equations, all with advantages and disadvantages.

The recent Process Analytical Technology (PAT) tools enables the on-line monitor-

ing of both liquid and particle phases in a crystallizer. The temperature is traditionally

measured with thermocouple and the solution concentration can be accurately tracked

by on-line spectroscopy methods such as RAMAN, UV-visible or infrared. The laser

backscattering, adopted by the widely used Focused Beam Reflectance Measurement

(FBRM) is measuring the chord length distribution, a distributional information re-

lated (but not identical) to the CSD. The Process Vision Microscopy (PVM) is an

on-line microscope which captures images in the magnitude of hundreds of microme-

ters (typical range of crystal size in industrial crystallization). The captured images

can be post-processed by the means of image analysis and valuable crystal size and

shape information can be extracted.
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The standard method of moments is one of the oldest and still very popular way of

solution. It stands on the idea of reducing the PBE into a set of ODE’s, standing for the

temporal evolution of moments of the distribution. The first four (0,1,2,3) moments

posses physical meaning, being proportional, in row, with the number, total length,

surface and volume of crystals in unit volume of suspension. This average information

is sometimes enough to describe the crystals population. The main disadvantage of

standard method of moments is the closure problem: the ODE system can be generated

only in specific, limited cases, which reduced significantly the practical applicability of

this elegant technique. The quadrature method of moments is the generic solution for

the closure problem, which approximates numerically the continuous number density

function. Applying the QMOM, the closure problem not exists anymore. The newest

PAT tools are able to record distributional information thus recently became important

to calculate the whole CSD instead of its moments. The Monte Carlo simulations are

able to simulate the most complicated PBE’s giving the most probable CSD, but,

especially in lower dimensional cases to which the on-line control strategies are applied,

are very computationally expensive. For this reason the Monte Carlo simulations are

used for system analysis. The combined method of characteristics-quadrature method

of moments is a promising technique, which is very accurate as the convective term

(crystal growth) is removed from the PBE thus the hyperbolic nature of the partial

differential equation is eliminated. The implementation of the method however might

become complicated. The finite volume method, a technique based on the discretization

of number density function, has been proven to present reduced numerical diffusion and

dispersion and has high potential of parallelization. Moreover, it can be applied in the

solution complicated PBE’s.

The modern control of cooling crystallizers can be divided into two major groups:

model free and mode based control. The model free control uses the measured data

provided by the PAT tools, without involving process models in the control strategy.

The Direct Nucleation Control (DNC) is based on the idea that, according to the

macroscopic mass balance, the number of crystals is inversely proportional with their

mean size. Using this principle the crystal size can be indirectly controlled through the

crystal number. In the DNC the relative crystal number is tracked by FBRM (FBRM

count). The crystallizer is cooled to force the growth if the count is sufficiently low

and if it exceeds the upper limit a heating stage is applied to dissolve the fine crystals.
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This cycle is repeated until the final temperature is achieved. The advantage of DNC

is that requires absolutely no preliminary system information (not even the solubility).

The supersaturation control (SSC) is another model free control, which is based on the

idea that in the metastable zone the nucleation is prohibited: after adding seed crystals

in metastable zone, the supersaturation is controlled, keeping it within the metastable

zone. SSC requires the preliminary knowledge of solubility and metastable limit but,

generally, results considerably shorter batch times than the DNC.

The crystallization is a highly non-linear process, which usually should be con-

trolled with multiple objectives and subject to a several technological, economical and

ecological constraints. The model based predictive controllers have been developed for

such complex control problems. The linear model predictive control (MPC) has a well

established theoretical background and minimal computational expense. However the

approximation of the non-linear crystallization with linear process models might intro-

duce modeling errors. This is a higher problem in batch case, where the system evolves

far from the initial point thus the non-linearity has more significant effect. For this

reason, non-linear model predictive control (NMPC) is applied for the overwhelming

majority of model based crystallizer control systems. This means that the non-linear

process model is employed, which ensures more detailed process simulation; however

it rises additional questions regarding to the stability and increases the computational

expenses. Nevertheless, the NMPC is a powerful optimization based control strategy

which is able to take into consideration multiple objectives and to explicitly include

the constraints. Regardless on model structure and control objective, for robust con-

trol behavior state estimators are required. The state estimator is addressed to provide

the measurable and un-measurable system states for the NMPC optimization, which

serves as initial condition of the simulation. The state estimator, as secondary purpose,

might improve the model performance by re-adjusting some of its parameters for obtain

a better fitting in the estimation horizon. Various type of state estimators have been

proposed; in the crystallization the Kalman filters, Luenberger observers and moving

horizon estimators were successfully adopted.

Comparing the most important state-of-the-art control strategies it can be con-

cluded that a DNC¿SSC¿NMPC order exists in the ease of implementation (as DNC

requires no preliminary system information but NMPC requires considerable model-

ing efforts, real time simulation issues and stable communication between the NMPC
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components - so its implementation requires high level process engineering knowledge).

Inverse relation exists from the point of view of control system performance (batch

time, constraint satisfaction, objective realization etc).
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3

Modeling the cooling crystallizers

In this chapter of the thesis the crystallizer models applied in the following two chapters

are presented and discussed.

3.1 2D morphological population balance model of batch

crystallizers

The batch crystallization is still widely applied in fine chemical and pharmaceutical

industries where the crystal shape has significant role. The morphological PBE is,

as a rule, multidimensional, which is able to reconstruct the shape of crystals at any

moment of simulation. The simplest crystal shape is two dimensional. With this

restriction the rod-like and the plate-like crystals can be approximated (see Figure

3.1), thus the simplest morphological PBM’s are ready to describe the crystallization

of rod-like and plate-like crystals. Next to the PBE the mass balance is required to close

the crystallizer model. Energy balance is necessary only if assuming natura cooling,

otherwise (for linear cooling or applying temperature control) the temperature is a

known variable, thus is not modeled.

3.1.1 The mathematical model

The morphological population balances were often applied to model and simulate crys-

tallization of rod-like crystals (32, 107), but only several studies were reported related to

simulation of crystallization of plate-like crystals (148, 149, 150), despite that crystals

of such shape can also be play significant role in crystallization practice (151, 152, 153).
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The two dimensional PBE with nucleation and size dependent growth, governing the

Figure 3.1: Two dimensional rod-like and plate-like crystal shapes

temporal evolution of 2D CSD in batch system assuming perfect mixing in all three

scales (micro, meso and macro) and using the vector notation (L1, L2) →L take the

form:

∂n(L, t)

∂t
+
∂ [G1(L1)n(L, t)]

∂L1
+
∂ [G2(L2)n(L, t)]

∂L2
= Bδ(L1 −L1n)δ(L2 −L2n) (3.1)

Subject to the following initial and initial boundary conditions:

n(L, 0) = n0(L)

lim
L→∞

n(L, t) = 0
(3.2)

Note that the Eq.(3.1) is obtained from the general PB Eq.(2.18). The nucleation

and growth rate functions of Table 2.2 and Table 2.3 can be used. In the derivation

of macroscopic mass balance the crystal shape need to be taken into account. For a

plate-like crystal, assuming constant thickness, as Figure 3.1 presents, there are two

growth axes (the length and height). Thus, the volume growth rate (RV , expressed in

m3/m3s) takes the form:

RV,plate = kV L3

(∫ ∞

0
G1(L1)L2n(L, t)dL+

∫ ∞

0
G2(L2)L1n(L, t)dL

)

(3.3)

In contrast, assuming rod-like shape both width facets are growing with the same rate.

The volume growth rate must be written as:

RV,rod = kV

(
∫ ∞

0
G1(L1)L

2
2n(L, t)dL+ 2

∫ ∞

0
G2(L2)L1L2n(L, t)dL

)

(3.4)
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The solute concentration change generated by the liquid→solid mass transfer is written

as:

dc

dt
= − ρC − c

1− VC
RV (3.5)

The volume of crystal population, VC is calculated for plate like and rod like crystals

as:

VC,plate = kV L3

∫ ∞

0
L1L2n(L, t)dL

VC,rod = kV

∫ ∞

0
L1L

2
2n(L, t)dL

(3.6)

The temperature dependency of solubility can be modeled either using a power-law

equation:

cs(T ) = a0 + a1T + a2T
2 (3.7)

Or by the semi-empirical Apelblat equation (154):

cs(T ) = exp
[

a0 +
a1
T

+ a2ln(T )
]

(3.8)

The typical batch cooling strategy is the linear cooling, expressed by the differential

equation:

dT

dt
= −cr (3.9)

Where cr expresses the cooling rate (expressed inoC/s).

Therefore, the state of the continuous cooling crystallizer at time is given by the

three-tuple [c,T,n], and its dynamics is described by the population balance model

formed by the mixed set of partial and ordinary differential Eqs. (3.1, 3.5, 3.9). The

time evolution of this system occurs in the state space R2 × N that is the Descartes

product of the vector space R2 of concentrations and temperatures, as well as of the

function space N of population density functions (32).

3.1.2 System of moments and 2D quadrature approximation

The mixed set of partial and ordinary differential Eqs. (3.1, 3.5, 3.9) can be solved

by generating a system of equations for the mixed moments the characteristic crystal
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3.1 2D morphological population balance model of batch crystallizers

facets L1 and L2 of crystals from the PB Eq. 3.1, and by solving the resulted ODE

system together with the mass balance and temperature calculation Eqs. (3.5, 3.9).

The mixed moments of distribution are defined as:

µ(l,m)(t) =

∫ ∞

0
Ll
1L

m
2 n(L, t)dL (3.10)

Applying the moment transformation rule Eq. (3.10)for the PB Eq. (3.1) the infinite

system of ordinary differential equations is obtained for the mixed moments of variables

L1 and L2. Note that the moments are time dependent quantities; for the sake of better

visibility the simplified notations µ(l,m)(t) → µlm will be used.

dµ00
dt

= B (3.11)

and

dµlm
dt

= BLl
1nL

m
2n+l

∫ ∞

0
Ll−1
1 Lm

2 G1(L1)n(L, t)dL+

m

∫ ∞

0
Ll
1L

m−1
2 G2(L2)n(L, t)dL

l +m 6= 0; l,m = 0, 1, 2...

(3.12)

The complex moment equation system (3.11, 3.12) is closed assuming size independent

growth or linear size dependency. This rarely occur in real crystallization systems. The

problem of closure can be solved by introducing the 2D quadrature approximation of

the population density function (155):

ñ(L1, L2, t) ≈
I
∑

i=1

wi(t)δ(L1 − L1i(t))δ(L2 − L2i(t)) (3.13)

where wi denote the quadrature weights, while L1i and L2i stands for the quadrature ab-

scissas. Here, in order to indicate the time dependence both the quadrature weights and

the quadrature abscissas are taken time variable. From here, for the sake of simplicity

and better readability the simplified notations will be used (wi(t) → wi; L1i(t) → L1i;

L2i(t) → L2i). Then the quadrature approximation of the mixed moments takes the

form:

µlm ≈ µ̃lm =

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0
Ll
1L

m
2

I
∑

i=1

wiδ(L1 − L1i)δ(L2 − L2i)dL1dL2 =

I
∑

i=1

wiL
l
1iL

m
2i

(3.14)
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Assuming that the quadrature moments Eq. (3.14) are continuous in time and pos-

sess continuous derivatives, it can be substituted into the moment Eqs. (3.11, 3.12)

obtaining the approximating moment equations system:

dµ̃00
dt

= B (3.15)

and

dµ̃lm
dt

=BLl
1nL

m
2n + l

I
∑

i=1

G1(L1i)wiL
l−1
1i L

m
2i +m

I
∑

i=1

G2(L2i)wiL
l
1iL

m−1
2i

l +m 6= 0; l,m = 0, 1, 2...

(3.16)

which form, in essence, a closed system of ordinary differential equations for the time

variable quadrature weights and quadrature abscissas.

Applying three point implementation (ie. I = 3 ), from the infinite set of Eqs. (3.15,

3.16), computations were required only for the following mixed moments (0,0), (1,0),

(2,0), (3,0), (4,0), (0,1), (0,2), (1,1), (1,1); since these equations together with Eqs.

(3.5, 3.9) for the concentration as well as for the temperature provide a closed system

of 11 ordinary differential equations governing the behaviour of the continuous cooling

crystallizer.

The vector y = (w1, w2, w3, L11, L12, L13, L21, L22, L23, c, T )
T of 13 variables were

defined for which an implicit system of ordinary differential equations was formulated:

M× dy

dt
=f(y(t))

y(0) = y0

(3.17)

whereM denotes the corresponding mass-matrix. Let us assume that all the quadrature

weights and quadrature abscissas are continuous and possess continuous time derivative.

Then the left hand sides of Eqs. (3.15, 3.16) can be written as:

dµ̃lm
dt

=
d

dt

[

I
∑

i=1

wiL
l
1iL

m
2i

]

=
I
∑

i=1

dwi

dt
Ll
1iL

m
2i+

I
∑

i=1

wil
dL1i

dt
Lm
2i +

I
∑

i=1

wiL
k
1im

dL2i

dt

k,m = 0, 1, 2...

(3.18)

Denoting by yq = (w1, w2, w3, L11, L12, L13, L21, L22, L23)
T the vector of quadrature

weights and abscissas, Eq.(3.18) can be written for the 9 mixed moments:

dµ̃lm
dt

= Mq ×
dyq
dt

(3.19)
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The Mq is a sub mass-matrix for the quadrature weights and abscissas. The matrix is

expressed from the Eq.(3.18):

Mq =























1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

L11 L12 L13 w1 w2 w3 0 0 0

L2
11 L2

12 L2
13 2w1L11 2w2L12 2w3L13 0 0 0

L3
11 L3

12 L3
13 3w1L2

11 3w2L2
12 3w3L2

13 0 0 0

L4
11 L4

12 L4
13 4w1L3

11 4w2L3
12 4w3L3

13 0 0 0

L21 L22 L23 0 0 0 w1 w2 w3

L2
21 L2

22 L2
23 0 0 0 2w1L21 2w2L22 2w3L23

L11L21 L12L22 L13L23 w1L21 w2L22 w3L23 w1L12 w2L12 w3L13
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The equations for scalar variables ys = (c, T ) the corresponding sub-matrix is a Ms

unit matrix, i.e. for these variables an explicit set of differential equations takes place:

Ms =

[

1 0
0 1

]

Combining Mq and Ms the mass matrix of Eq.(3.17) corresponding to the used mixed

moments and for y vector is:

M =

[

Mq 0
0 Ms

]

(3.20)

3.1.3 The 2D high resolution finite volume method

The moment based methods (including the wide family of quadrature approximation),

as it was showed in the previous section, are powerful tools with high application

potential for the most complicated population balances and reduced computational

costs. For these properties is the most heavily used tool in the solution of complicated

population balances (32, 39, 156, 157)

As the modern measuring devices have become able to record on-line distributional

data (as it was presented in the previous chapters of this thesis), a high demand ap-

peared to develop new solution methods to compute the CSD instead of some statistics

based averages. The FVM is a generic solution technique of partial differential equa-

tions, which presents high applicability potential in the simulation of PBE’s. Numerous

control oriented works adopted the finite volume based methods as PBE solution tool

(36, 146).

The FVM stands on the discretization of PBE: a cell centered 1D discretization is

presented in Figure 2.10. However, the FVM applications in 1D PBE solution with
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3.1 2D morphological population balance model of batch crystallizers

nucleation and growth have been studied exhaustively (89, 91). In this thesis, standing

closer to the main objective, the 2D FVM solution is investigated. A brief introduction

will be given, which is strictly required in well understanding of next parts of this thesis.

The 2D FVM stands on discretization of continuous 2D CSD, illustrated in Figure 3.2.

Assuming rectangular mesh with h mesh size (in both directions) and k the time step

w l

n
l,
w

Figure 3.2: Illustrative two dimensional finite volume discretization

size, the discretization is carried out by the following equation:

nml,w =

∫ lh

(l−1)h

∫ wh

(w−1)h
n(l, w,mk)dwdl (3.21)

Where m, l and w are integers such that m≥0 and N≥l,w≥1. N denotes the mesh

size (i.e. the number of discretization points). In Eq.(3.21), nml,w gives the number of

crystals being within the (l,l+h)×(w,w+h) discrete size domain or in (l,w) grid cell in

mth discrete time moment.

The PB Eq. (3.1) can be approximated in the terms of discretized number density

function. In Figure 3.3 the (l,w) cell is highlighted. The number of crystals in this cell in

mth time moment is nml,w. For the next time moment, assuming crystal growth, a certain

number of crystals are coming to this cell from (l-1,w) as a result of length growth of

crystals whose width is w but are shorter with one discrete size bin. The number

in (l,w) cell increases from (l,w-1) neighborhood cell as the result of width growth of

crystals whose width is l but are narrower with one discrete size bin. Naturally, due

to the same crystal growth process, some crystals grow out from this cell by length

growth to (l+1,w) and width growth to (l,w+1) cells. Recalling the HR-FVM, nm+1
l,w

(the number density in the next discrete time moment) is calculated as:

nm+1
l,w = nml,w + L+W+ (l − 1)0(w − 1)0

k

h2
B (3.22)
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3.1 2D morphological population balance model of batch crystallizers

Figure 3.3: Illustration of the 2D uniform grid

L and W are the operators governing the length and width growths. The last term is

the nucleation which exist if and only if l = w = 1. The are of the forms:

L =− k

h

(

G1,ln
m
l,w −G1,l−1n

m
l−1,w

)

−
kG1,l

2h

(

1− kG1,l

h

)

(

nml+1,w − nml,w
)

φ1,l+

kG1,l−1

2h

(

1− kG1,l−1

h

)

(

nml,w − nml−1,w

)

φ1,l−1

(3.23)

W =− k

h

(

G2,wn
m
l,w −G2,w−1n

m
l,w−1

)

−
kG2,w

2h

(

1− kG2,w

h

)

(

nml,w+1 − nml,w
)

φ2,w+

kG2,w−1

2h

(

1− kG2,w−1

h

)

(

nml,w − nml,w−1

)

φ2,w−1

(3.24)

In Eqs.(3.23-3.24) φ denotes the flux limiter function, which depends on the degree

of smoothness of the distribution. The smoothness is expressed as a ratio of two

consecutive gradients:

θ1,l =
nml,w − nml−1,w

nml+1,w − nml,w

θ2,w =
nml,w − nml,w−1

nml,w+1 − nml,w

(3.25)

The following three criterions ensure the second order accuracy in smooth regions:
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3.1 2D morphological population balance model of batch crystallizers

• φ is Lipshitz continuous and is bounded with φ = 1,

• 0 ≤ φ(θ)

θ
≤ 2,

• 0 ≤ φ(θ) ≤ 2

The Van Leer flux limiter function is generally applied in PBE solution, with the

following general form:

φ1,l =
|θ1,l|+ θ1,l
1 + |θ1,l|

φ2,w =
|θ2,w|+ θ2,w
1 + |θ2,w|

(3.26)

Note that Eqs. (3.23-3.24) present the two dimensional formulation of the HR-FVM.

Multiple dimensional cases can be simulated by the means of dimension splitting too

which is a straightforward and simple extension of 1D HR-FVM to multiple dimensions

(89).

The mass balance Eq.(3.5) is also solved in it’s discretized form:

cm+1 = cm +
ρCkV h

2

1− VC

(

N
∑

l=1

N
∑

w=1

G1,ll
2nml,w +

N
∑

l=1

N
∑

w=1

G2,ww
2nml,w

)

(3.27)

Note that this is a fully discretized HR-FVM algorithm, which means that both the

spatial coordinates and the time are discretized. The applied time step either is fixed

or is adaptively recalculated in every iteration. Nevertheless, the AES (3.23-3.24,3.27)

are solved which are used to reconstruct the original PSD. Semi-discrete formulations

of the HR-FVM have also been proposed. These methods adopt spatial discretization

and for each resulted size bin a differential equation is formulated. Consequently, the

semi-discrete solution implies the solution of an ordinary differential equation (ODE)

system which is convenient to solve, for instance, with the MatLabs ODE solvers. In

contrast, in custom codes the fully discretized algorithm may be more advantageous

due to its simpler implementation (92).

The Courant Friedrichs Lewy (CFL) criterion is applied to calculate the discrete

time step size (which need to be lower than 1 for stable numerical solution):

CFL = max

(

G
k

h

)

≤ 1 (3.28)

Practically the CFL number is fixed and the time step is recalculated in iterations

based on Eq.(3.28).
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3.1 2D morphological population balance model of batch crystallizers

3.1.4 GPU acceleration for 2D finite volume solution

The real time controller application requires that the model is solved with orders of

magnitude faster than the real process. Despite of the advantages of FVM, it has in-

creased computational burden which is a power-law function of problem dimensionality.

For this reason several attempts were made to improve the computational efficiency.

The adaptive meshing strategy making it possible to reduce the mesh size while keeping

the accuracy (158). Parallelized solution have also been proposed using master/slave

structured CPU cluster (159). The Fast HR-FVM method uses a coordinate transfor-

mation to speed up the simulation by maintain its accuracy (160). Others exploited

the MatLab Parallel Computing Toolbox (PCT) and Distributed Computing Server

capabilities to parallelize the HR-FVM codes on CPUs (161). In the above presented

methods, significant speed up was achieved but the increased price of the used super-

computers, from industrial point of view, limit the applicability of these approaches.

Also in the case of real time control in an industrial setup, it would be difficult to set up

a control system that implements real time model solution on remote supercomputers

(92).

More recently there has been an increased interest to apply parallel computing and

computations using GPUs, which typically has a hardware architecture consisting of

multiple parallel computing units (Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4: The CPU (left) is equipped faster but considerably less compute units than

the GPU (right)

GPUs have been used for accelerating scientific calculations. In the field of crystal-

lization several works were published discussing mainly the GPU acceleration of Monte

Carlo methods. A Monte Carlo simulation for particle coagulation problem using an

acceptancerejection method was recently published (162). Later a parallel Monte Carlo

method using a book-keeping strategy (163) and a Markov jump model was applied to
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3.1 2D morphological population balance model of batch crystallizers

simulate the coagulation dynamics (164). Out of the Monte Carlo methods, a GPU

accelerated dual quadrature method of generalized moments was developed (165).

Despite of its advantages, GPUs were not used yet in HR-FVM, however, the algo-

rithm presents high potential for parallelization according to Eq. (3.22), which shows

that the in each time step similar calculations are required for every grid cell. The

calculation of (t + k) time moment depends only on the data at time t thus these

equations could be solved simultaneously to improve the simulation time. During the

development of the GPU-accelerated codes the MatLab embedding capability was a

key requirement, being the process engineer’s generally used tool.

The MatLabs PCT offers three implementation of GPU codes:

• run built-in Matlab function,

• run element-wise Matlab code,

• run .ptx code as parallel CUDA Kernel object

The .ptx code offers the highest flexibility and computing performance, which enables

for the programmer maximal control of data flow in the CUDA cores. The memory

management in all cases is handled by MatLab, which reduces the code-optimization

possibilities. In addition, these implementations require the PCT.

Another way to apply GPU calculations in MatLab is via CUDA containing .mex

function. The .mex function is, in fact, a specific .dll, callable directly from the MatLab.

As long as the parallel .mex function may contain CUDA C and serial C parts also,

its compilation requires both the parallel and serial compilers. These compilers work

according to the scheme of Figure 3.5; first the parallel (GPUDevice) code is compiled

using the nVidia CUDA compiler, which is passed to the serial C compiler creating,

together with the serial parts of the code the final .mex file.

In order to maximally explore the capacities of the CPU and GPU,a hybrid calcu-

lation strategy is applied in which only the parallel parts are executed on the GPU.

In the HR-FVM the flux-limiter function, size dependent growth rate, HR-FVM algo-

rithm and the integral calculations are parallelable. The serial calculations, in which

the considerably slower GPU cores present poor performance, are executed on the CPU.

These include the mass balance, temperature, supersaturation, growth and nucleation

rate calculation as well as the adaptive time stepping. As long as the GPU device has

separate memory unit, the necessary data has to be repeatedly copied from the GPU
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3.1 2D morphological population balance model of batch crystallizers

to the main memory before the parallel calculations and back to the GPU memory

after them. Naturally, this memory copy process also has a time requirement. The

flow-sheet of the GPU assisted .mex function is presented in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: The compilation process of .mex file (left) and it’s working principle
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3.2 Modeling the crystallization of high aspect ratio crys-

tals

3.2.1 Introduction

In crystallization from solution, especially in the pharmaceutical and fine chemicals

industries, rode-like or needle-shape crystals, i.e. crystals of high length to width ratio

(aspect ratio) are often encountered.

The simplest population balance model is two dimensional, distinguishing the length

and width facets of crystals and associating different growth rate equations to them -

Eq.(3.1). Such 2D PBE’s were applied for simulation of crystallization of potassium

di-hydrogen phosphate crystals (90) and for batch crystallization of a rod-like organic

product (29, 166). Other researchers presented a model with detailed kinetic expres-

sions using two independent particle properties (167). A modified moment method

was also developed for reducing a 2D PBM to system of moment equations (168). A

general multidimensional (nD) PB approach was published accounting for dependence

of the relative face-specific growth rates on supersaturation (169). The finding of 2D

size distribution was also formulated as an optimization problem (170).

Several contributions have dealt with the breakage of high aspect ratio crystals, as

these are naturally sensitive the breakage. Biscans (171) studied the breakage of mono

sodium glutamate crystals and Bao et al. modelled the L-threonine crystals crystal-

lization with growth and binary breakage (172). Others applied PBM’s to analyze the

breakage phenomenon of high aspect ratio crystals (28, 173). The standard moment

method with nucleation, growth and breakage was also applied before (33). However,

detailed population balance model for studying several aspects of crystallization of

high aspect ratio crystals simultaneously, including nucleation, nonlinear size depen-

dent growth and nonlinear size-dependent breakage as well as their interactions have

not been published yet. The goal of this section is to develop a model which is suitable

for the analysis of high aspect ratio crystals production with simultaneous nucleation,

size dependent growth and breakage.

3.2.2 The model of MSMPR crystallizer

In overwhelming majority the production is continuous in large industrial scale thus

in this section an MSMPR model will be presented for the cooling crystallization of
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3.2 Modeling the crystallization of high aspect ratio crystals

high aspect ratio crystals with primary nucleation, growth and breakage. The model

is practically an extension of the Eq. (3.1). The 2D morphological PBE is extended

with the breakage terms and the effects of input and output streams will be taken

into account as well. Figure 3.6 presents a high aspect ratio crystal which suffers

a symmetric fragmentation. It is evident that the daughter particles have the same

width as the original crystal with half length. The right hand side of Eq. (3.1) will

Figure 3.6: a) Idealized high aspect ratio crystal with growth rates G1 and G2 and b)

after a symmetrical binary breakage.

be extended with two terms: Ms and Mb. Here, Ms takes into the consideration the

effects of input and output streams on CSD:

Ms =
nin(L, t)

τ
− n(L, t)

τ
(3.29)

where nin(L, t) denotes the CSD of inlet stream and τ stands for the mean residence

time of slurry in the crystallizer. Mb denotes the operator governing the crystal break-

age whose general description has the form:

Mb =− kbr

∫ L1

0

∫ L2

0
Sbr(L)b

1
br(λ1, L1)δ(λ2 − L2)n(L, t)dλλλ

+ kbr

∫ ∞

L2

∫ ∞

L1

Sbr(λλλ)b
1
br(L1, λ1)δ(L2 − λ2)n(λλλ, t)dλλλ

(3.30)

The rate of breakage events is characterized by the selection function:

Sbr(L) = kbrF

(

L1

L2
, ARc

)

Lβ
1L

γ
2 (3.31)
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In Eq. (3.31) kbr is the breakage constant, which is constant under the given hydrody-

namic conditions, depending on turbulent kinetic energy. The exponent β > 0 describes

the dependence of breakage rate on crystal length. The specific case β = −γ means

that the breakage rate depends on the aspect ratio (L1/L2) of crystals. F is a prob-

ability distribution function of the aspect ratio with mean value equal with the ARc

and with some small dispersion. Function F controls the breakage process smoothly in

the environment of the critical aspect ratio reducing this way considerably the stiffness

of resulting equation system (see Figure 3.7). The distribution of daughter particles is

Figure 3.7: Lognormal distribution function used as a filter for critical aspect ratio in

the selection function

characterized by the breakage function:

b1br(L1, λ1)b
2
br(L2, λ2) = b1br(L1, λ1)δ(L2 − λ2) (3.32)

where bbr(L1, λ1) means the probability of breakup of a crystal of length λ1) along the

length produces crystal of length L1 while the Dirac Delta function δ(L2 − λ2) means

that no breakage occurs along the width L2.

The right hand side of mass balance Eq. (3.5) needs to be extended with the effects

of inlet-outlet fluxes on solute concentration with the following operator:

Mm =
cin
τ

− c

τ
(3.33)

Where ci denotes the concentration of inlet stream. The extended 2D morphologi-

cal PBM is solved with the 2D quadrature method of moments, which was already

described in this thesis. In the following chapters the moment transformation and

quadrature approximation of inlet-outlet and breakage parts (extensions of original

PBM) will be discussed.
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In this model a natural cooling is used via an external cooling system (jacket).

In this case energy balances are required for the crystallizer slurry and coolant as

well. The heat balance for the crystallizer is written up with the simplification that

the temperature of phases (T ) is identical and the heat capacities can be considered

constant:

dT

dt
=
φin
φτ

(Tin − T )− UaV
φ

(T − Tcool) +
−∆HC

φ
ρCRV (3.34)

subject to the initial condition T (0) = T0. In Eq. (3.35), φin = Cccin + Csvcsv,in, φ =

ε(Ccc + Csvcsv) + (1 − ε)Ccρc, Tcool denotes the temperature of coolant, ∆Hc is the

latent heat of crystallization, U stands for the heat transfer coefficient between the

suspension and coolant, and aV denotes the heat transfer surface in a unit volume of

crystal suspension.

Finally, the heat balance equation for the coolant is written as

dTcool
dt

=
Tcool,in − Tcool

τcool
+

UaV V

ρcoolCcoolVcool
(T − Tcool) +

−∆HC

φ
ρCRV (3.35)

3.2.3 Moment transformation and quadrature approximation

Applying the moment transformation rule for the extensions Eqs. (3.29)-(3.30) and

taking into account the we obtain the variation in moments generated by the inlet-

outlet and breakage terms:

∫ ∞

0
Ll
1L

m
2 MsdL =

µin,lm
τ

− µlm
τ

(3.36)

It can be seen that pure moments can be deduced for the inlet-outlet fluxes. Is not so

simple for the breakage terms:

∫ ∞

0
Ll
1L

m
2 MbdL =− kbr

∫ ∞

0
Ll+β
1 Lm+γ

2 F (L1, L2)n(L, t)dL

+ kbr

∫ ∞

0

[∫ λ1

0
Ll
1b

1
br(L1, λ1)dL1

]

λβ1λ
m+γ
2 n(λλλ, t)dλλλ

(3.37)

Eqs. (3.36) and (3.37) added to the left hand side of the moment equation system Eqs.

(3.11)-(3.12) consists the system of moment equations for an MSMPR crystallizer with

nucleation, growth and breakage mechanisms.
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3.2 Modeling the crystallization of high aspect ratio crystals

The complex moments generated by the breakage term Eq. ((3.37) usually is un-

closed not depending on the actual form of the breakage function. For this reason the

quadrature approximation will be applied on the two additional terms:

∫ ∞

0
Ll
1L

m
2 MsdL ≈

I
∑

i=1

wi,inL
l
1i,inL

m
2i,in

τ
−

I
∑

i=1

wiL
l
1iL

m
2i

τ
(3.38)

and

∫ ∞

0
Ll
1L

m
2 MbdL ≈− kbr

I
∑

i=1

wiF (λ1i, λ2i)λ
l+β
1i λm+γ

2i

+ kbr

I
∑

i=1

wi

[
∫ λ1

0
Ll
1b

1
br(L1, λ1i)dL1

]

F (λ1i, λ2i)λ
β
1iλ

m+γ
2i

(3.39)

Eqs. (3.38) and (3.39) needs to be added to the right hand side of the quadrature

moment Eqs. (3.15)-(3.16), which form, in essence, a closed system of ordinary differ-

ential equations for the time variable quadrature weights and quadrature abscissas in

MSMPR crystallizer with nucleation, growth and breakage.
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3.3 Modeling the crystallization with heat effects

3.3.1 Introduction

The crystal growth is associated with local heat effects: the latent heat of crystallization

releasing at the crystal surface creates a local temperature field inducing thermal sub

processes affecting the temperature of both the crystal and the thermal boundary layer.

Exothermic integration reaction is a surface heat source, while in the endothermic case

the reaction acts as a sink (157). These thermal effects have been studied intensively in

melt crystallization (62, 174, 175, 176). The heat effects associated to ice crystallization

was also heavily investigated (37, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181) as well as the crystallization

of polymers (182, 183, 184).

As a consequence of the fact that the heat transfer rate is considerably larger than

the mass transfer’s, in modeling of crystallization processes instantaneous equilibrium of

temperatures is assumed (185). Therefore, the temperature field of the crystal suspen-

sion usually has been treated as entirely homogeneous. The effects of crystalsolution

mass and heat transfers on the crystal growth rate (186) have been studied as well

as the influence of crystalsolution heat transport on the growth rate by defining the

non-isothermal effectiveness factor (187). In these works however the influence of the

latent heat of crystallization on the temperature of crystals has not been taken into

consideration. Gencile et al. (180) developed a model of coupled heat-mass transfer

for crystal growth from at a cooled surface. Kapembwa et al. (177) observed a similar

phenomenon investigating ice crystallization at cooled plate.

Crystals in an intensively stirred solution crystallizer form a discrete dispersed phase

with diverse actual rates of growth and productionconsumption of heat; thus ques-

tions arise, such as, how is the heat released at the crystal surface distributed between

the solid and liquid phase, and under what kinetic and process conditions might the

temperature field of the crystal suspension be considered totally homogeneous, not

distinguishing the temperatures of crystals from the temperature of solution (157).

The aim of the present work is to investigate the influence of the latent heat of

crystallization batch cooling crystallization process by numerical analysis. A model

for distribution of the released heat between the crystals and solution is developed.

Crystals are described by two variables, by linear size and mean temperature, and a

2D PBM with primary and secondary nucleation, crystal growth and crystalsolution
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heat transfer is developed for describing the crystallizer. A 1D model is generated

from the 2D model assuming equal mean temperatures of crystals and of the solution,

and using identical kinetic and process conditions. A comparison of several aspects

of crystallization, related to the thermal processes influencing the properties of crystal

products of crystallizers with homogeneous and heterogeneous temperature fields is

performed by numerical simulations.

3.3.2 Modeling batch crystallization from solution with heat effects

Taking into account explicitly the heat effects requires novel treatment of meso-scale

properties. In the following section, next to the population balance model, the deriva-

tion of particle energy balance will be deeply analyzed.

3.3.2.1 Crystal growth and heat effects

Crystal growth in a supersaturated solution usually is assumed to be a two-step process

consisting of linear diffusion mass transfer and nonlinear surface reaction. Assuming

that there is no accctumulation of solute at the interface, the crystal mass production

rate is expressed as

dmI

dt
= kdac(c− cI) = kr(T )ac[cI − cs(T )]

r (3.40)

Eq. (3.40) in fact means, that the deposition rate (first term) is equal with the diffusion

rate through the boundary layer (second term) and with the rate of surface integration

(last term). The concentration and thermal conditions are represented in Figure 3.8.

The increment of crystal mass can also be written as

Figure 3.8: Thermal and concentration conditions during the crystal growth

dmI

dt
=
d(ρckV L

3)

dt
= 3ρckV L

2dL

dt
(3.41)
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Combining Eq. (3.40) with Eq.(3.41) the following general relationship can be deduced:

dL

dt
=
kr(T )kA
3ρckV

(

c− cs(T )−
3ρckV
kdkA

dL

dt

)r

(3.42)

where kA denotes the surface shape factor. Since Eq. (3.42) might be handled hardly

in computations, in practice integrated reduced crystal growth models are applied, as

Table 2.3 shows.

The growth process of crystals is associated with heat release or heat consumption

that arises at the crystalsolution interface generating local thermal processes. This

heat generates a two-sided heat transfer: a diffusionconvective transport of heat into

the solution and a conductive heat transport into the crystal. These thermal processes

are controlled by the differences between the temperature of solution Tsol and the

temperature of the crystal mass increment TI . The transfer rate of heat usually is

significantly larger than that of mass thus in practice generally homogeneous suspension

temperature field is assumed. However, crystals form a discrete solid phase with their

own attributes; thus by modeling these processes in detail, the possible deviations

from the assumed homogeneous temperature field of the crystal suspension become

predictable (157).

In the development of crystals’s thermal model the conduction of heat in the particle

will be neglected and averaged crystal temperature T will be used to avoid the necessity

of multi-scale models (micro-scale for heat conduction in crystals and meso scale PBM

for the particle population). In this conditions the heat transfer between the crystal

and the interface can be written as:

Ccmc
dT

dt
= achT (TI − T ) (3.43)

where hT stands for the heat transfer coefficient and ac denotes the heat transfer area

between the crystal and interface. Cc denotes the crystal’s specific heat. Then, the

heat balance equation for the crystal takes the form:

d [CcmI(TI − Tsol)]

dt
= ∆Hc

dmI

dt
− hcac(TI − Tsol)− hTac(Ti − T ) (3.44)

The left hand side of Eq. (3.44) describes the enthalpy change of new crystal mass

coming from the solute with the solution temperature while the left hand side the first

term take into account the heat of crystallization, the second and third terms describes

he heat transfer rates to the solution and to the crystal body.
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Combining and re-arranging the last two equations the following relationship is

obtained:

Cc
d(mITI +mcT )

dt
− CcTsol

dmI

dt
= ∆Hc

dmI

dt
− hcac(TI − Tsol) (3.45)

The mean temperature can be defined as a mass-weighted average of the original and

newly deposited crystal:

T =
mITI +mcT̄

mI +mc
(3.46)

The the variation of crystal temperature can be written as

dT

dt
=

d

dt

(

mITI +mcT

mI +mc

)

+
(mITI +mcT )

(mI +mc)2
dmI

dt
(3.47)

The crystal-solution heat transfer can be rewritten taking into the consideration the

mean crystal temperature, Eq. (3.45) can be written as:

dT

dt
=

[∆Hc − Cc(T − Tsol)]

Cc(mI +mc)

dmI

dt
− hcac(T − Tsol)

Cc(mI +mc)
(3.48)

If the masses are expressed by linear size and assuming that kV L
3 ≫ kAL

2dL, Eq.

(3.48) can be written as the general heat balance governing the temperature of a single

particle under the influence of crystallization heat and particle-solution heat transfer:

GT =
dT

dt
= 3

[∆Hc − Cc(T − Tsol)]

CcL

dL

dt
− hckA
kV ρcCcL

(T − Tsol) (3.49)

3.3.2.2 2D population balance model for heterogeneous temperature field

However the 2D morphological PBM’s were already described in this thesis, the 2D

PBM required by the problem of heat effects considerably differs thus here the complete

description will be given.

When modeling a crystallizer by differentiating the mean crystal temperature T

from the temperature of solution Tsol at least 2D PBM is required.For the sake of sim-

plicity in this part the crystals are characterized by two internal properties: the single

linear size L and the temperature T. The crystal population can be described by a bi-

variate population density function (L,T,t)→n(L,T,t) by means of which n(L,T,t)dLdT

expresses the number of crystals from the intervals of size (L,L+dL)×(T,T+dT) in unit

volume of suspension at time t (157).
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3.3 Modeling the crystallization with heat effects

The primary nucleation is assumed to occur at the solution temperature and is

described by the temperature dependent Volmer equation:

Bp[Tsol, S(Tsol)] = εkpexp

(

− Ep

RTsol

)

exp

(

− ke
ln2S(Tsol)

)

(3.50)

where S is the supersaturation ratio at the solution temperature and ε is the solu-

tion’s volume fraction. Secondary nucleation also occur at crystal temperature. The

secondary nucleation rate is given by the power-law equation:

Bb[T, σ(T )Ψ(L)] = kbexp

(

− Eb

RT

)

σ(T )bΨ(L)

∫ ∞

0
λjn(λ, T, t)dλ (3.51)

Ψ describes the size distribution of nucleons, which, after the literature data follows

exponential distribution (188):

Ψ(L) =

{

exp[−kl(L− Ln)], if L > Ln

0, if L < Ln.
(3.52)

where kL is constant characterizing the average time of growth of nuclei at the crystal

surface.

Size independent crystal growth is assumed, occurring at crystal temperature:

GL[T, σ(T )] = kgexp

(

− Eg

RT

)

σ(T )g (3.53)

Assuming that there is no agglomeration and breakage of crystals and the solution

is perfectly mixed, the 2D PBE governing the PBE in a batch cooling crystallizer takes

the form:

∂n(L, T, t)

∂t
+
∂ [GLn(L, T, t)]

∂L
+
∂ [GTn(L, T, t)]

∂T
=

Bpδ(L− Ln)δ(T − Tsol) +Bp[T, σ(T )Ψ(L)]
(3.54)

subject to the initial

n(L, T, t = 0) = n0(L, T ) (3.55)

and boundary conditions:

lim
L→Ln

GLn(L, T, t) = 0

lim
L→∞

n(L, T, t) = 0

lim
T→Tmin

GTn(L, T, t) = 0

lim
T→Tmax

GTn(L, T, t) = 0

(3.56)
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The general form of solute mass balance Eq. (3.5) is valid with the following definition

of RV

RV = 3kV

∫ ∞

0

∫ Tmax

Tmin

L2n(L, T, t)dTdL (3.57)

The liquid volume fraction is written as:

ε = 1− VC = kV

∫ ∞

0

∫ Tmax

Tmin

L3n(L, T, t)dTdL (3.58)

mass balance equation for solvent is given as:

dcsv
dt

=
csv
ε
RV (3.59)

with the initial condition csv(0) = csv,0

The energy balance equation governing the solution temperature takes the form

dTsol
dt

=
∆Hc

φ
ρckV L

3
nBp −

Uav
φ

(Tsol − Tcool)+

hckA
φ

∫ Tmax

Tmin

∫ ∞

0
L2(T − Tsol)n(L, T, t)dLdT

(3.60)

with the initial condition Tsol(0) = Tsol,0. Here ψ = ε(Csvcsv+Ccc). To close the model

the energy balance for the coolant is required:

dTcool
dt

=
Tcool,in − Tcool

τcool
+

UavV

CcoolρcoolVcool
(Tsol − Tcool) (3.61)

with the initial condition Tcool(0) = Tcool,0. The temperature dependency of solubility

is described by the quadratic relation 3.7.

3.3.2.3 One-dimensional model for homogeneous temperature field

The 1D PBM that assumes homogeneous temperature field of the crystal suspension

and usually is applied for modeling crystallizers from solution can be obtained simply

from the 2D PBM by assuming that the heat transfer around a crystal is infinitely

large. Consequently the temperatures of crystals become equal to the temperature

of solution T = Tsol, and there is no change of crystal temperature dT/dt = 0. In

the 1D PBM the common temperature of the crystal suspension will be denoted as

T = Tsol = Tsusp (157). In this situation the 2D size-temperature distribution reduces

to 1D distribution:

n(L, T, t) = υ(L, t)δ(T − Tsusp) (3.62)
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Using Eq. (3.62) the Eq. (3.54) reduces to the corresponding 1D PB:

∂υ(L, t)

∂t
+

[GL∂υ(L, t)]

∂L
= Bp(Tsusp, S)δ(L − Ln) +Bb[Tsusp, σ,Ψ(L)] (3.63)

The initial and boundary conditions can be similarly deduced from the initial and

boundary conditions of Eq. (3.54). The energy balance for the 1D PBM takes the

form:

dTsusup
dt

=
∆Hc

φ
ρckV

[

L3
nBp + 3

∫ ∞

0
L2υ(L, t)dL

]

− Uav
φ

(Tsol − Tcool) (3.64)

In Eq. (3.64) φ has the same meaning as in Eq. (3.35). In the 1D PBM the RV reduces

to the following expression:

RV = 3kV

∫ ∞

0
GLL

2υ(L, t)dt (3.65)

All the remaining kinetic and balance equations of the 1D model are obtained simply

from the equations of 2D PBM by taking into account the T = Tsol = Tsusp relation.

The above presented two PBMs describes the same batch cooling crystallizer with

different level of mathematical complexity. In the next chapter comparisons of the

results generated based on these models will be presented.

3.3.3 Moment reduction and quadrature approximation

The 2D PBM (3.54) describing the size-temperature binary distribution of crystals is a

novel formulation. The classical way of treating such cases is the Monte-Carlo simula-

tion (99). In this thesis a novel treatment is proposed for the solution: the application

of the 2D-QMOM, which was already successfully applied for various problems in this

thesis.

Applying the moment transformation and quadrature approximation on the PBM

the approximate moment equation system can be generated:

dµ00
dt

= Bp(Tsol) +

I
∑

i=1

Bb[Ti, σ(Ti),Ψ(Li)] (3.66)

and, assuming Ln = 0 primary nucleon size:

dµkm
dt

=k

I
∑

i=1

wiL
k−1
i Tm

i GL(Ti) +m

I
∑

i=1

wiL
k
i T

m−1
i GT (Li, Ti)+

+ kb

∫ ∞

0
LkΨ(L)

I
∑

i=1

wiL
k
i T

m
i exp

(

− Eb

RTi

)

; k,m =, 1, 2...; k +m > 0

(3.67)
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The above two equations with the mass - and energy balance equations Eqs. (3.5,

3.59, 3.60, 3.61) forms the closed model of batch crystallizer taking into account primary

and secondary nucleation, crystal growth and crystal-solution heat transfer.

The 2D QMOM-ODE implementation (3.17) of QMOM seems to be suitable for

the simulation of Eqs.(3.66)-(3.67). To reduce the stiffness of the ordinary differential

system, two quadrature points were chosen writing the quadrature equations for six

law order mixed moments (0,0), (1,0), (2,0), (3,0), (0,1), (1,1) generating in this way a

nonlinear implicit system of six ordinary differential equations. It worth noting that the

MatLab and Wolfram Mathematica solvers failed to solve higher order QMOM-ODE

implementations (I = 3,4,5 were tried) due to the increased stiffness of these systems.

Complications were introduced by the fact that the temperature and size moments

presented orders of magnitude difference in absolute values and considerably different

dynamics. The dimensionless form of these equations were also too stiff to be solved

by the commercial ODE and DAE solvers.

The fact that two-point implementation is used for simulations requires preliminary

accuracy test of the numerical method. The accuracy of the two-point quadrature was

checked by comparing the QMOM-ODE solution with the moments generated by the

accurate analytical solution of the bivariate pure growth model:

∂n(L, T, t)

∂t
+
∂ [GLn(L, T, t)]

∂L
+
∂ [GTn(L, T, t)]

∂T
= 0 (3.68)

with power-law type rate equations of size and temperature variations:

GL = kgL
gL

GT = kTT
gT

(3.69)

The analytical solution of Eq. (3.68) was obtained by the author of this thesis and the

derivation can be found in the literature (157):

n(L, T, t) =

exp

[

−(ln(L0)− µL)
2

2σ2L
− (ln(T0)− µT )

2

2σ2T

]

√
2πσLσTL0T0

[

1− (1− gL)kLt

L1−gL

]

gL
1−gL

[

1− (1− gT )kT t

L1−gT

]

gT
1−gT

(3.70)

where

L0 = [L1−gL − (1− gL)kLt]
1/(1−gL) (3.71)
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and

T0 = [T 1−gT − (1− gT )kT t]
1/(1−gT ) (3.72)

In the accuracy checking simulations bivariate un-correlated log-normal initial distri-

bution was used. The parameters of Eq. (3.68) and of the initial used in checking

the accuracy of the two-point quadrature comparing it with the analytical solution are

listed in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Parameters of analytical solution of the 2D PBM

µL=0.5 µT=0.1 σL=0.05 σL=0.01

gL=0.75 gT=0.65 kL=0.005 kL=0.004

Eq. (3.68) with the corresponding kinetic equations was solved by the two-point

implementation of the 2D QMOM-ODE method in MatLab environment by the ode15s

stiff differential equation solver with increased relative and absolute tolerance (10−9

for both). The solution was compared to the analytical solution calculated using Eq.

(3.70), as Figure 3.9 illustrates. The QMOM-ODE moments practically overlaps with

the analytical moments. The initial error is 0.01 % which might be caused by the

optimization based quadrature node and abscissa calculation. The error quickly falls

under 0.001 %. These results suggest that the two-point implementation of 2D QMOM-

ODE is an accurate tool, which permits the simulation of 2D PBM’s.

Figure 3.9: Accuracy check of two poind 2D QMOM-ODE method: comparison to ana-

lytical solution
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3.4 Soft-sensors of FBRM and PVM probes for prism-like

crystals

The population balance models enables the calculation of evolution of CSD and solute

concentration. There are numerous PAT tools to track the solute concentration (ATR-

IR, UV-VIS, RAMAN) but the CSD cannot be measured with on-line techniques.

The FBRM provided CLD is related to the CSD, but is not the same at all. As a

consequence, a transformation is required between these distributional quantities.

The measuring principle of FBRM is presented in Figure 3.10: the probe emits

a rotating laser beam. During the rotation the beam intersects with the particles.

The intersection time is recorded and in the knowledge of laser rotation speed the

intersection length, the so-called chord length (CL) is calculated. The typical number of

intersections, often referred as FBRM count, is in order of thousands per second. From

the individual measured CL-s a CL distribution (CLD) can be constructed n(CL,t)dCL,

which gives the number of CL-s within the CL,CL+dCL domain in t time moment.

Based on the working principle of FBRM, a straightforward CSD→CLD transformation

Chord lengths

Chord length [ m]m

C
o

u
n

t 
[n

o
/s

]

Rotating laser beam

Figure 3.10: Working principle of the FBRM and the construction of chord length dis-

tribution

is developed. Let us assume that the crystal shape is known and we have prism-shape

particles. The PVM and FBRM are not measuring the 3D particle but the 2D dimension

of the real 3D particle. Let us assume the ideal case when the measured particle length

and width is exactly the real length and width (Figure 3.11). However, in reality the

situation presented in Figure 3.11 rarely occurs. The particles are moving randomly

in the crystallizer and the PAT sensors caught their random orientation. Thus the 2D

projection is sensitive to the position in which the crystal is captured. In the Figure
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D D

Figure 3.11: Ideal 2D projection of the 3D needle-shape crystal

3.12 it seems that the observed particle size depends on the α and β angles, which

defines the spatial orientation of the 2D body. The dimensions of approximate 2D

Figure 3.12: Real approximate 2D projection of the randomly oriented rod-like crystal

projection can be expressed as a function of particle length (L1) and width (L2) and α

and β degrees as:

L′
1 =L1cos(α) + L2sin(β)

L′
2 =L2[sin(β) + cos(β)]

(3.73)
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3.4 Soft-sensors of FBRM and PVM probes for prism-like crystals

From where the aspect ratio of the given projection can immediately be calculated:

AR(α, β, L1, L2) =
max(L′

1, L
′
2)

min(L′
1, L

′
2)

(3.74)

Assuming that the intersection is a straight line, a CLD can be constructed for the

given projection by mapping all of possible cuts, which is illustrated by the Figure

3.13. Based on the Figure 3.13 a CLD for the given projection can easily be calculated

Figure 3.13: Mapping the possible chord length of a 2D projection for CLD construction

by numerical simulations, which can be denoted by CLDL1,L2,α,β. If both α and β

goes from 0 90 o, taking into the consideration the prism shape, all possible spatial

orientations are covered. These two angles need to be varied and for each {α, β}
projection the CLD{α, β} need to be simulated. Afterwards, the individual projections

CLD{α, β} are averaged which results the most probable CLD of mono-disperse particle

population of L size. In practical simulations both angles in 0 90o intervals can be

stepped maximally in 3o step size. Under this size the variations in final CLD are

negligible thus the 3o value is recommended to use for improved the simulation speed.

CLDL1,L2 =

P
∑

j=1

CLDj

P
∑

j=1

M
∑

i=1

CLDj,i

(3.75)

CLDL1,L2 stands for the simulated CLD of the prism-like particle having L1, L2 linear

sizes. In Eq. (3.75) P is the number of individual CLD{α, β}s and M denotes the

number of discrete CL size bins. In this study the FBRMs default logarithmic CL

scale is adopted with [11000] µm domain and 90 bins. The simulation is implemented

as compiled serial C .mex function involving single precision floating point operations.

On the used machine (Intel i7-2600 3.4 GHz CPU, 1333 MHz memory) the simulation

of CLDL1,L2 took ≈2 s
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The CLDL1,L2s are pre-computed for each discrete particle sizes used in HR-FVM

solution of PBM. The most probable CLD of the CSD is computed in real time as

normalized weighted sum of individual CLDL1,L2s:

CLD =

N
∑

j=1

AL1,L2nL1,L2CLDL1,L2,i

N
∑

j=1

M
∑

i=1

CLDL1,L2,i

(3.76)

where N denotes the HR-FVM mesh size, nL1,L2 stands for the number of crystals

with size L1, L2 and AL1,L2 is the most probable projection area of the particle. With

AL1,L2 , the transformation takes into consideration that the bigger crystals are caught

with higher probability by the FBRM. The execution time of Eq. (3.76), implemented

as compiled serial C .mex function is in order of milliseconds.

Naturally, the simulated CLD Eq. (3.76) should be compared to normalized mea-

sured CLD. The FBRM count, relevant practical information in a real control system

could be compared to the simulated particle number.

Similar treatment can be used to calculate the Aspect Ratio Distribution (ARD)

from the aspect ratio of individual 2D projections to Eqs. (3.75) and (3.76). Note

that in the CSD→ARD transformation the most probable projection area AL1,L2 as

the PVM range is much larger thus the probability of capturing a larger crystal not

necessarily correlates linearly with AL1,L2 .
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3.5 Feasible CLD based robust control of cooling crystal-

lizers involving high fidelity full population balance

model

In this section of the thesis a novel adaptive nonlinear model predictive control system

will be presented which involves high accuracy full population balance models and, as

main novelty, incorporates the FBRM as real time measuring equipment. Being an 1D

PBM, in this section the process model will be described in details too.

3.5.1 Introduction

Numerous macroscopic properties of crystalline materials possessing pharmaceutical or

food industrial interest, such as the adsorption capacity, dissolution rate, porosity, me-

chanical properties etc. depends on CSD (62), which also influences the downstream

operations like the filtration, granulation, centrifugation, transportation etc. (37). Con-

sequently, the good crystallizer operation might lead to simultaneous product quality

improvement and operational cost reduction. The non-linear characteristics of nucle-

ation and growth, as well as their sensitivity to system setup, require the application

of advanced control strategies to batch crystallizers: the classical and still widely used

operation mode of this systems (68).

The quick spread of PAT made possible the real time tracking of particle phase:

the FBRM records the CLD, a fingerprint of crystals population. The PVM captures

on-line images in real time, which are processed by the means of image analysis. The

solute concentration is tracked with a proper on-line spectroscopic method, such as the

RAMAN, Infrared or UV-Visible, depending on the properties of dissolved materials

and the solvent (100).

Numerous control strategies applied to batch crystallizers are based on PAT tools.

The DNC is a model free control strategy whose main idea is to maintain the FBRM

count (proportional to crystal number) between the predefined limits by repeated

heating-cooling stages (189). The crystal number is directly linked to the mean crys-

tal size, thus the DNC controls the mean size through the FBRM count. Another

state-of-the-art model free control strategy is the SSC whose principle is to keep the

concentration in metastable zone to force back the nucleation and favor the crystal

growth (20). The advantages of these model free control methods are that requires
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minimal preliminary system information and ensures satisfactory control. However,

when comes to constraint satisfaction and optimal operation, these model free tech-

niques can hardly compete with the predictive power of model based controllers (113).

The PBM, as it was already discussed in this thesis, are widely used to describe and

simulate the crystallization processes.

From the process control point of view the PBM solution has to be fast enough to

be applicable in real time optimization and detailed enough to provide the required

information (for instance, is the whole CSD required or is enough to compute the mean

sizes?) (73). In order to use rationally the (distributional) CLD the calculation of

CSD is required, thus the numerically very efficient moment based methods are not

applicable. The HR-FVM seems to be rational choice as computes the CSD without

significant numerical diffusion and/or oscillation and the solution speed can be improved

to meet the real time applicability with efficient computer implementation, as it was

presented in details in previous sections of this thesis.

The overwhelming majority of real time controllers and process optimizations in-

volves moment based PBE solution (35, 129, 190) because of its decreased computa-

tional expense and high accuracy. However, these operate on mean crystalline proper-

ties, not on the actual CSD. Among of full PBM based strategies the open loop control

are wider discussed (107, 122). A feedback concentration control system tracking the

pre-computed optimal concentration trajectory based on a 2D full PBM was recently

published (36). Only a few papers deals with full PBM based real time control. Such

a paper were published recently and opened new doors in real time controller applica-

tions of full PBMs (146). The authors concluded that the critical point in real time

applicability is the proper mesh coarseness, which is a trade-off between accuracy and

computational burden. The authors also presented that the structural model-plant

mismatches (PMM) (i.e. errors related to discretization coarseness) can be effectively

eliminated by output error correction. Nevertheless, this paper not deals with para-

metric PMM, which raises special control problems.

Regardless of model complexity, for robust NMPC performance state estimators

are required. State estimators of various internal structure and working principle have

been developed from stochastic Kalman Filter family (126, 191) through the Luenberger

observers (192) and moving horizon state estimators (MHE) (147). The MHE is an

optimization based method involving the non-linear process model.
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In order to utilize the FBRM provided CLD, the CSDCLD transformation need

to be carried out. Numerous papers were focusing on the calculation of CSD from

measured CLD data (193, 194, 195, 196, 197), as the CSD is the physically relevant,

often the controller quantity. In this work the physically relevant, real time applicable

projection based CLD→CSD transformation presented in the previous sections of this

thesis will be used.

The objective of this part of the thesis is to develop a shrinking horizon NMPC for

the product CSD in fixed batch time cooling crystallizer. The control strategy involves

a MHE whose estimation horizon is growing with the actual process time (receding

horizon estimator RHE) and uses the measured concentration and CLD. To deal with

the parametric PMM the RHE has the role, next to the estimation of un-measurable

system states, to continuously improve the model quality by re-adjusting the kinetic pa-

rameters. A real time CSDCLD forward transformation is developed, making possible

the direct application of FBRM probe in the CSD control system. In NMPC calcu-

lations an accelerated direct single shooting dynamic optimization strategy is applied

which reduces the calculation time to the range of industrial sampling time. To avoid

the structural PMMs (deviations from the ”Plant” caused by numerical inaccuracies)

fine mesh is applied in the PBM solution.

3.5.2 The batch crystallizer model

The power law model is used in the description of temperature dependency of solubility

Eq. (3.7). Secondary nucleation is assumed, described by the following temperature

dependent power-law equation:

B = kbσ
bV j

c exp

(

− Eb

RT

)

(3.77)

with kb, b, j, Eb material and system specific constants and Vc crystals volume fraction.

The temperature dependent, commonly used growth rate model is applied from the

Table 2.3. In this formulation the crystals are characterized with a linear size L and

the crystal population with the mono-variate size density function n(L,t)dL, which gives

the number of crystals being within the L,L+dL size domain in t time moment. The

variation of CSD under the influence of nucleation and growth is governed by the PBE:

∂n(L, t)

∂t
+G(σ, T )

∂n(L, t)

∂L
= B(σ, T )δ(L− Ln) (3.78)
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where Ln stands for the nucleon size. Eq. (3.78) has n(L, t) = n0(L) initial condition,

where n0(L) represents the seed distribution.

Due to the liquidsolid mass transfer (generated by the crystal nucleation and growth)

a macroscopic mass balance is required for solute concentration:

dc

dt
= − kV ρc

1− Vc

[

3G(σ, T )

∫ Lmax

0
L2n(L, t)dL+B(σ, T )L3

n

]

(3.79)

with c(0) = c0 = cs(T0) initial concentration. In Eq.(3.79) ρc is crystal density and

kV stands for the volume shape factor, a proportionality constant between the crystal

volume and its linear size:

vc = kvL
3 (3.80)

As the temperature is the controlled variable energy balance is not required for model

closure.

The model equations were solved by using the HR-FVM, which was already de-

scribed in this thesis. Based on the results of pre-experiments in the model solution

the 0-1000 µm size domain was chosen. The uniformly distributed mesh with N = 1000

elements ensured the accurate model solution. The crysiv MatLab based function was

used to solve the model equations, implemented as compiled serial C .mex function

To summarize, based on model Eqs.(3.78)-(3.79) the product CSD depends on initial

conditions, vector of kinetic parameters and applied temperature profile:

CSDprod = f(T0, n0(L),KP, T (t)) (3.81)

where KP is defined as:

KP = [kb, b, j, Eb, kg, g, Eg] (3.82)

Under given conditions KP is constant but might be sensitive to system setup (e.g.

crystallizer shape, volume etc.), impurities and operational conditions (e.g. stirrer

revolution speed, hydrodynamic conditions etc.). In this NMPC formulation KP is

not considered constant, its elements are handled as time variable quantities, which

incorporates the effects of disturbances: KP → KP (t).

Note that the CSD → CLD forward transformation, presented in the previous

sections of this thesis, is used to calculate the simulated CLDs.
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3.5.3 State estimator formulation

As it was already highlighted in this thesis, for robust NMPC functioning state estima-

tors are required, which calculates the actual values of measurable and un-measurable

system states providing the initial conditions of NMPC optimization. The RHE uses

the non-linear process model thus presents increased potential in dealing with process

non-linearitys. Its very advantageous characteristic is that the initial system states (so-

lute concentration and CSD) are generally accurate for batch system. As a consequence,

the well-tuned RHE might provide accurate states, for the NMPC optimizations.

Modifications in operation conditions, system set-up or the presence of impurities

can lead to variation in the nucleation or growth rate, which might lead to considerably

different macroscopic behavior, thus the system might require substantially different

control policy. This situation leads to the so-called parametric PMM: the kinetic param-

eters used in simulations differ from the actual kinetic parameters. The RHE re-adjusts

the kinetic constants by fitting the model on existing measured data.

The control system block diagram is presented in Figure 2.18 where it seen that the

RHE is mounted to feedback loop. Its input is the measured data, based on which it

re-adjusts the kinetic parameters as well as calculates the actual system states. Figure

2.17 shows the general temporal diagram of pure cooling fixed batch time RHE/NMPC.

The RHE uses the same non-linear process model as the NMPC but the nucleation

and growth rates are expressed differently:

B(σ, T ) = 10kb,RHEσbV j
c exp

(

− Eb

RT

)

(3.83)

and

G(σ, T ) = 10kg,RHEσgexp

(

− Eg

RT

)

(3.84)

The reason for using modified rate equations in parameter readjustment is to improve

the optimization performance: in Eq.(3.83)-(3.84) the rate constants are exponents (as

the rest of kinetic parameters), which acts like a natural scaling: minor variation in

the values of these modified rate constant influences substantially stronger the growth

rates.

The modified vector of kinetic parameters takes the form:

KP = [kb,RHE , b, j, Eb, kg,RHE , g, Eg ] (3.85)
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The kinetic parameter readjustment is carried out based on the following sum-square

error (SSE) based objective function:

SSE(KPRHE) =
Z
∑

i=1

(ci,exp − ci,sim)2 +w
M
∑

j=1

Z
∑

i=1

(CLDi,j,exp−CLDi,j,sim)
2 (3.86)

The first part of the objective function fits the simulated concentrations while the

second part the simulated CLDs to measured data; w is a weighting factor; Z denotes

the number of discrete time moments in which measurement data is available or is used

in state estimation.

Using the actualized parameters, a simulation is carried out in the (0, tactual) frame,

whose results are the estimated actual system states, serving as initial condition for the

NMPC optimizations.

3.5.4 Optimal control and N-MPC development

The open loop model based control consists of the pre-calculation of optimal tempera-

ture profile, which is tracked by a regular PI(D) controller.

For the optimization of temperature profile (Tp) a target CSD is required within the

realizable domain. This can be either a simulated CLD or the CLD of a real particle

population, which is supposed to be produced by the NMPC. In this NMPC fixed batch

time is assumed, an ”end-point optimization” is carried out based on the following SSE

based objective function

SSE(Tp) =

K
∑

i=1

(CLDi,sim − CLDi,ref)
2 + w

U
∑

i=1

(Tp,i − Tp,i−1)
2 (3.87)

The first part of the objective function ensures the desired product CLD while the

second part the smoother control signals variation. K stands for the number of applied

CLD bins while U is the length of discrete Tp vector. The optimization is carried out

subject to the following constraints:

Tf,min < Tp,final < Tf,max

crmin < cr < crmax

(3.88)

Where cr is the cooling rate. The system is kept for teq (equilibration time) at Tp,final

temperature for desupersaturation..
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The increased calculation time of high fidelity full PBM solution requires the ap-

plication of accelerated optimization techniques. In earlier studies the most common

dynamic optimization algorithms have been compared (198) and it was found that the

direct multiple shooting over-performed the direct single shooting in computational

time. However, the multiple shooting is more vulnerable to pre-mature stop, caused,

for instance, by reaching the available time limit. As in this work time-consuming

operations are involved, pre-mature optimization stops are expected thus the direct

multiple shooting is not applicable.

Dividing the one day batch time into k = 400 elements (216 s sampling time) leads

to an optimization problem with 400 decision variables (which decreases as the batch

time evolves). This, with the application of direct single shooting and with the actual,

widely available computational resources would hardly be realizable. In this work a

new formulation of the direct single shooting is developed which stands on the division

of original optimization to smaller sub-problems by grouping the decision variables.

This strategy is referred as repeated sequential optimization (RSO).

The working principle of the RSO is the follows. The first step is the calculation of

a crude optimal temperature profile (for instance, with 10 decision variables). In the

second step this crude optimal profile is used as initial point for a second optimiza-

tion, involving more decision variables (but still much considerably than the original

problem). As the second optimization is started from the close proximity of optimum,

despite of increased number of decision variables, it converges quickly. The last stage is

a third optimization: the first part of second profile is divided according to the original

sampling time. This optimization also converges quickly due to the existence of a good

starting point. In each optimization step the initial temperature profile is calculated

by interpolating the previous steps result. The first temperature profile is interpolated

from optimal profile of previous NMPC iteration.
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3.6 Conclusions

In this section the crystallizer models used in the numerical simulations of the following

two chapters were described. The aim of detailed model description was to provide a

stable basis of understanding the numerical simulations and model based parameter

estimation and control results.

In the first part the general 2D morphological PBE with nucleation and growth

mechanisms was presented, together with the description of two most important solu-

tion techniques, namely, the quadrature method of moments and the high resolution

finite volume methods were presented. The extensions of this PBE by inlet-outlet and

breakage terms as well as the moments of this extensions were discussed.

Although the PBE, which takes into account the heat effects is a 2D PBE as well but

in nature differs considerably from the 2D morphological PBE thus the whole model

derivation is given. The novel derivation of crystal growth and heat effects is based

on the simple mass balance for the crystal taking into account the generated heat of

crystallization and the liquid-solid heat transfer. The QMOM system is deduced by

using the properties of Dirac-delta function.

A new NMPC and state estimator formulation is given for the size distribution

control of cube-like 1D crystals. The population balance model involves secondary

nucleation (seeded crystallization is assumed) and crystal growth. The system states

are estimated by a Receding Horizon Estimator (RHE), which is aimed to ensure robust

and adaptive functioning by re-estimating the kinetic constants. The novelty in this

NMPC system is, next to the fact, that employs high fidelity full population balance

solution, that it uses the FBRM provided Chord Length Distribution (CLD) in the

state estimation - thus the FBRM is involved as a real time measuring device.

The mathematical model used in the NMPC development is calibrated based on

batch seeded cooling crystallization experiments of L-ascorbic acid. The parameter

estimation is carried out by defining and solving a mathematical optimization problem,

which is based on a bimodal objective function. The deviation of concentration and

CLD variations are taken into account in the objective function.

The soft-sensor development for FBRM and PVM probes is described. The method

is based on the first principle simulation of these measuring devices: it considers the

all possible 2D projection of the crystals of considered shape. To the 2D projections
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individual CLDs and aspect ratios are calculated, which are used to compute the most

probable CLD and ARD (Aspect Ratio Distribution) are calculated based on the indi-

vidual projections AR’s and CLD’s. The method is applicable in real time as the time

consuming operations are pre-computed.
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4

Numerical analysis of cooling

crystallizers

In this chapter of thesis simulation studies and numerical analyses of cooling crystal-

lizers will be presented and discussed. The next six topics will be discussed:

• Batch cooling crystallization of 2D constant thickness plate-like crystals assuming

secondary nucleation and growth mechanisms

• GPU acceleration for high resolution finite volume solution of population balance

equations

• Development of the CrySiV (Crystallization Simulation and Visualization tool),

an interactive population balance model based simulator software

• Crystallization from solution with heat effects: presentation of a novel modeling

framework for explicitly taking into account the latent heat of crystallization on

product particulate properties

• Simulation the crystallization of high aspect ratio crystals with nucleation, growth

and breakage in continuous cooling crystallizers

• Soft-sensor development for FBRM and PVM probes
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4.1 Batch cooling crystallization of plate-like crystals

4.1.1 Introduction. The simulated process.

The simulated experiments were carried out as follows: a hot temperature (Th) satu-

rated solution was obtained which was cooled until Ts at which the seeds were added

with with a given size distribution and quantity. After seeding, the solution was cooled

with a constant cooling rate (cr) until reaching the final temperature (Tf ), which was

the end of the experiment.

Being a seeded crystallization, in the simulations the secondary nucleation model

correlated with the turbulent kinetic energy was used from Table 2.2. The combined

size dependent-power law growth rate model from Table 2.3 is applied to expressed the

growth rate in both directions. The simulations are carried out based on the 2D PBE

(3.1), which was solved by the quadrature method of moments Eqs.(3.15,3.16) simulta-

neously with the mass balance and temperature calculation Eqs.(3.5, 3.9). Three point

implementation of the QMOM is applied, according to the Eq.(3.17) and the related

discussion. The temperature dependency of the solubility is described by the Apelblat

model Eq.(3.8). The QMOM is known as accurate method for more complicated PBE’s

(69).

Carrying out a separate accuracy test is redundant for this - numerically - simple

PBE.

For simulation purposes computations were carried out in the MatLab environment

solving the resulted differential algebraic equation system using the ode15s stiff differ-

ential equation solver. This is the only solver, which can handle problems involving

time-varying mass matrix. The kinetic and process parameters are listed in Table 4.1.

The parameters were chosen based on the paper of Oullion (148) so they show ob-

servable effects on process. Each parameter which differs from those presented above

is specified. For the sake of a more realistic system investigation, in the sensitivity

analysis only the process parameters are varied.

When computing the moments of seed distribution a log-normal density function

with 30 % standard deviation of mean values was assumed and the quadrature nodes

and weights were computed from moments using the direct optimization technique,

listed in Table 4.2. The seeds are characterized with (L1, L2) pairs denoting the mean
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4.1 Batch cooling crystallization of plate-like crystals

Table 4.1: Process and kinetic parameters of plate-like crystallization simulations

V=5·10−3 m3 cr=8.33·10−4 oC/s ε=250 W/kg Ts=35oC

L3=kV =5·10−6 m kb=3.6·105 #/m3s kg1=1.178·10−3 m/s kg2=1.874·10−4 m/s

g1=1.5 g2=1.7 p1 = 0.8 p2 = 0.9

γ1=0.05 m−p1 γ2=0.03 m−p2 b = 2 c0 = 240 kg/m3

a0=-69.51 a1=-368.6 a2=16.18 m0 = 2 % of msolute

〈L1〉0=90·10−6 m 〈L2〉0=60·10−6 m ρC=1665 kg/m3 Th = 35.2 oC

Tf = 25 oC

sizes expressed, for the sake of simplicity, in micrometres with the upper mentioned

standard deviations.

Table 4.2: Initial weights and abscissas of plate-like crystals crystallization simulation

w1 = 1.86·1010 w2 = 6.46·1010 w3 = 1.281·1011

L11 = 9.47·10−5 L12 = 9.8·10−5 L13 = 1.138·10−4

L21 = 6.85 ·10−5 L22 = 5.74·10−5 L23 = 6.05·10−5

Note that this section is a partial re-interpretation of the article published by the

author of this thesis (150).

4.1.2 Simulation results and discussions

In the simulation results the particle properties are tracked through the mean charac-

teristic crystal sizes (〈L1〉, 〈L2〉), particle number (µ00) and aspect ratio. These are

expressed as:

〈L1〉 =
µ10
µ00

〈L2〉 =
µ01
µ00

AR =
〈L1〉
〈L2〉

(4.1)

Figure 4.1 presents the dynamic evolution of the mean characteristic particle sizes with

different stirring energies. The mean particle sizes are monotonically increasing and
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4.1 Batch cooling crystallization of plate-like crystals

the decreasing stirring power favours for the production of the higher particles, as it

reduces the nucleation rate. It must be highlighted that similar trends are observed in

both plots, with values shifted to higher domains for 〈L1〉, which is obvious, being the

length direction.
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Figure 4.1: Temporal evolution of mean crystal sizes with varied stirring powers

It is known that the seed characteristics, i.e. mass and size have impact on the product

properties. In Figure 4.2 we can see the mean crystal sizes obtained using different

seeding. The finer seeds with 2 % seed addition results the highest crystals: as the av-

erage seed size is decreasing, their number and specific surface increases which favours

for the crystal growth more than for the secondary nucleation. Note that the 2 %

”optimal” seed quantity is in very well agreement with the actual crystallization expe-

riences. As the plots of the second figure illustrates, the increased seed quantity reduces

the aspect ratio. The explanation of this phenomena lies in the fact that the higher

seed loading consumes more efficiently the supersaturation, which influences the aspect

ratio through the individual supersaturation dependencies of the growth rates.

Figure 4.3 presents the effects of cooling rate and stirring power on the product proper-

ties. It seems that the mean crystal length is sensitive to both operational conditions.

The aspect ratio is between 2 and 2.5. The interval is wider than in the case of varying

the seed properties and produces higher aspect ratios which seem to depend weakly on

the stirring power. The fact that the crystal length is sensitive to stirring power but

the shape is not suggests that this is an indirect effect through the modified secondary

nucleation rate.
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Figure 4.2: Effects of seed loading and distribution on product size and shape
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Figure 4.3: Effects of cooling rate and stirring power on product size and shape

The seeding temperature is significant parameter of seeded crystallization. As Ts de-

creases the initial supersaturation inevitably increases. The lower limit of the seeding

temperature in a real crystallization is metastable zone limit, where the crystallization

should always be conducted. Figure 4.4 illustrates the steady state mean crystal sizes

obtained with different seeding temperatures and cooling rates. The crystal length is

sensitive to Ts, which slightly decreases with the cooling rate. This is expected as

the faster cooling leads to higher supersaturation, which intensifies the nucleation rate.

Taking a look at the aspect ratio plot it seen that Ts produces far the highest varia-

tion in the particle shape, between 2 and 4. This will explained with the interactions

between the nucleation and growth rates in the following investigations.

Figure 4.5 presents the temporal evolution of nucleation rate calculated for different
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Figure 4.4: Effects of seeding temperature and cooling rate on product size and shape

seeding temperatures. Three order of magnitude differences exist in it’s initial rate and

for the lower seeding temperatures a peak is observed, which is followed by a powerful

decrease. The appearance of peak in nucleation rate trajectory can be explained with

the explosive beginning of crystal growth. The growth increases the the crystal surface

area, through of which the nucleation rate. However, the growth quickly consume the

solute concentration so leads to a dramatic reduction of nucleation rate.
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Figure 4.5: Effects of seeding temperature on the development of nucleation rate

Figure 4.6 presents the three dimensional projections of the 10 dimensional process

trajectories into the (µ11, S,RV ) space with varied Ts. In the case of 35 oC seeding

temperature the initial supersaturation ratio is near to one while it increases to approxi-

mately 2.5 when the lowest Ts. The supersaturation has powerful impact on nucleation
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4.1 Batch cooling crystallization of plate-like crystals

and growth rates as well. According to figure, the increased growth rate reduces the

supersaturation quickly and slows down when the supersaturation ratio achieves low

levels. The crystal surface is increasing rapidly during the intensive growth. This means

that the process is governed by the growth.

This plot explains the high influence of Ts on product aspect ratio. According to

the Figure 4.6 the initial supersaturation is relatively high. Consequently the initial

growth rates are also high. As the individual growth rates have different supersaturation

dependencies, the characteristic crystal facets are growing with considerably different

rates. However, if initially a crystal face becomes higher due to the supersaturation

dependency, later will grow faster due to it’s size dependency. This chain reaction

inevitably leads to the increased aspect ratios, as presented in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.6: Three dimensional (µ11, S, RV ) projections of the process trajectory with

varied seeding temperatures

4.1.3 Conclusions and remarks

In this part of the thesis a parametric study is carried out by the means of process

simulation, investigating the effects of operational process parameters (seeding prop-

erties, stirring power and cooling rate) on mean size and shape of obtained plate-like

crystals in batch operation, assuming secondary nucleation and growth of two charac-

teristic facets. It is found that only the stirring power have no significant impact on the

particle shape but all analyzed process parameters affects the mean crystal sizes. The
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seeding temperature has the most significant effect on the product crystalline proper-

ties and influences significantly, introducing 3-6 orders of magnitude variation in the

temporal evolution of secondary nucleation rate.

Based on the presented case study, it is possible to vary the crystal shape and size

simultaneously by adequate seeding and setting up the appropriate process parameters.

However, to optimize a real crystallizer the model needs to be calibrated based on

experimental data. In this context the presented simulation results are not able and

are not attempted to replace the laboratory experiments.
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4.2 Crystallization of high aspect ratio crystals

4.2.1 Introduction

In the simulations of MSMPR crystallizer the temperature dependent Volmer’s nu-

cleation model (see Table 2.2) was applied. The growth rate was described by the

combined size independent and power law equation from Table 2.3. The simulations

were carried out based on the 2D PBE (3.5) extended with inlet-outlet Eq. (3.29) and

breakage Eq. (3.30) terms as well as with the mass balance Eq. (3.5) extended with the

inlet-outlet terms Eq. (3.33). For the solution of generated moment equation system

((3.36) and (3.37) extended with the inlet-outlet and breakage - Eqs. (3.11)-(3.12)) was

used to generate the closed set of three point implementation of quadrature moment

equations (Eqs. (3.38) and (3.39) extended with Eqs. (3.15)-(3.16)).

Step-wise cooling strategy was applied in each numerical experiment using the

Tcool,in = 0 oC inlet temperature of coolant for obtaining comparable results when

analysing the influence of parameters on the properties of the crystalline product.

Computations were carried out in the MatLab environment solving the resulted

differential algebraic equation system using the ode15s stiff differential equation solver.

This is the only solver, which can handle problems involving time-varying mass matrix.

The kinetic and process parameters are listed in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Process and kinetic parameters of high aspect ratio crystallization simulations

V=10−3 m3 Vcool=3·10−4 m3 τ=1000 s τcool=100 s

Tin=90 oC kp=1.6·1018 #/m3s kg1=10−3 m/s kg2=10−4 m/s

g1=1.75 g2=1.5 p1=0.6 p2=0

γ1=2 m−p1 γ2=0 m−p2 b=2 c0=cs(Tin)

a0=1.865 kg/kg a1=-5.46·10−2 kg/kgoC 5.19·10−2 kg/kgoC2 Tcool,in=0 oC

Uav=5·105 Wo/C ρsv=1000 kg/m3 ρcool=1000 kg/m3 ρc=3000 kg/m3

Tf=25 oC Csv=4186 J/kgoC Ccool=4186 J/kgoC Cc=300 J/kgoC

β=1.25 kbr=0.05 γ=0 εin=1

∆HC=-219 kJ/kg

Note that this section is a partial re-interpretation of the article published by the
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author of this thesis (32).

4.2.2 Simulation results

The accuracy of the QMOM-ODE method was checked by comparing its solution with

the solution obtained by the Standard Method of Moments (SMOM) in the special case

when the SMOM can also be applied. Indeed, assuming F = 1, α1 = 1, α1 = 1, γ = 0 and

β = 0 the moment equation system is closed. The results of comparisons are presented

in Figure 4.7, where it can be seen that very good agreement exists between the QMOM

and the ”accurate” SMOM solution. The maximal error of zero order mixed moment

(crystal number) is well under 10−5 % and it appears when the intensive nucleation

begins. This indicates that the three point implementation of QMOM-ODE is highly

accurate and is suitable for simulation purposes.

Figure 4.7: Evolution of the number of crystals. Comparison of SMOM and QMOM-ODE

computations and the percentage variation of QMOM-ODE error in time

Out of this numerical accuracy test, a partial validation of growth rates of PBE is

presented instead with respect to experimental date presented in the literature which

were gathered during the batch cooling experiments of L-glutamic acid and the 2D

crystal size evolution have been determined by the means of image analysis (107). The

initial conditions of simulations were computed by applying a log-normal size distri-

bution with the mean size and the standard deviation of seed, given in the literature

(107). The results of comparisons are presented in Figure 4.8.

The results presented in Figure 4.8 and the accuracy test of next sections illustrate

well that the QMOM-ODE solution provides reliable results in computing crystalliza-
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4.2 Crystallization of high aspect ratio crystals

Figure 4.8: Comparison of 2D QMOM-ODE solution with literature data

tion of high aspect crystals. As a consequence, this method appears to be suitable for

2D description of the cooling crystallizer, and it can be used to investigate its behaviour.

In the first simulations symmetric fragmentation will be considered, which is de-

scribed by the following breakage function:

b1br = (L1, λ1) = 2δ

(

L1 −
λ1
2

)

(4.2)

From which the integral can be expressed:

bli =

∫ λ1

0
Ll
1b

1
br(L1, λ1)dL1 =

λl1i
2l−1

, l = 0, 1, 2... (4.3)

The steady state plots of Figure 4.10 presents the dependence of mean crystal length

on size dependent growth parameters of the length (L1). According to the figure is

obvious that the absolute effects of the exponent decreases with the exponent value.

Furthermore, with the used process and kinetic parameters the γ1 constant increases

considerably the mean crystal length. Figure 4.10 illustrates the dynamic behavior of

crystal number (µ00) and aspect ratio with varied breakage rate constant. According to

the plots, the dynamics and steady state too of aspect ratio is sensitive enough to the

break-ge rate. Increasing rate coefficient produces smaller mean aspect ratio at steady

state but this tendency was kept also in the transient states. The simulated variation of

crystal number reveals an unexpected phenomenon: in the transient period the particle
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Figure 4.9: The mean crystal length as a function of a) the exponent α1 of crystal growth

rate depending on the coefficient γ1 and b) coefficient γ1 of crystal growth rate depending

on the exponent α1

number is in direct proportion to the breakage rate coefficient but the steady state

values exhibit inverse proportion. Explanation of this phenomenon lies in the fact that

crystal breakage affects the number of crystals in two ways. The first way is a direct

linear influence. Secondly, such influence arises also through a sequence of nonlinear

affects. Namely, fragmentation of crystals increases the total surface of the crystals

population increasing in this way the total growth and decreasing simultaneously the

supersaturation in the solution, and causing a decrease of the nucleation rate. Here, the

gain factor of this sequence of nonlinear effects proved to be larger than the breakage

rate coefficient, i.e. the process was controlled by the decreasing nucleation (32). Figure

Figure 4.10: The effects of varying breakage rate constant (kbr)

on the transient behavior of crystal number and aspect ratio

4.11, illustrating explicitly the influence of the breakage rate coefficient kbr on the
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4.2 Crystallization of high aspect ratio crystals

nucleation and global production rate of crystals confirms the explanation of Figure

4.10. Increasing the breakage rate constant the rate of breakage increases but can

not compensate the strong decrease of nucleation rate. These results reveals that this

kind of inverse effects can appear in nucleation governed systems where the breakage

is also present. The results of simulation presented so far were obtained using the

Figure 4.11: Particle production rate in the function of breakage rate constant

symmetrical binary breakage function Eq. (4.2). In these cases, influence of filter F

of the selection function was not observable. In order to demonstrate the behaviour of

this filter increased breakage rate constant was used. The results of these numerical

experiments are shown in Figure 4.12 together with the results obtained by three other

breakage functions listed in Table 2.6. In these simulation runs, the breakage rate

coefficient the value C = 0.5 was used for parabolic distribution, and the lognormal

distribution function with ARc=2 and ARc=3 for the filter was used. Note that each

breakage function in Table 2.6 provides the same coefficients for the mixed moments

µ00 and µ10, and only the coefficients of higher order moments differ from each other.

According to the simulation results the steady state is not considerably affected by the

type of breakage seems to influence the quality of damped oscillations existing in the

transient during the crystallizer startup. The effects of filter function are clearly visible

on the aspect ratio plot: the mean aspect ratio cannot decrease under the value of

ARc=2 as in this point the filter functions smoothly turns off the breakage.
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Figure 4.12: The effects of filter function and various breakage functions on steady state

mean aspect ration and dynamic evolution of crystal number during the crystallizer startup

4.2.3 Conclusions and remarks

A detailed 2D population balance model was developed and analysed for continu-

ous cooling crystallization of high aspect ratio crystals assuming ideal mixing both

at macro- and micro-scale. The model includes nucleation, size dependent growth of

the two specific facets and breakage of particles along their length. The 2D popula-

tion balance equation, governing the crystals population was completed with the mass

balance equations of solute and solvent, and the heat balance equations for the crystal

suspension and cooling medium The 2D population balance equation was reduced into

a moment equations system for the bivariate mixed moments of length and width co-

ordinates of crystals determining in this way the macro-scale mass- and heat balance

model of crystallizer. The moment equations system was closed applying the quadra-

ture method of moments and the resulted set of equations was solved by using the

QMOM-ODE method. This method of solution proved to be highly accurate.

The behaviour of the crystallizer and the effects of kinetic and process parameters

on the characteristics of crystal size distribution were analysed by numerical experi-

mentation. It was showed that there exist strong interactions between the nucleation,

growth and breakage sub-processes which are connected with each other mainly through

the supersaturation.

The analysis has revealed several unexpected phenomena caused by interactions

between the nonlinear sub-processes playing relevant role in formulation of high as-

pect ratio crystals. Nu-cleation and size-dependent breakage induced some decrease

in production of crystals. Size-dependent crystal breakage while decreasing the mean
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4.2 Crystallization of high aspect ratio crystals

width of crystals simultaneously induced some increase in mean width of the crystals

population.

The crystallizer has proved to be rather sensitive to oscillations of the lower order

moments. This model allows studying also the dynamic behaviour of cooling crystal-

lization of high aspect ratio crystals with possible fragmentation and investigating the

stability of crystallizer with tem-poral evolutions of the characteristic parameters of

crystal size distribution which provide a lot of useful information about the process.

Note that this section was a partial re-interpretation of the article published by the

author of this thesis (32).
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4.3 Crystallization with heat effects

4.3.1 Introduction

In this section the effects of latent heat generation will be analyzed on the solution

crystallization process by a novel mathematical model. The 2D PBM takes into ac-

count the primary and secondary nucleation, crystal growth and crystal-solution heat

transfer. The crystals are characterized by two internal variables: a linear size and

the temperature thus the potential temperature distribution of is explicitly included

in the model. The model enables the investigation of effects of temperature distribu-

tion on size distribution by comparing the simulation results to the analogue 1D PBM

with the same kinetic expressions but assuming homogeneous temperature field (instant

particle-solution temperature equilibration).

The simulations are carried out based on the 2D PB Eq.(3.54) and the corresponding

mass and energy balances Eqs. (3.5, 3.59, 3.60, 3.61). The PBE is solved by the 2D

QMOM-ODE method (Eqs. 3.66, 3.67).

The process and kinetic parameters were chosen based on literature data (37, 54, 62)

in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Process and kinetic parameters of heat effects analysis simulations

V = 10−3 m3 Vcool=5·10−4 m3 ke = 1 kA = π

j = 1.75 kp=107 #/m3s kg=0.05 m/s kV = π/6

g=1 T0 = 90 oC Tcool,0 = 90 o Eg=20000 J/molK

Eb=15000 J/molK Ep=18000 J/molK b=0.7 c0=cs(T0)

a0=56.59 kg/m3 a1=-5.34·10−2 kg/m3oC
a2=4.18·10−2

kg/m3oC2
Tcool,in=0 oC

Uav=1.8·105 Wo/C ρsv=1000 kg/m3 ρcool=1000 kg/m3 ρc=2500 kg/m3

Tf=25 oC Csv=4186 J/kgoC Ccool=4186 J/kgoC Cc=300 J/kgoC

∆HC=-300 kJ/kg
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4.3.2 Simulation results and discussions

In the simulations natural cooling is assumed by using a constant coolant flow-rate. Fig-

ure 4.13 presents the temperature histories obtained by the 1D and 2D models when

endothermic and exothermic crystallization takes place. According to the figures, at

the beginning of processes the mean temperatures of crystals populations, defined as

µ01/µ00, differs significantly from the solution temperature due to the intensive crystal-

lization heat release. It worth noting that in the case of endothermic crystallization the

solution cools down quickly as is supposed by double cooling: by the cooling agent and

by the endothermic crystallization. On the other hand, in the case of exothermic heat

effect the solution temporary heats up which predicts that the crystallization heat can

be larger than the heat evacuated through the cooling system. Similar process takes

place in the system governed by the 1D simulation, but this simplified model reveals

only the resulting intermittent temperature increase. As expected, the endothermic

process starts with some decrease of the mean crystal temperature, while in exother-

mic case small growths of the mean crystal temperature is recorded.

Figure 4.13: Temperature profiles predicted by the 1D and 2D models during the batch

Figure 4.14 characterizes the heat transfer conditions during the batch crystallization

of exothermic and endothermic cases. It seems that larger heat flux is transferred later

than the maximal heat transfer rate. This is explained by the simple fact that the

initial supersaturation is high thus the existing seed crystals are growing fast, which

generates high local temperature gradient leading to increased heat transfer rate. In

contrast, the heat flux (overall heat transfer rate between the solid and liquid phase)

is high when the overall growth rate is also high, which requires large growing surface,
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typically existing after the explosive nucleation.

Figure 4.14: Characterization of particle-solution heat transfer during the batch crystal-

lization

The principal driving force of the crystallization is the supersaturation, which is a

function of temperature. As the 2D model distinguishes the solution temperature (at

which the primary nucleation occurs) from the mean particle temperature (secondary

nucleation and growth), the simulation enables the calculation of supersaturation con-

ditions at these values and the comparison to the simplified homogeneous temperature

field approximation. Figure 4.15 presents such a simulations results for endothermic

and exothermic crystallization. It seems well that the supersaturation calculated at the

suspension temperature (1D model) presents some deviations from the solution tem-

perature (2D model) but the supersaturation calculated at mean particle temperature

(2D model) differs considerably from them. It is observed that the endothermic crys-

tallization increases the local supersaturation around the crystal while the exothermic

case reduces the local supersaturation level. This suggests that the endothermic crys-

tallization acts as an autocatalytic system: increasing the growth rate generates more

heat (absorbs), which cools down the crystal leading to an increase in supersaturation

which generates higher growth rate.

In the knowledge of temperatures and concentration a similar comparison can be carried

out for the development of nucleation and growth rates. Such a simulation is presented

in Figure 4.16, where in the 2D simulations the primary nucleation is calculated at the

solution temperature while the secondary nucleation and growth at the mean particle

temperature. It is obvious that the kinetics considerably differs: the absolute values

and the dynamics also differs in both endothermic and exothermic case.
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Figure 4.15: Evolution of supersaturation predicted by the 1D and 2D models

Figure 4.16: Predicted nucleation and growth rates by the 1D and 2D models

Figure 4.17 presents the effects of varied coolant flow-rate on the variations of mean

particle size and particle number predicted by the 1D and 2D models. The simulations

is interesting as the deviation between the results are practically generated by the heat

effects. Consequently, these results analyze the effects of temperature distribution on
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4.3 Crystallization with heat effects

the size distribution. It seems that in both cases (size and number) the steady state val-

ues differs between 5 and 10 % and the dynamics is influenced as well. The oscillatory

behavior of mean crystal sizes at the beginning is explained with the delayed secondary

nucleation kinetics: when the crystals produced in primary nucleation start to grow,

the secondary nucleation become intensive and it reduces again the mean crystal size.

Figure 4.17: Influence of varied coolant flow-rate on particle number and mean particle

size predicted by the 1D and 2D models for ∆HC = −3 · 105 J/kg

Figure 4.18 which presents the deviations of the crystal number and mean crystal size

of the 1D and 2D models plotted as a function of the heat of crystallization and crystal-

solution heat transfer coefficient. According to the figure, up to 12 % deviation can be

observed in the mean crystal size and up to 10 % in the particle number. It is seen that

when zero crystallization heat is assumed, the deviations are not exactly zero because

during the cooling the crystals cannot follow the solution temperature immediately

thus a deviation appears. Increasing the heat transfer coefficient between the particles

and the solution the differences are reducing as the 2D model gradually reduces to the

1D model as the 2D distribution reduces to 1D distribution after Eq. (3.62).

4.3.3 Conclusions and remarks

In this section the influence of latent heat of crystallization was analyzed through a

novel 2D population balance model whose internal coordinates were the linear crystal

size and the crystal temperature. The model incorporates the primary and secondary

nucleation, crystal growth and crystal-solution heat transfer. The generated 2D PBM

was solved by the quadrature method of moments. The solution accuracy was checked
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Figure 4.18: Deviations of crystals number and mean crystal size as a function of crys-

tallization heat and crystals-solution heat transfer coefficient

by comparing the QMOM moments to the moments of an analytical solution and it was

found that the applied two point implementation is suitable for numerical simulations

The simulation results showed that significant deviations exists between the results

of this extended, detailed PBM and those of a simple 1D PBM assuming homogeneous

temperature field. Up to 12 % deviations were observed in the steady state but the

dynamic behavior is also influenced. The difference in dynamic behavior is generated

by the different supersaturation at the solution and in the surrounding of crystals. It

was showed that increasing the crystal-solution heat transfer coefficients reduces the

difference between the model predictions. Interestingly the 2D model also relied the

possibly autocatalytic feature of the endothermic and auto inhibition property of the

exothermic crystallization.
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4.4 GPU acceleration for high resolution finite volume

method

4.4.1 Introduction

The objective of this part is to apply GPU acceleration in the HR-FVM solution of the

2D batch PBE with nucleation and growth. In this section 2D rod-like shape is assumed,

whose size distribution is governed by Eq.(3.1) which coupled with the corresponding

mass balance Eq.(3.5) an linear cooling is considered Eq.(3.9). The crystal volume

dependent secondary nucleation rate expression is applied from the Table 2.2. The

combined size dependent-power law growth rate model from Table 2.3 is applied for

growth-rate description in both directions. The PBE is solved by the 2D HR-FVM

method based on Eq.(3.22) and the related relationships. The solubility is given by the

power-law model Eq.(3.7).

The GPU acceleration is implemented as compiled .mex function, called from the

MatLab. The compilation process and the flow-sheet of GPU assisted calculations are

illustrated in Figure 3.5. For comparing purposes, out of the GPU accelerated code the

serial .mex function and the pure MatLab function was also written. All of the codes

were optimized based on the author’s best knowledge to carry out a fair comparison of

different implementation techniques.

The process and kinetic parameters of the simulations are listed in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5: Process and kinetic parameters of running time comparing HR-FVM simula-

tions

CFL = 0.5 cr=1.67·10−2 oC/s h = 0.5 µm T0=32oC

kV =1 kb=7.49·1010 #/m3s kg1=5.75·10−6 m/s kg2=4.21·10−6 m/s

g1=1.34 g2=1.38 p1 = 1 p2 = 1

γ1=1500 m−p1 γ2=1800 m−p2 b = 2.04 c0 = cs(T0) kg/m
3

a0=0.2087 kg/m3 a1=-9.76·10−5 kg/m3oC ρC=2338 kg/m3 N = 1200

tmax = 3600 s a2=9.3·10−5 kg/m3(oC)2

Uncorrelated bivariate log-normal based seed distribution was considered with m1 =

50 µm and m2 = 6 µm mean values and, respectively, v1 = 6 µm and v2 = 4 µm
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dispersions along the length and width axes Eq.(4.4).

n0(L1, L2) = 108
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The initial discrete distribution was calculated from the continuous 2D CSD Eq.(4.4),

as Figure 3.2 illustrates, using the Eq.(3.21).

Note that this section is a partial re-interpretation of the article published by the

author of this thesis (92).

4.4.2 Simulation results and discussions

The numerical solution time of this 2D PBE is analyzed through a several representa-

tive study. For 1D examples see the literature (92). The objective of this work is the

analysis of crystal shape thus the 1D PBE solution results are not included in this the-

sis. The timings presented in this section represents the average of three consecutive

runs, measured on a computer running Microsoft Windows 7 x64 operating system,

AMD Phenom II X4 3.4 GHz quad-core processor with 16 GB 1333 MHz RAM and

nVidia Geforce GT640 GPU equipped with 384 CUDA cores running at 1046 MHz and

1 GB DDR5 on-board memory. Both the CPU and GPU costs around 100 USD at the

time of purchasing (low-cost devices). For the compilation of codes Microsoft Visual

Studio 2010 Professional and CUDA Toolkit 5.5 were used with maximal optimization

level.

In the first investigation the 2D CSD-s are computed in some representative time mo-

ments, which are presented in Figure 4.19. Note that the solutions of three implementa-

tions are identical. In the surface-series can be observed that the nucleation has visible

effects only after 1800 s, under that time the growth is the predominant phenomena.

A reason for this may be that, as secondary nucleation is assumed, the nucleation rate
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Figure 4.19: 2D CSD of four representative time moment and the corresponding simula-

tion times

is proportional to the total particle volume. Moreover, the supersaturation exponent

is higher than for the growth rates (Table 4.5) thus the system presents an explosive

nucleation at higher - but decreased nucleation rate at lower supersaturations. Based

on the run times, at the first look it seems that the .mex function is with 1 order

of magnitude faster than the MatLab but with 1 order of magnitude slower than the

CUDA .mex function.

The quadrature method of moments (three point QMOM-ODE implementation)
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is applied to compute the mixed moments of the 2D CSD. The µ12 Eq.(3.10) mixed

moment is then used for comparison purposes, a quantity proportional to the specific

volume of crystals. This, as applied high accuracy tolerances, is considered as accurate

solution. In Figure 4.20 the accuracy and the speed up is represented in the func-

tion of CFL number. The .mex : MatLab speed up slightly increases (from 21 to 30)

but the CUDA .mex : .mex decreases with the CFL number (from 10 to 7). The

CFL = 0.5 is a threshold for the .mex function where is getting considerably faster,

generating a step-like variation in both speed up curves. The accuracy of all imple-

mentations is practically the same and is increasing with the CFL until 0.45 above

which presents chaotically variations. Note that in this investigation size independent

growths (γ1 = γ2=0) were applied to avoid the solution over-stabilization. Thus, these

significant variations in accuracy might be explained with the possibly appearance of

numerical oscillations at higher CFL-s.

Figure 4.20: Dependence of acceleration ratio and accuracy on CFL criterion with size

independent growth

Figure 4.21 presents the effects of mesh size on solution time and accuracy. It seems

that for the cruder mesh (N = 300/2 µm discretization) the error is almost 1 % and

it decreases quickly with the mesh size. The N = 1500 mesh size (0.375 µm) presents

a local minima in the error curve thus it is a good trade-off between the accuracy and

computational burden. The CUDA .mex : .mex speed up increases with the mesh

size from 5 to 18 and the .mex : MatLab is decreasing. The MatLab simulations were

not carried out due to the extremely high computational time. It seen that the run
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time, which for a 2D PBE is quadratic function of mesh size, with N = 1500 division

required 18000 seconds (∼5 hours). According to both investigations the advantage of

CUDA .mex over the .mex function is higher for the computationally more expensive

calculations. The CUDA .mex, in contrast, required one and a half minute.

Figure 4.21: Dependence of acceleration ratio and accuracy on mesh size

The following investigation focuses on effects of growth rate constants on simulation

times. Here the MatLab function is not used due to its increased running time (see

Figure 4.21), which makes it unusable for practical simulation based analysis purposes

compared to the other two implementations. In Figure 4.22 seen that the advantage

of GPU accelerated solution is sensitive to the applied crystallization kinetics: for the

lower growth rates the speedup is reduced: it is 6 and for the higher growth rates

increases almost up to 9. It worth nothing that the nucleation parameters are not ana-

lyzed as it was fount to present only weak influence on compute performance (92). The

surface is noisy as the CPU is used by the operating system, which introduces a varia-

tion into the serial .mex simulation times. These effects are reduced by the averaging

of three consecutive timings, however, by averaging cannot been completely removed.

The actual CUDA .mex run time, illustrated right plot of Figure 4.22 presents obvious

trends: increasing the growth rate the run time increases almost linearly, between 29

and 41 seconds. It needs to be mentioned that the growth rate constants presents this

strong influence on simulation time through the reduction of maximally allowed time

step, as described by the Eq.(3.28).

The comparison results presented so far showed that the combine GPU-CPU approach
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Figure 4.22: Effects of growth rate constants on 2D PBM HR-FVM solution time

improves up to two orders of magnitude the calculation time. However, the natural

question arises that how the timings modifies in other computers? To analyze this

problem a comparison study running the same 2D simulation (t = 3600 s) on different

machines is carried out. The kinetic and process parameters applied in the comparison

study are listed in 4.6.

Table 4.6: Process and kinetic parameters of machine comparing HR-FVM simulations

CFL = 0.5 cr=3.33·10−3 oC/s tmax = 3600 s T0=32oC

kV =1 kb=0 #/m3s kg1=1.1·10−4 m/s kg2=6·10−5 m/s

g1=1.44 g2=1.24 p1 = 1 p2 = 1

γ1=600 m−p1 γ2=200 m−p2 b = 0 c0 = cs(T0) kg/m
3

a0=0.2087 kg/m3 a1=-9.76·10−5 kg/m3oC ρC=2338 kg/m3 v1 = 1.5·10−4 m

v2 = 7·10−5 m a2=9.3·10−5 kg/m3(oC)2 m2 = 1.1·10−4 m v1 = 10−4 m

The first PC was used in the runs presented so far; the second is a notebook; the third

is a Dell workstation equipped with a compute nVidia Tesla GPU; the fourth is a mid-

priced custom configuration workstation while the last is a Dell Precision workstation

equipped with a high-end nVidia Tesla K20X compute GPU. The results are presented

in Table 4.7. In the line of CPU specifications the serial .mex function results are listed
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and next to the GPU properties the CUDA .mex timings are presented obtained with

different mesh sizes (N = 1000;2000;3000). It can be observed that in each computer

the combined GPU-CPU simulation over-performed the pure CPU performance. Sur-

prisingly, the nVidia GeForce GTX 970 GPU over-performed both nVidia Tesla GPUs,

which were developed for massive calculations. The explanation might be that in the

GTX 970 the memory and GPU clock are also considerably higher. It is also important

that the CPU clock in this computer is almost the double of the Tesla workstations.

On the other hand, the Tesla GPUs produced the highest speed-ups, which justify

their application, as well as the error-correcting memory. As it was expected the last

generation 4 GHz i7 processor equipped with DDR4 memory gave far the best serial

performance but surprisingly, the notebook i3 processor produced outstanding serial

computation performance. This suggests that the memory frequency is also a signifi-

cant aspect in running expensive simulations.

Table 4.7: HR-FVM solution time on different machines

no. Machine specifications 1000 2000 3000

1
CPU: AMD Phenom 2 X4 3.4GHz, 1333 MHz memory 359 2510 6789

GPU: GT640, 384×1046 MHz cores, 5000 MHz memory 40.3 161 368

2
CPU: i3 4000M 3.4 GHz, 1333 MHz memory 248 2265 4750

GPU: GT720m, 96×938 MHz cores, 1000 MHz memory 56 * *

3
CPU: Xeon E5500 2.3 GHz, 1066 MHz memory 515 4232 11556

GPU: Tesla C2075, 448×1150 MHz cores, 3000 MHz memory 10.2 39 95.9

4
CPU: i7 6700K 4 GHz, 2133 MHz memory 102 778 1997

GPU: GTX 970, 1664×1178 MHz cores, 7000 MHz memory 8.5 31 73.5

5
CPU: Xeon E5-2620 2.4 GHz, 2133 MHz memory 252 1761 4379

GPU: Tesla K20X, 2668×732 MHz cores, 2600 MHz memory 9 35.1 51.1

* out of GPU memory

** all GPU’s are manufactured by the nVidia

As the Table 4.7 also suggests, the hybrid CPU-GPU implementation is a generic tech-

nique which can readily be applied from the entry level to high end compute nVidia
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CUDA enabled GPU’s, exploring maximally the computing resources of the machine.

Nevertheless, the method has some known limitations such as:

• Due to the repeated memory copy operation from and to the on-board GPU

memory and to the fact that the benefits of GPU calculations is known to decrease

with the quantity of parallelled calculations, for crude meshes (especially in one

dimension, depending on machine configuration) the serial implementation might

be more efficient.

• The fact that CUDA C language is used for implementation of the 2D HR-FVM,

which is an extension of C language, ensures a a simple and straightforward

.mex compilation but this technique excludes all of non-CUDA capable GPUs.

Moreover, as double precision operations are involved which are supported from

the computing capability of 1.3 it further limits the suitable GPUs.

4.4.3 Conclusions and remarks

In this section three different implementations of the 2D high resolution finite volume

method, the MatLab function, compiled C .mex function and compiled CUDA C .mex

function, were studied and presented for solving bivariate population balance equations.

The performance of different applications is strongly related to numerical formulation:

the advantage of .mex function is the faster serial calculation but GPU, due to its par-

allel hardware architecture, is better in parallel calculations. In order to simultaneously

benefit from the advantages CPU and GPU a hybrid algorithm was developed: the par-

allel operations are solved on GPU and the serial calculations are passed to the CPU

exploring maximally the computational power of the computer without overloading the

CPU.

The effects of most important parameters of the finite volume algorithm, such as

the CFL number and mesh size, and the growth kinetics on computational performance

and accuracy were analyzed. It is found that the hybrid GPU-CPU method leads up

to 2 orders of magnitude speed up compared to the corresponding pure serial compiled

.mex implementation. As it was expected, the highest speed up’s are realized for the

finer meshes. It worth mentioning that at N = 1500 mesh size the MatLab function

solution time was almost 5 hours. In this point the combined CPU-GPU run time was

less than one and a half minute. The machine comparison study demonstrated that
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the method is applicable and is beneficial for the majority of computers from the entry

level laptops to high-end workstations.

The combined CPU-GPU implementation has two major limitations: it is applicable

for nVidia CUDA enabled GPU’s only with compute capability 2 and later. However,

this is not a restriction for the nVidia cards manufactured in the recent (since 2010)

years. The combined CPU-GPU might be less efficient than the pure serial implemen-

tation. However, in 2D PBE such a crude mesh would probably be not accurate enough

for engineering calculations.
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4.5 The CrySiV tool

The CrySiV, acronym of the Crystallization Simulation and Visualization Tool is a

numerical instrument for simulating solution crystallization problems. The CrySiV is

based on the functions presented in the previous section, thus employees the high res-

olution finite volume method to solve the 1D and 2D PBE. The motivation of starting

the development of a generic platform which can easily be shared with the crystalliza-

tion community was the unexpected and surprisingly high performance of the combined

CPU-GPU implementation. The main advantages of the first distributed CrySiV ver-

sion over the currently available crystallization simulators are:

• 2D PBE solution. The CrySiV has an incorporated 2D PBE solver for industrially

relevant high aspect ration crystals.

• Dissolution simulation. The HR-FVM solution enables the simulation of dissolu-

tion processes. This enables the simulation of temperature cycling and permits

the optimization of the DNC principle.

• GPU acceleration. Due to the GPU acceleration models the CrySiV reduces the

simulation and optimization times, with low cost accelerators which are already

incorporated in many PC’s and notebooks.

During the development the embedding capacity into the MatLab, being the generally

used language of technical computing, was a central objective. As a consequence, the

CrySiV is a MatLab based tool with two well separable parts for two well separable

objectives:

• A MatLab based function. This has similar calling methodology as the internal

MatLab functions. The MatLab based function is designated for process engi-

neering purposes: for simulation/parameter estimation, optimization and control.

The fact that the CrySiV has no optimization and control functionality, by using

the CrySiV function in combination with the optimization and control toolboxes

of the MatLab, this can hardly be an obstacle for process engineers.

• A MatLab based Graphical User Interface (GUI). The GUI was created for vi-

sualization purposes and is aimed to make the simulation more interactive, user

friendly and visual (see Figure 4.23). The focus is in the interactivity and easy-to
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use features. It works based on the same MatLab functions but due to the compu-

tational efforts of visualizations sometimes is less effective (slower). A compiled,

installable version of this GUI was also created with the same functionality as

the MatLab GUI. In contrast, this not requires the MatLab as is a stand alone

application. Moreover, as the GUI is also compiled (not only the solvers) it runs

considerably faster.

Next to the advantages, the CrySiV has numerous weaknesses compared to the most

evolved flowsheet simulators developed by the globally leading companies such as the

Aspen Tech or the Process Systems Enterprise . However, the CrySiV is free to

use for non commercial purposes which is an advantage from the point of view of basic

users, for whom this instrument is designed.

For more details and downloading the latest version of the CrySiV please visit the

crysiv.github.io site. From here the detailed documentation, user guide and solution of

some example crystallization problems can also be downloaded.

Figure 4.23: The full graphical user interface of the CrySiV
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4.6 FBRM and PVM soft sensor simulations

To illustrate the functioning of the developed projection based CSD→CLD transfor-

mation, in this section simulations are carried out based on the Eqs. (3.75) and (3.76).

These transformations will be used in the kinetic estimation and model predictive con-

trol studies of next chapter.

4.6.1 Simulations based on monovariate crystals population

In the first investigations simulation results will be presented for cube-like crystals,

which is a specific case of prism-like shape with L1=L2 restriction.

Figure 4.24 illustrates the simulated CLD for a crystal wit L=100 µm edge length.

It seems that the CLD maximum is at 105 µm. This is expected as there are numerous

diagonals, whose length is larger than the crystals edge length. This distribution can

be interpreted as the most probable CLD for a dilute homogeneous suspension of L

= 100 µm particles. The other plot of the same figure illustrates the aspect ratio

distribution (ARD) of the same crystals population, where it seen that, however being

a regular 1D crystal even 1.4 aspect ratios can be measured, which, however is a natural

consequence of distorting effects of 2D projections. To illustrate the functioning of
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Figure 4.24: Simulated CLD and ARD of an L = 100 µm edge length crystal

CSDCLD transformation for a crystals population, a CSD consisting by the sum of two

log-normal distributions was assumed and the CLD and ARD were simulated. Next

to the original CSD and simulated CLD, the volume based CSD is also represented

as this is often used for the characterization of the particle population. Moreover, the
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4.6 FBRM and PVM soft sensor simulations

square weighted CLD is also computed which is a popular weighted representation of

the CLD. The reason distribution weighing seems well in the Figure 4.25: it swifts the

distribution to higher size ranges. This is convenient in many practical situations as

filters out the noise appearing in small CL range. It is interesting to observe that the

simulated CLD correlates very well with the volume based CSD, for which the CLD was

simulated. This might be caused by the fact that the CLD is a number and projection

area based weighted sum of individual crystals CLDs. As a consequence the bigger

crystals contribute more significantly to the simulated CLD of the crystals population.

Surprisingly, the ARD of the crystals population is perfectly identical to the ARD of

Figure 4.24. This is explained with the simple fact that the crystals have identical

shapes (cube) with different dimensions. The aspect ratio gives information about the

crystal shape, thus is obvious that the same shape gives the same ARD’s regardless

of its size. Thus, as it is shoved by simulations, the shape information (ARD) is not

relevant and not provides additional information if the shape is known.
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Figure 4.25: Simulated CLD and ARD of an L = 100 µm edge length crystal

4.6.2 Simulations based on bivariate crystals population

In this section the functioning of projection based CSD→CLD,ARD transformation

will be presented and discussed. Let us consider a single prism-like crystal with

(L1 = 100, L2 = 15) µm dimensions. Figure 4.26 presents the simulated CLD and

ARD of this crystal. In the CLD plot it can be observed, that the CLD’s under 110
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4.6 FBRM and PVM soft sensor simulations

µm. It is interesting to observe that the simulated CLD is bimodal, which is in excel-

lent agreement with the experimental observation that the high aspect ratio crystals

produces bimodal CLD. On the other hand, the ARD plot is also interesting: the

AR’s are between 1 and 7. However the real aspect ratio of the analyzed crystal is

100/15=6.67, the simulated AR maximum is around 4.5. This is explained with the

spatial orientations: is very less probable that the crystal is caught in ideal position

giving the native aspect ratio. To illustrate the 2D CSD →CLD,ARD transformation
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Figure 4.26: Simulated CLD and ARD of a prism like crystal of L1 = 100, L2 = 15 µm

sizes

performance, let us consider a bivariate uncorrelated log-normal distribution with L1 =

600 µm, L2 = 100 µm mean sizes and σL1 = 500 µm, σL2 = 200 µm dispersions. This

2D CSD is illustrated in Figure 4.27. The simulated CLD and ARD for the bivariate

crystal population presented in Figure 4.27 is presented in Figure 4.28. In the CLD

plot it can be seen the characteristic bimodal distribution of high aspect ratio crystals.

The chord lengths are 100 and 700 µm and the maximums are located at around 400

and 550 µm. In the ARD plot there is a strong maximum at 1.5 but aspect ratios are

expected up to 10.5, what is strange as the real mean aspect ratio is 6. This can be

explained with the combined effects of dispersion of crystal size distribution and the

distorting effects of 2D projections.

It must to be highlighted that the applied forward CSD→CLD,ARD transformation

might be less reliable for two situations:

• For dense suspensions with high crystals concentration (i.e. intensive nucleation)
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4.6 FBRM and PVM soft sensor simulations

Figure 4.27: Typical 2D crystal size distribution, applied in the 2D CSD → CLD,ARD

transformation
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Figure 4.28: Simulated CLD and ARD of the 2D CSD of Figure 4.27

the fine particles might overlap and higher apparent chord lengths might be mea-

sured than expected.

• For the biggest crystals, of which size is comparable with the beam rotation

diameter, the approximation of chord length with a straight line might introduce

distortions.

The first effect is an interactional effect, which increases the apparent CLs especially

in the low CL domain. The second effect is a result of a modelling simplification.

Although, the presented transformation is a first principle, simplified simulation of the

FBRM and PVM probes, which seems to be suitable to apply directly in the control

strategy.
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4.6 FBRM and PVM soft sensor simulations

4.6.3 Conclusions and remarks

In this section CSD→CLD,ARD simulations were presented. The transformation uti-

lizes a projection-based technique: it is based on the simple idea that rotating the

2D prism-like body of given sizes in space and for each orientation creating the 2D

projection into a selected plane, to which an approximate CLD and aspect ratio can

be calculated, the approximate CLD and ARD of the given crystal can be constructed

from the individual projection’s CLD and AR. The simulation results were in good

agreement with the expectations and the crystallization practice. For instance, for rod-

like crystals of high aspect ratio the simulated CLD was bimodal, which was observed

during laboratory measurements as well. Furthermore, the peak in ARD was always

at lower AR than the real AR of the simulated crystal, as the AR of 2D projection of

randomly oriented rod-like crystals is probably lower than the real crystal’s.

Nevertheless, the transformation was not validated based on experimental data, but

the NMPC experiments involving this step gave promising results. The experimental

validation and extension of this transformation is a future plan.
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5

Optimal control of cooling

crystallizers

In this chapter of thesis model based kinetic estimation studies, control system devel-

opment and model predictive control experiments will be presented.

The next three topics will be discussed:

• Nonlinear model predictive control system development involving high fidelity full

population balance models and the CLD as real time measurement

• Kinetic studies and state-of-the-art control (direct nucleation control and model

predictive control) of L-ascorbic acid crystallization from aqueous solution in

batch crystallizer

• Estimation of crystallization kinetics (primary and secondary nucleation, growth

and dissolution) of the two dimensional rod-like succinic acid crystals in presence

of additives.

5.1 CLD based N-MPC + RHE algorithm. Simulation

results

5.1.1 Introduction

The development of robust control algorithms for crystallizers is a hot topic in chemi-

cal process engineering. In the last two decades it was intensively investigated but still

has numerous open challenges. One of those is the incorporation of FBRM provided
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5.1 CLD based N-MPC + RHE algorithm. Simulation results

CLD in the control algorithm, which is routinely collected in crystallization experi-

ments but generally not used for quantitative calculations as only a subset of available

experimental data (such as concentration or microscopy images) are used due to sim-

pler interpretation. In this work a physically relevant CSD → CLD transformation

was already presented for 1D and 2D crystals, which makes possible the incorpora-

tion of experimental CLD into the model based control system. A NMPC/RHE model

for 1D batch crystallization was also proposed Eqs.(3.78)-(3.79),(3.86) and (3.87). In

this section performance and robustness of the proposed novel control method will be

presented through numerical simulations.

Table 5.1 presents the process and kinetic parameters used in the N-MPC simula-

tions. The kinetic constants are intermediate results of the L-ascorbic acid parameter

estimation. In the N-MPC simulations log-normal seed distribution is assumed with m

mean and v variance.

Table 5.1: Process and kinetic parameters of NMPC simulations

j = 0.98 b=1.337 kg=0.112 m/s kV = 1

g=0.565 T0 = 34.5 oC Eb=39760 J/molK Eg=34939 J/molK

Tf,min=18oC Tf,max=24oC teq = 7200s c0=cs(T0)

a0=0.1416 kg/kg a1=3.37·10−3 kg/kgoC
a2=4.02·10−4

kg/kgoC2
m = 20 µm

v = 10 µm Ln=10−6 m ρc=1650 kg/m3 tsamp.=216 s

crmin=0.01 oC/min crmax=0.2 oC/min tbatch=1 day

Further specifications and tuning parameters will be defined for the state estimator

and NMPC later in this section.

5.1.2 Control simulation results and discussions

When comes to CLD based optimization of a temperature profile, the natural question

rises that which weighting degree of CLD should be used? The commercial FBRM

software gives the possibility of selecting the non-weighted, linearly weighted, square-

weighted and cubic weighted CLD. Consequently, all of them could be used in tem-

perature profile optimization. In practice, the square-weighted CLS is preferred as it
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5.1 CLD based N-MPC + RHE algorithm. Simulation results

naturally filters out the noise observed in lower CL domain. Naturally, the objective is

to produce crystals of desired CSD, thus the question is that which temperature profile

calculated based on differently weighted CLD’s approximates the most the CSD based

optimal profile which, however, in a real system is un-known as the CSD cannot be

measured directly.

The target CSD is generated by simulating a ten day long batch, applying linear

cooling between the initial and final (T = 20 oC) temperatures.

In the plot of Figure 5.1 the optimal temperature profiles are depicted. As the higher

degree CLD is used the parabolic characteristics of temperature profile becomes more

dominant, except of cubic weighted CLD which leads to an intensive cooling period at

the half of batch time. This can be considered a failed NMPC. The Figure 5.1 presents

the target as well as the realized CSDs. The CSD based optimization approached the

most the target, the CLD based optimizations leads to more significant fine production.

The cubic weighted CLD based optimization ensures acceptable fitting in the higher

size domain but generates a second peak in the distribution at lower sizes (so-called

bimodal distribution).
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Figure 5.1: The optimal temperature profiles and the corresponding CSDs resulted by

CSD and differently weighted CLD optimization

According to the figures the non-weighted CLD is the best option to use in process

control. This is because it introduces less distortion in small crystal size range so it

reflects more sensitively the nucleation.

The natural question arises that how the parametric PMM can be treated by the

parameter re-adjustment of RHE state estimator. To investigate this problem, simula-

tions are carried out where the ”Plant” and ”Model” simulations has the same model
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5.1 CLD based N-MPC + RHE algorithm. Simulation results

structure but different model-parameters. In this simulations, we attempt to control

the ”Plant” system based on the ”Model” simulation. The applied kinetic constants

for these systems are listed in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Parametric PMM: the Plant and the (initial) Model parameters

Parameter Plant Model

kb [no./(m3s)] 1.24 · 1017 9.93 · 1016

b [-] 1.377 1.650

j [-] 0.980 0.882

Eb [J/(mol K)] 39760 33796

kg [m/s] 0.1126 0.0789

g [-] 0.565 0.621

Eg [J/(mol K)] 34939 40180

The ”Plant” and ”Model” parameters results considerably different system behav-

ior.

Due to the way as the solver is implemented (see in the literature (92)), the compu-

tation time takes longer if the states are required in more time moments. To improve

the RHE calculation time, the maximum number of used estimation points is limited to

Nest,max. If the number of available measurements exceeds Nest,max, a new, uniformly

distributed time vector is defined in [0, tprocess] interval and the concentrations and

CLDs are interpolated from the measured data. Piecewise cubic Hermite interpolation

was used by calling the pchip MatLab function. The most important RHE settings and

tuning parameters are listed in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: State estimator tuning parameters

Parameter Name Value

Nest,max Maximum number of time moments used in the state estimation 40

Nest,iter Maximum number of optimization iterations 130

w Weighting parameter in RHE objective function 10−4

The parameter estimation is time-consuming, thus is difficult to carry out in real
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5.1 CLD based N-MPC + RHE algorithm. Simulation results

time. This was overcome by re-adjusting only the already known (guessed) kinetic

constants. The initial point of optimization is the vector of actually known KPRHE

and the decision variables are bounded. Choosing the correct bounds is essential: if the

search interval is too narrow the PMM is diminished too slowly but too wide intervals

might degrade the optimization performance. The applied bounds are listed in Table

5.4. These constants can be considered as additional RHE tuning parameters. Accord-

Table 5.4: Bounds of decision variables in RHE kinetic parameter re-adjustment param-

eters

Parameter
Lower bound

[%]

Upper bound

[%]

kb [no./(m3s)] -20 +20

b [-] -6 +6

j [-] -2 +2

Eb [J/(mol K)] -8 +8

kg [m/s] -20 +20

g [-] -6 +6

Eg [J/(mol K)] -8 +8

ing to the table, the applied search intervals are relatively narrow but the KP vector

in every iteration is updated, thus the RHE can quickly bring the kinetic parameters

far away from the initial values. It worth nothing that the kinetic parameters might

converge to the real values but also to some fake constants, which, however improves

the control performance.

In order to examine the performance of the developed state estimator a test simu-

lation was carried out. In the temperature profile optimization the objective function

Eq.(3.87) subject to the constraints Eq.(3.88) was applied and the optimization was

solved with the pattern search algorithm (calling the patternsearch MatLab inner func-

tion). In this run the calculation time is not relevant.

Figure 5.2 presents the open loop temperature profile and the NMPC+RHE perfor-

mance. The Plant optimum is the optimal temperature profile calculated by CSD based

optimization with the Plant parameters. This strategy directly operates on CSD and

the correct kinetic parameters are involved, this is the Optimal profile from the point
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5.1 CLD based N-MPC + RHE algorithm. Simulation results

of view of product quality. However, the CSD cannot be measured. As it was already

demonstrated, amongst the possible CLDs (weighting degree) the non-weighted CLD

is the most suitable for control application. The NW CLD based optimum curve has

been calculated involving the correct (plant) kinetic parameters based on the simulated

CLDs. As it seen, this curve, similarly to Figure 5.1, is above of the CSD based opti-

mal temperature profile. The kinetic parameters used in simulations might differ from

the actual plant kinetics (case of parametric plant-model mismatch). This situation is

demonstrated by carrying out a CLD based optimization involving the Model param-

eters. This temperature trajectory is the NW CLD based model profile. This profile

totally differs from both Plant parameter simulations: at the beginning a powerful

cooling is applied which is followed by a long, slow cooling period. The initial kinetic

parameters of NMPC system might be different from the actual parameters. The NW

CLD based RHE+NMPC is a control simulation, started with the Model parameters

but the RHE continuously re-adjusts them, as it was described in the previous section.

According to the figure, very good agreement exists between the NMPC run and the

CLD based optimal temperature profile. That the CSDs realized by these two cooling

profiles practically overlaps. The CLD based optimization carried out with the Model

parameters leads to the worst, bimodal CSD. These results indicate the robustness

of RHE/NMPC combination against parametric PMM, ensured by the efficient state

estimation and continuous model improvement.
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Figure 5.2: Open loop optimal temperature profiles and the RHE/NMPC control and

the realized CSDs by the temperature profiles

Figure 5.3 illustrates the variation of CSD during the RHE/NMPC temperature

profile of Figure 5.2. Based on this figure is evident why the cooling is mild at the
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5.1 CLD based N-MPC + RHE algorithm. Simulation results

beginning: due to the low seed loading the supersaturation is consumed slower but

the growth is still significant (actually, the initial growth seems to be higher than

during the faster cooling). After the initial growth the cooling can be accelerated as

the bigger crystals consumes faster the supersaturation. To achieve real time compute

Figure 5.3: The temporal evolution of CSD during the RHE/NMPC batch

performance speed-up is required as a regular temperature profile calculation, with the

above presented optimization, takes hours but in a real control system it should fit into

the tsample = 216 s. Moreover, the RHE calculations have also increased computational

expense thus significant speed-up in NMPC optimization time is needed.

Dividing the 1 day long batch time into k=400 elements (216 s sampling time)

results an optimization problem with 400 decision variables, which hardly could be

solved in real time. The repeated sequential optimization dynamic optimization method

(RSO) is applied, whose main idea is to group the decision variables and solve more,

but considerably ”simpler” optimization, as it was already presented in the previous

sections. In this section a three level RSO is applied. The details of NMPC setup and

tuning parameters are listed in Table 5.5.

The NMPC/RHE temperature profile calculated by using the three level RSO prac-

tically is identical with that of depicted in Figure 5.2. The timings of RSO based

RHE/NMPC run are depicted in Figure 5.4. It seen that the RHE calculation time is
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Table 5.5: NMPC constraints and tuning parameters

Parameter Name Value

np,1 Number of temperatures in first pre-optimization 10

np,2 Number of temperatures in second pre-optimization 20

Ap,1 Algorithm of first pre-optimization
Interior-

point

Ap,2 Algorithm of second pre-optimization SQP

Ap,3 Algorithm of (third) optimization SQP

Np,1 Maximum iterations in first pre-optimization 30

Np,2 Maximum iterations in second pre-optimization 60

Np,3 Maximum iterations in (third) optimization 100

crmax Maximum cooling rate [oC/min] 0.5

crmin Maximum cooling rate [oC/min] 0.01

tsamp Sampling time [s] 216

increasing as the estimation horizon is expanding and the NMPC time decreases, but

not linearly. This is a result of the RSO. Nevertheless, the total calculation time is

under 160 seconds, and, as 216 s sampling time is applied, the optimization strategy

is realizable in real time. Truly, the calculation time fits into the sampling time, al-

though it is comparable with the sampling time. This raises further issues. Namely,

that the compute delay needs to be included into the NMPC algorithm by decaling

the computations with one discrete time moment: when the process reaches the jth

time moment, the (j + 1)th temperature must be readily computed. This means that

the calculation of (j + 1)th temperature is started in (j − 1)th moment and must be

finished (or stopped) in jth moment. As a consequence, the initial states of NMPC

optimizations are future states, which are supposed to be reached in the jth discrete

time moment. These are estimated by the state estimator by running a simulation with

the actual kinetic parameters. This strategy generates a natural confrontation role of

sampling time: applying higher sampling time the chance of pre-mature optimization

stop is reduced thus the results are more accurate. On the other hand, with longer

sampling time the RHE must look further ahead in time with the state estimation.
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Figure 5.4: NMPC/RHE calculation timings using the RSO, obtained on Intel i7-2600

3.4 GHz CPU, 1333 MHz memory

Under parametric PMM conditions this might introduce considerable errors.

The effects of sampling time on deviation from optimal NW CLD based tempera-

ture profile are depicted in Figure 5.5. According to Figure 5.4 the maximal calculation

time is around 160 s. What it was already suggested now became obvious: the NMPC

gave relative poor performance for too small too high sampling times. The 144 s and

216 s sampling time gave similar performance but surprisingly the 144 s sampling time

simulation results are slightly better, despite of pre-mature optimization terminations.

This suggests that the optimization iteration numbers could be further reduced. Ac-

cording to the results seems that the too long sampling time (here almost nine minutes)

degrades more the control performance then a slightly shorter sampling time than the

ideal (108 s instead of 144 s). This can be explained by the fact that more likely the

last stage of RSO is stopped, being the most demanding calculation (assuming that

the sampling time is not considerably smaller than the ideal). However, this opti-

mization was already started from a good point thus a premature stop cannot be as

harmful. The applicable sample from computational point of view need to be allowed

by sampling theorem calculation, derived in the knowledge of controlled system dy-

namics (199). However, taking into the consideration of industrial crystallizers, the t

= 144 s sampling time seems to be suitable (126). In the following investigation the

effects of seed quantity will be analyzed to the control performance, applying the orig-

inal seed quantity as well as triple and 10 times seed loading. According to Figure 5.6
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Figure 5.5: Performance of constrained RHE/NMPC with the included compute delay:

effect of sampling time on deviation from the optimal temperature profile

the increasing seed loading leads to degradation of NMPC compared to the respective

optimal control policy. This observation is explained with the reduced performance of

kinetic parameter re-adjustment.

According to Eq.(3.86) the RHE uses the measured concentration and CLD to re-

adjust the kinetic parameters, as well as the w weighting factor. Figure 5.6 shows

that the concentration covers wider domain as the seed quantity increases (to grow

more crystals to target CSD higher temperature gradient is needed to generate lower

solubility → higher concentration gradient). As the Figure 5.6 illustrates the target

CSDs are not realized at higher seed loadings thus the target is not in realizable domain.

The NMPC in this case finds a temperature profile which approaches the target CSD

as much as possible. From the control performance point of view, with increasing seed

loading the variation in CLD during the batch decreases thus the fitting rely more

on concentration data. Fitting a PBM on concentration data might be in-accurate in

terms of CSD (200).

This obstacle might be resolved by adapting the w tuning parameter correctly to

the controlled process. Note that this investigation is exemplificative which is aimed

to highlight the importance of correct RHE objective function weighting that might

become a trade-off between macroscopic mass balance and CLD fitting. Normally, the

control can hardly be called good if the target CSD is far from the realized CSD for

any reason. The next investigation focuses on measurement noise, a common issue in

experimental analyses, on control performance. As long as the CLD is composed of
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Figure 5.6: Performance of constrained RHE/NMPC: effect of seed quantity on tempera-

ture profile quality; variation of solute concentration during the batches and the evolution

of CSDs in the simulations

thousands of individual CLs it is usually is smooth except of the case of sticking. The

last generation FBRMs are equipped with sticking effect removal software, thus the
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5.1 CLD based N-MPC + RHE algorithm. Simulation results

CLD is considered smooth. Not as the concentration: this is generally measured with a

random noise whose value depends on system and sensor. In the following investigation

we applied a ± 5 % artificial random noise on the Plant simulation concentration. For

the sake of reproducibility the same random noise was applied for all simulations

The RHE has the natural property of filtering out the disturbances. However, we

made an attempt to improve further the RHE performance by carrying out a noise

reduction applying a first order Savitzky-Golay filter with F = 51 frame length (201).

The originally simulated concentration, the concentration with artificial noise and the

smoothed concentrations are depicted in Figure 5.7. It seen that the smoothed con-

centrations are in excellent agreement with the originally measured concentrations. A
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Figure 5.7: Original, artificial noisy and smoothed (Savitzky-Golay filter) concentration

profiles

NMPC simulation with Nest,max = 80 was carried out. In Figure 5.8 it seems that in

the last part a significant sub-cooling appears with and without the S-G filter as well.

The filtered concentrations ensure a smoother temperature profile and the intensive

cooling begins later but this is still un-acceptable. A second NMPC run was carried

out, this time by using all available experimental data in state estimation (Nest,max=k).

This solved the problem: low deviation exists from the optimal temperature profile.

The NMPC using the filtered concentrations ensures slightly smoother deviations thus

realize more continuous temperature profile. The NMPC working with un-filtered con-

centration seems to give slightly noisier deviations but, finally, is very similar to the S-G

smoothed results. This result confirms that the RHE has disturbance filtering effect.
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The last part of temperature profile with Nest,max=k presents minor instabilities.

This observation is explained with the premature optimization stops, which is evident

after taking a look on timings of Figure 5.8. As it was already mentioned in this arti-

cle, the model solution time degrades if the states are required in more time moments.

For this reason, the RHE consumes the majority of available calculation time as the

measurement data quantity is growing, leading to pre-mature temperature profile op-

timization stops. This causes the instability in the last few discrete time moments

if Nest,max=k. This observation suggests that Nest,max is another important tuning

parameter possessing critical role in overall control performance.

Figure 5.8: The control performance under ± 5 % random concentration noise: effects

of state estimator tuning and the concentration smoothing and the timings of simulations
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5.1.3 Conclusions and remarks

In this section a feasible chord length distribution (CLD) based nonlinear model pre-

dictive control system (NMPC) was developed and presented involving high fidelity

full population balance based (PBM) simulations. The receding horizon state estima-

tor (RHE) provides the robust and adaptive feature for the NMPC system: the RHE

in this study not only estimates the un-measurable system states (CSD) for initial

point of NMCP optimization but has the role of model parameter re-adjustment. The

parametric plant model mismatch (PMM) is a general issue in NMPC development as

the crystallization kinetics is system sensitive. The kinetic parameter re-adjustment is

aimed to diminish the harmful effects of PMM on process control.

An improved direct single shooting dynamic optimization algorithm was developed

to reduce the optimization time. The application of more efficient direct multiple shoot-

ing was avoided as is more vulnerable to pre-mature optimization stops, which in this

case are expected due to the increased computational cost of high fidelity simulations.

Nevertheless, the proposed repeated sequential optimization (RSO) significantly im-

proved the calculation time without observable accuracy loses. In the one day long

batch the 144 s and 216 s sampling time gave the best control performance. These

times are well inside of industrial sampling time range.

The NMPC was tested under parametric PMM with varied seed loading and sig-

nificant concentration measurement noise. All tests indicated that the control system

is robust with correct RHE tuning. According to the results, the good RHE tuning is

the crucial point of overall control system performance.

Note that this section is a partial re-interpretation of an article being under publi-

cation by the author of this thesis.
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5.2 Batch cooling crystallization of L-ascorbic acid from

aqueous solution: process analytical technology based

kinetic and control studies

5.2.1 Introduction

The L-ascorbic acid, often called as vitamin C, was firstly extracted from the paprika

and its anti-oxidant effect was also proved as well as its contribution to the citric

acid cycle (202). Due to the immune strengthen and antioxidant effect is included in

numerous drug products but is utilized as food additive as well. The ascorbic acid is

synthesized in biotechnological route from glucose, according to estimates, in 110 metric

kilotons worldwide production per year, applied in pharmaceutical industry (50 %), as

antioxidant in food industry (25 %), in beverage sector (15 %) and for animal feed uses

(203). The overall yield for the glucose transformation to L-ascorbic acid varies between

50-60 % thus is important to reduce the separation and purification losses (204). Being

produced for human consumption the separation and purification is a critical point of

synthesis. As is majorally marketed in solid crystalline form the particle production

step has also particular role as the crystal size distribution (CSD) influences some of

macroscopic material properties (37). Consequently, the crystallization as simultaneous

purification and particle formation technique seems to possess critical role in production

of L-ascorbic acid. As the separation and purification of L-ascorbic acid was heavily

investigated (205), this section focuses on size control during the crystallization.

Despite of the fact that the crystallization modeling and control is intensively in-

vestigated area of modern particulate science and technology (see the previous sections

and chapters) and the L-ascorbic acid is produced in high quantities, only a few paper

deals with the vitamin C crystallization. The shape and size variations were monitored

using state-of-the-art PAT tools assuming two dimensional shape during the seeded

batch crystallization from water (206). The solubility, nucleation and growth kinetics

have been investigated for alcohol water systems (207, 208, 209). Unfortunately, the

kinetic equations of these investigations can hardly be incorporated into the traditional

PB based crystallizer models. In a theoretical investigation it was showed that the

shape of L-ascorbic acid is not constant but it exhibits complex habit during the crys-

tallization (210). However, a control oriented study on L-ascorbic acid crystallization

not appeared yet.
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The aim of the current investigation is analyze the control solutions of cooling batch

crystallization of L-ascorbic acid: Direct Nucleation Control (DNC) and Nonlinear

Model Predictive Control (N-MPC), two state-of-the-art control strategies are applied.

In the study is demonstrated that the DNC is not perfectly suitable in this case as

produces oscillatory control, however, the product quality is satisfactory. A kinetic

investigation is carried out by estimating the nucleation and growth kinetics based

on concentration and CLD data, which is used in a real time N-MPC system. The

pure cooling N-MPC produced better CSD than the corresponding linear cooling in

considerably shorter batch time than the DNC. The results suggest that the N-MPC

performance can be further improved by including the dissolution. This investigation

serves as a practical demonstration for the NMPC system developed and presented in

the previous section.

5.2.2 Direct nucleation control of L-ascorbic acid crystallization

The DNC is a model free control strategy, whose main idea is to keep the relative

particle number between the predefined limits meanwhile the system is gradually cooled

to the desired final temperature. Applying a given temperature gradient, the produced

crystal number is in inverse proportion with the mean crystal size. The crystal number

however cannot be directly measured but a relative particle number can be tracked,

traditionally with FBRM, referred as FBRM count (211). The increase in FBRM count

might come from nucleation and the decrease from dissolution. Consequently, the DNC

heats up the crystallizer if the upper count limit is exceeded and cools otherwise. The

major advantage of DNC is the fact that requires no preliminary system information

such as the solubility or nucleation curves, crystallization kinetics etc.

In a recent study a novel, image analysis based DNC setup was presented, where a

Process Vision Microscopy (PVM) was used as imaging device and the relative particle

number was extracted in real time from on captured images (212). Among of other

case-studies, the ascorbic acid crystallization was also investigated in this work. It

was found that the image analysis based DNC is not suitable for the ascorbic acid

crystallization as it generates oscillations. The oscillations were explained with the

delayed crystallization kinetics: it was observed that the ascorbic acid does not form

primary nucleons after 35 oC sub-cooling. Explosive secondary nucleation occurs in

the presence of crystals at high supersaturation but at low supersaturation its rate is
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reduced. The growth rate is relatively low thus the supersaturation is slowly consumed

at the beginning when the seeds are small. These two kinetic properties introduces an

apparent dead time to FBRM count: at the beginning of cooling stage the count not

increases at all but at a point the nucleation explodes into the system. However, in

the same study it was concluded that the detection limit of FBRM is lower than of the

used imaging systems.

In this work the classical FBRM (Mettler Toledo iC FBRM V4.3.377) based DNC

setup is applied in the control of L-ascorbic acid crystallization. Saturated solution at

35 oC is prepared and used in the DNC experiments. In the first step the system is

heated up to 45 oC for complete dissolution. Low quantity of seed was added at 34

oC as the system does not forms primary nucleons in the applied temperature range

and the DNC is started from this point. The count lower and upper limits were set to

1500 and 1700 while the heating and cooling rates to 0.05 oC/min. This cooling rate is

considerably lower than the 0.2 oC/min used in the literature (212). Further decrease

in the cooling rate might lead to excessive batch time. The Crystallization Process In-

formatics System(CryPRINS), an in-house (Loughborough University, Crystallization

Systems Engineering Group) developed crystallization monitoring software, was used,

which is equipped with a powerful DNC toolbox.

Figure 5.9: The variation of controlled (FBRM count) and manipulated variable (tem-

perature) as well as the mean chord length during the DNC run

Figure 5.9 presents the results of the DNC experiment: it is obvious that the desired

final temperature (20 oC) is not achieved as the temperature oscillates. After 60 hours
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the system enters into sustained constant amplitude oscillatory regime. The temper-

ature varies between 21 and 25 oC. The counts are between 1500 and 2000 while the

mean chord lengths oscillate around 15 µm. It should be mentioned that the 20 oC

final temperature is too low with the used setup but the 25 oC seems to be realizable,

which might be sufficient in some situations. Figure 5.10 presents four PVM images of

crystals during the sustained oscillations (between 60 and 96 hours from Figure 5.9).

It can be seen that large crystals are present but the CSD is wide, which is not desired

at all. The fines could be removed by a final partial dissolution to improve the CSD

uniformity. The DNC produced large ascorbic acid crystals and the quality could be

Figure 5.10: Crystals obtained from the 4 day long DNC batch of Figure 5.9

improved further by partial (fines) dissolution. However, the system required 60 hours

to enter in constant oscillations which seems to be an excessive batch time. The num-

ber of heating stages could be reduced by applying slower cooling. This may give time

for the crystal growth to consume the supersaturation, but on the other hand the slow

cooling would increase the batch time.

As it was already mentioned, the apparent time delay of nucleation is causing the

difficulties for the DNC. The huge dead time systems can be controlled by model based

predictive controllers (MPC). However, to build an MPC a detailed process model is

required. The next section of this article presents the model development and validation

of batch cooling crystallization of ascorbic acid.
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5.2.3 Modeling and model validation of the L-ascorbic acid crystal-

lization

A key point in the good model based controller functioning is the existence of an ad-

equate process model, which is solved with orders of magnitude faster than the real

process time to enable real time optimizations. The model complexity level, dimen-

sionality, required accuracy as well as the applied simplifications in the model solution

are all dictated by the goal of the N-MPC system.

The shape of L-ascorbic acid varies during the crystallization from water: neither

is typical rod like nor plate like but generally remains stout. In this study it will

approximated with 1D cube-like body, characterized with a single internal variable: the

edge length L. According to the observed system behavior during the DNC experiments,

secondary nucleation rate and size dependent growth rates needs to be included. To

use rationally the distributional information provided by the FBRM the full PBM

solution is required thus the computationally very efficient moment based methods are

not applicable. The high resolution finite volume method (HR-FVM) will be used in

model solution which is a computationally expensive technique. Extended PBMs with

agglomeration and/or breakage could hardly be applied in real time optimizations if

solved with the HR-FVM. Thus the present control problem requires a PBM with the

following characteristics:

• One dimensional PBM for cube-like crystals

• Secondary nucleation and size dependent growth mechanisms

• High resolution finite volume solution for accurate CSD calculation

• Projection based CSD → CLD forward transformation

The process model used in previous section Eqs. Eqs.(3.78)-(3.79) is applied, with a

size-dependent growth rate equations:

G(σ,L, T ) = kgσ
gLγexp

(

− Eg

RT

)

(5.1)

The solubility parameters, nucleon size and density listed in Table 5.1 are applied.

The nucleation and growth kinetic constants required by the model equations, are

unknown. In this work the constants are estimated based concentration and CLD

data gathered in seeded batch experiments. The experiments were carried out at the
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Loughborough University, Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science,

Crystallization Systems Engineering research laboratory.

The conditions of calibration experiments are listed in Table 5.6. All solutions have

been prepared by using distilled water and L-ascorbic acid (99.9 %, Fischer Scientific).

The solution quantities were calculated so to result 500 g solution, which is a rational

load of the used 500 mL total volume crystallizer. The crystallizer was equipped with

an external heating/cooling system (jacket), which was linked to a Huber (Ministat

230) thermoregulator. Three-blade impeller agitator was used rotating at 350 rot/min

angular velocity. The final temperature was 20 oC in all four experiments. The condi-

Table 5.6: Conditions of calibration experiments for L-ascorbic acid crystallization

No.
Saturation

temp. [oC]

Seeding

temp. [oC]

Seed volume

frac. [-]

Batch

time [h]

1 34.4 33 3.0·10−3 5

2 34.4 34.5 1.0·10−3 15

3 30 29.5 0.6·10−3 24

4 30 30 1.5·10−3 3

tions of four experiments are considerably different from each other to avoid the high

inter-correlation between the estimated constants. In the calibration experiments the

seed generation method described in the literature was used (206). The seeds were

added in the form of suspension.

In the experiments the solute concentration was tracked with on-line UV-VIS spec-

trophotometer (Zeiss MCS621 UV-VIS). The 273 nm wavelength was used for concen-

tration determination. A quick and efficient calibration was carried out as follows. 500

g solution, saturated at 35 oC, has been prepared and kept at 20 oC until reaching

the saturation concentration. The solution was slowly heated to 36 oC and kept for 60

minutes to ensure complete dissolution. This was followed by slow cooling. Due to the

slow heating the concentration was near to the solubility while during the cooling, as

primary nucleation didnt occurred, was constant.

For the calibration the non-linear temperature (T, expressed in oC) and absorbance

(A) dependent equation was used:

c = p00 + p10A+ p20 +A2 + p01T + p02T
2 + p11AT (5.2)
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The parameters of Eq.(5.2) were estimated from the results of calibration experiments

by formulating and solving an optimization problem, which was carried out in Mat-

Lab environment. The parameters are listed in Table 5.7. The results of calibration

Table 5.7: Optimal calibration parameters for the on-line UV-Vis spectrophotometer

p00 p10 p20 p01 p02 p11

6.02 · 10−1 −3.2 4.25 3.57 · 10−2 −4.92 · 10−5 4.94 · 10−2

experiments are illustrated in Figure 5.11, where it can be seen that good agreement

exists between the measured (solubility) and calibration concentrations. Thus, the

measured concentration can directly be used to compare with the simulated concen-

trations Eq.(5.2). In the simulation of estimation experiments the initial CSD was

Figure 5.11: UV/VIS calibration based on temperature and UV/VIS measurements and

literature data

calculated from the initially measured CLD by carrying out the CLD→CSD inverse

transformation. The question was that which CSD gives the measured CLD? An opti-

mization problem was formulated and solved whose decision variables were the discrete

seed (CSDs) and sum-squared error (SSE) based the multi-pole objective function was:

SSE(CLDs) =

M
∑

i=1

[

(CLnw
i,m − CLnw

i,m)2 + w1(CL
sqw
i,m − CLsqw

i,m )2
]

+

+

N
∑

i=1



w2

(

CSDnb
s,i+1 − CSDnb

s,i
∑N

i=1 CSD
nb
s,i

)2

+ w3

(

CSDvb
s,i+1 − CSDvb

s,i
∑N

i=1CSD
vb
s,i

)2




!
= min

(5.3)
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The first part of Eq.(5.3) is aimed to fit the simulated non-weighted CLnw
i,s and square-

weighted CLsqw
i,s on the measured data CLnw

i,m and CLsqw
i,m at every discrete CL bin (M)

and the second part ensures smooth variation of number based CSDnb
s,i and volume

based CSDwb
s,i seed distribution at every discrete size bin (N). The optimization was

solved in MatLab environment, using an Evolution Strategy with Covariance Matrix

Adaptation (CMA-ES), global optimization algorithm (213). The values of weighting

factors used in optimization were: w1 = 6 × 10−6; w2 = 1 × 101; w3 = 1 × 10−1. The

weighting factors were chosen based on preliminary simulations. The performance of

CLD→CSD transformation is presented in Figure 5.12: the first plot presents the RA-

MAN microscopy images of seed crystals (captured with Kaiser Raman RXN Systems)

while the other plots presents the measured CLD (Mettler Toledo FBRM, Model D600),

the estimated CSD and the simulated CLD for the measured CLD. Good agreement

exists between the measured and simulated CLDs. In also seen that the estimated CSD

is smooth. The estimation of kinetic parameters has been carried out based on concen-
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Figure 5.12: Raman microscopy images of the seed crystals and measured seed CLD,

estimated seed CSD and the reconstructed CLD from the estimated CSD

tration and CLD data of experiments listed in Table 5.6. The steps of this identification

process were as follows:

1. Solution of model equations for the temporal evolution of CSD and concentration
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2. Application of the CSD→CLD transformation to calculate the evolution of CLD,

which can be compared to the measured data

3. Denote the vector of unknown kinetic constant which needs to be estimated. In

the parameter estimation the modified nucleation model Eq. (3.83) and Eq.(5.1)

is also modified:

G(σ,L, T ) = 10kg,RHEσgLγexp

(

− Eg

RT

)

(5.4)

Then, the vector of kinetic parameters to be estimated is:

KP = [kb,RHE , b, j, Eb, kg,RHE , g, γ,Eg ] (5.5)

4. Formulate the multi-pole sum-square error based objective function:

OF (KP ) =

K
∑

i=1

∣

∣

∣

∣

cm,i − cs,i
cm,i

∣

∣

∣

∣

+

K
∑

i=1

M
∑

j=1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

CLDnw
m,i,j − CLDnw

s,i,j

CLDnw
m,i,j

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

(5.6)

The first part of the objective function fits the concentrations in all available time

moments (K) while the second part the non-weighted CLDs in all available time

moments and CL bins (M). Note that linear objective function was used in the

parameter estimation, which is aimed to reduce the possibility of finding local

minima. w1 was set to 3× 10−4.

5. Solve the optimization problem

OF (KP )
!
= min (5.7)

The optimization was carried out in MatLab environment by using the CMA-ES

global optimization algorithm (213).

Figure 5.13 presents the measured and simulated concentrations and CLDs. Very good

agreement exits between the concentrations. The concentration plot also illustrates

well the crystallization properties of L-ascorbic acid: high initial supersaturation is

needed even for the secondary nucleation but, after nucleating, the solute concentration

decreases fast. The agreement is good in the case of CLD as well: same trends can be

observed in the simulated CLD surface as in the measured, the variations are in the

same ranges as well. Table 4 presents the values of optimal kinetic parameters as well as

the 95 % confidence interval bounds. It worth noting that the confidence intervals are
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Figure 5.13: Model calibration: simulated and measured CLD and concentration varia-

tions during the experiment

narrow for each parameter, which means that all of them are required model constants,

being estimated with high reliability. The nucleation rate supersaturation exponent

(b) is higher than the growth exponent (g), which is in good agreement with the

crystallization practice (62). The crystal volume dependence of secondary nucleation

rate is high (j=1.44) which is in good agreement with the experimental observations that

the seed crystals (lower solid fraction) generates lower apparent nucleation rate than

the higher crystals. The secondary nucleation supersaturation constant is lower than

expected (b=0.95). In the calibration experiments it was showed the L-ascorbic acid

doesn’t nucleated in the 15 oC of sub-cooling (35→20 oC) thus it has a wide metastable

zone. Seemly, the metastable zone for secondary nucleation is also considerable, which

is suggested by the apparently low supersaturation exponent. It must be highlighted
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Table 5.8: The estimated nucleation and growth rate parameters

Param. Value 95 % confidence intervals

kb [no./(m3s)] 3.47 · 109 1.79 · 109 5.13 · 109

b [-] 0.95 0.73 1.14

j [-] 1.44 1.4 1.48

Eb [J/(mol K)] 32000 9110 54893

kg [m/s] 3.72 · 10−2 2.85 · 10−2 4.69 · 10−2

g [-] 0.82 0.61 0.99

γ [-] 8.02 · 10−2 7.21 · 10−2 8.93 · 10−2

Eg [J/(mol K)] 105084 84176 126420

that the CSD→CLD transformation is a first principle model of FBRM, however, is

not validated (yet) with respect to experimental data. As a direct consequence, the

kinetic parameters might be coupled to this system and CSD→CLD transformation.

In this context, this kinetic parameter estimation is not attended to replace a detailed

kinetic investigation but it consist a part of the adequate process model, required to

control the batch cooling crystallizer.

5.2.4 N-MPC system for L-ascorbic acid crystallization

In this section of the article the N-MPC of cooling L-ascorbic acid crystallization is be

presented. The main idea of model based control approaches is to use the process model

in real time to optimize the control signal (crystallizer temperature) with respect to the

objective function and imposed constraints. During the batch the process is tracked

by the available measuring instruments and the gathered information is transferred

to the calculation unit, which, based on the already observed system behavior, actual

system states and the control objectives calculates the next discrete temperature. The

procedure is repeated in every discrete sampling time step.

Figure 5.14 presents the system used in the N-MPC experiment: the crystallizer is

equipped with a UV-VIS spectrophotometer (Zeiss MCS621 UV-VIS) for concentration

measurement, a thermocouple for the temperature and an FBRM (Mettler Toledo iC

FBRM V4.3.377) for CLD measurement. The temperature is manipulated through a
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Huber (Ministat 230) thermoregulator system. The temperature and concentration in-

formation is collected by the CryPRINS (Crystallization Process Informatics System)

while the CLD is collected in iC FBRM (V4.3.377) software. The calculations have

been carried out in MatLab environment. The concentration and temperature data

is imported to the MatLab by file (read-write) communication from the CryPRINS

and the actual CLD through the UA-OPC server of iC FBRM. The calculation unit

computes the next temperature, which data is passed to the CryPRINS, which imple-

ments it through the chiller. Between the thermo regulator and CryPRINS, as well

as between the CryPRINS and MatLab two-way communication exists. It is notice-

able that this is a hierarchical control system: the high level model based controller

calculates the required temperature trajectory while the low level thermo-regulator

(cascaded PI controller) implements it to the crystallizer. Obviously, the central part
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Figure 5.14: The scheme of experimental device, measuring instrumentation and software

infrastructure

of the control system is the calculation element. To improve the robustness of control

system a receding horizon state estimator (RHE) was employed. The RHE uses all of

available measurement data from the beginning of batch to improve the control system

performance by estimating the actual, un-measurable system states for the N-MPC

optimization. In this system the RHE has also the role to improve the model: it re-

adjusts the crystallization kinetics to obtain better fitting in the estimation horizon.

The kinetic parameter re-adjustment is necessary to mitigate the harmful effects of the

plant-model mismatch. In this practical example, in the control experiment different
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mixing (agitator and angular velocity), different crystallizer and FBRM was used than

in the estimation experiments, which all contributes to the plant-model mismatch. Due

to the kinetic parameter readjustment carried out by the RHE, the temperature pro-

file optimizations are carried out with continuously improved model, which gives an

adaptive, robust feature for the control system.

In the NMPC optimization the Repeated Sequential Optimization, an accelerated

version of the direct single shooting method is applied, which was described in details

in the previous section. The essence of the RSO is to carry out an optimization with

reduced number of decision variables and the first part of this crude optimal tempera-

ture profile is refined in a following optimization. The advantage is that in the result

the near-future is calculated with higher accent. As a consequence, the implemented

temperature are calculated with high accuracy. The essence of two-stage RSO is pre-

sented in Figure 5.15. In the N-MPC experiment the Eq. (3.87) sum-squared error
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Figure 5.15: Representation of the two stage repeated sequential optimization algorithm,

applied in the N-MPC calculations

based objective function is applied for temperature profile optimization with the Eq.

(3.88). It worth noting that the target is the real CLD of the crystals which the N-MPC

is supposed to produce, measured with the same FBRM under the same conditions as

the used in the control experiment. This is very advantageous as the potential errors of

CSD→CLD transformations are completely omitted from the point of view of process

control and it might manifests only in the quality of intermediate kinetic parameters.
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For the kinetic parameter readjusment the objective function Eq. (3.86) is extended

with one additional term:

M = w2

Z
∑

i=1

(nCi,exp − nCi,sim)
2 (5.8)

where w2 = 2 × 10−7. Z denotes the number of discrete time moments in which

measurement data is available or is used in state estimation. nC is the normalized

particle number: the simulated nCsim is the particle number normalized to the initial

value while the experimental nCexp is the normalized FBRM count, to the initial value.

The optimization is carried out by using the fmincon MatLab function, with the interior

point algorithm.

In order to examine the robustness of the control system, the N-MPC is imposed

to complicated conditions:

• the seeds are added in the (calculated) solubility concentration. This, and the fact

that the ascorbic acid might partially oxidized can lead to partial seed dissolution.

• the seed loading is low (0.6 volume % of initial solution). Due to the low seed

loading, at the beginning the consumption of supersaturation might be extremely

slow, thus the supersaturation can easily increase significantly if the initial cooling

is too fast.

• significant (9.5 oC) minimal temperature gradient is required in relative short (23

h) batch time. This is considerably shorter than the presented DNC run

• Due to the fact that different crystallizer, mixer and FBRM is used than in

the parameter estimation experiment the possibility of plant-model mismatch is

increased

Figure 5.16 summarizes the evolution of the N-MPC batch. Based on the initial

decrease of FBRM count is obvious that a partial fine dissolution occurs. This might be

caused by the preliminary oxidation of L-ascorbic acid in the solution and/or the mea-

surement inaccuracies. Nevertheless, these might be typical in industrial production.

The natural and expected reaction to fine dissolution is that the N-MPC cooled down

quickly the system to generate the optimal supersaturation conditions, which confirms

the good state estimator performance. As expected, a slow cooling is employed in the

following hours as the fine seeds have low capacity in supersaturation consumption. In
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this region, despite of the slow cooling, significant CL increase can be observed which

indicates considerable crystal growth. In this region the count remains almost constant,

only a weak increase can be observed which is can be explained with the presence of

larger crystals which generates more possible CLs. However, at the end of slow cooling

the temperature is still around 31 oC, which is far from the maximal desired 25 oC

final temperature. From this moment the N-MPC realizes the typical parabolic cooling

profile, gradually increasing the cooling rate. This is explained as the larger crystals

consume more efficiently the supersaturation. According to the increasing FBRM count

and falling mean CL, in this region the nucleation also occurs. The nucleation could

be forced back in a longer batch or by requiring lower temperature gradient. Both are

industrially un-desired operation modes: one reduces the crystallizer utilization degree

and the other its efficiency. Nevertheless, the N-MPC performed very well from the

point of view of robustness and optimality under these hard control conditions and

considerable plant-model mismatch. In the experiment became obvious that the in-

clusion of dissolution might considerably improve the practical performance by fines

dissolution without the necessity of extending the batch time or reduced temperature

gradient. The surface of Figure 5.17 illustrates the temporal variation of the CLD as
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Figure 5.16: Summary of the N-MPC experiment: variation of FBRM count, mean CLs

and the temperature during the batch

well as the target CLD. It seems well that at the end of the batch the target CLD is

very well approached. Although, the upper view of the same surface shows, as it was

already suggested, that the maximal variation of the CLDs are recorded in the slow
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cooling region, where the supersaturation was high and the fine seeds were growing, in

diameter, quickly. On this view is also suggested that, when the final, faster cooling

occurs, the CLs slightly decreased. The PVM images of Figure 5.18 compare the prod-

Figure 5.17: Variation of CLD during the N-MPC batch and upper view of the CLD

variation surface

uct of an N-MPC run with those of a linear cooling. Both experiments had the same

initial conditions and were cooled in same degree. It can be seen that the N-MPC pro-

duced larger crystals with less fines then the traditional linear cooling operation mode.

The linear cooling leads to considerably larger newly formed crystals and smaller large

fraction-the case of bimodal distribution, where the fines can hardly be eliminated by

dissolution without dissolving significant part of large fraction. It also became obvious

what was already suggested by the Figure 5.17: when the second fast cooling begins the

nucleation also starts in the system. As the heating was not allowed in this experiment,

the nucleons cannot be dissolved. However, the N-MPC might detect the nucleation

and might create conditions which favors the growth of larger crystals, cannot eliminate

the fine fraction. Based on this observation is obvious that embedding the dissolution

into the N-MPC might considerably increase the potential of producing the desired

crystals even in shorter batches.

5.2.5 Conclusions and remarks

In this section the control solutions of batch cooling crystallization of L-ascorbic acid,

synthesized in large industrial scale, were analyzed. Despite of the fact that it is
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Figure 5.18: Typical PVM image of L-ascorbic acid crystals produced in the NMPC

(upper) and corresponding linear batch cooling experiment

synthesized in high quantities, there was no control-oriented paper beforehand on batch

cooling crystallization of L-ascorbic acid, a significant operation in the production line

from both economic, product quality and technological viewpoint.

In the first part the Direct Nucleation Control (DNC), a Process Analytical Tech-

nology (PAT) based model free state-of-the-art technique was applied to the batch

crystallization of L-ascorbic acid. The advantage of this control solution is that it re-

quires minimal system information thus is quick to start. In the control experiment it

was observed that the DNC lead to oscillatory control. At the beginning the oscilla-

tions were amortized but after a certain time the system entered in constant oscillatory

regime. This is explained with the particular crystallization kinetics: the growth rate

is reduced while explosive secondary nucleation occurs at higher supersaturations but

the nucleation rate is reduced at low supersaturation. This introduces an apparent

time delay in nucleation rate during the cooling stages. Despite of the fact that the

temperature was oscillating, the crystal quality was relative good. Implying a partial

dissolution the DNC product might be well marketable.

In order to reduce the batch time a nonlinear model predictive control (N-MPC)

was also employed. The N-MPC experiment also served as a practical robust test of a

recently developed control algorithm by the authors of this paper. In full contrast with

the DNC, the N-MPC requires exhaustive system information. A population balance
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model (PBM) was developed involving secondary nucleation and size dependent growth

and it was solved with high accuracy by a high resolution finite volume method. The

kinetic parameters were estimated based on concentration and CLD data, using a novel,

projection based CSDCLD forward transformation for simulated CSDs. The kinetic

constants has realistic values, simulates well the temporal variation of concentrations

and CLDs and all parameters have narrow confidence bounds. The calibrated process

model have been used in the N-MPC algorithm, but the kinetic constants were re-

adjusted during the control experiment by the receding horizon state estimator (RHE)

to improve the predictive force of the model by taking into account the parametric plant-

model mismatch. The N-MPC presented robust functioning and behaved as expected,

which justifies the robustness of the implied control method. However, according to

the results, including the dissolution into the control might significantly improve the

control performance.
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5.3 Parameter estimation of rod-like succinic acid crys-

tallization

5.3.1 Introduction

The understanding of formation of crystal shape during the solution crystallization is

a major challenge in modern crystallization science, which would made possible the ra-

tional and efficient simultaneous manipulation of the size and shape. The high aspect

ratio crystals were already analyzed in this work, which have the very advantageous

property that their agglomeration, generally, is negligible and by choosing well the

impeller type and revolution speed the breakage rate can also minimized. Thus, the

nucleation, growth and dissolution are the mechanisms whose rate need to be estimated.

Consequently the rod like crystals seems to be ideal candidates for calibration of 2D

morphological population balance models, based on quantities recorded by commer-

cially available PAT tools.

It was observed that addition of small quantities of the triblock copolymer Pluronic

P123 to the succinic acid the crystal shape can be manipulated in wide domain from

plate like to rod-like crystals (214). For this reason the succinic acid was choose as

demonstration material in the presence of Pluronic P123 growth rate modifier. The

mechanism of growth rate modification in molecular level is heavily investigated topic

in crystallization science (215), however, it is out of objectives of this work.

As it was demonstrated in the case of L-ascorbic acid crystallization, the dissolution

might considerably improve the system flexibility and help considerably in reaching the

target distribution due to fines dissolution. In the 2D case, next to the fines dissolu-

tion, the dissolution might lead to modifications in crystal shape due to the different

growth/dissolution supersaturation exponents of different crystal facets. Thus, in the

design of experiment cooling-heating stages of different rate were applied to gener-

ate results which are suitable for the estimation of nucleation, growth and dissolution

kinetics.

5.3.2 Parameter estimability based on commercially available PAT

data

The 2D PBE validation requires the determination of independent growth rates along

the length and width growth directions. These mechanisms can not be decoupled from
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each-other to ensure the more accurate estimation, as, for instance, the nucleation

mechanisms. The 2D PBM, as a consequence, need to be simultaneously identified

based on some reduced measurable particulate properties, namely:

• CLD (1D distributional data)

• FBRM count (considering it proportional with the crystal number)

• mean aspect ratio (extracted by the means of image analysis form the PVM

images)

• solute concentration (inversely proportional to the crystallized mass)

These quantities are routinely tracked in research laboratories and in industry (see

Figure 2.11). However, none of those brings directly crystal shape information thus

the natural question arises if the data can be used to reliably estimate the 2D crystal-

lization kinetics. Moreover, often only a subset of available measurements are applied

in parameter regression, which delimits the reliability of estimated constants. For in-

stance, if the PBE is fitted to solute concentration data, the simulated CSD might

not be reliable at all as multiple nucleation-growth rate pairs might give very similar

concentration trajectories but considerably different CSDs.

In order to clarify this question a fictitious parameter estimation is carried out. A

2D crystallization simulation is carried out whose results are handled as basic data.

In the parameter estimation the original kinetic constants, listed in Table 5.10, are

attempted to be re-estimated based on the simulated but measurable quantities. In the

Table 5.9: The basic values of kinetic constants used in 2D paramater estimability test

Notation Name U.M. Value

kp Primary nucleation rate constant no./m3s 1012

p Supersaturation exponent of nucleation - 4

kgL Length growth rate constant m/s 50

gL Supersaturation exponent of length growth - 1.2

kgW Width growth rate constant m/s 50

gW Supersaturation exponent of width growth - 1.5

simulation unseeded crystallization with linear cooling was applied between 32 and 25
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oC in three fictitious batch times: 1600, 2600 and 3600 s with 1000 s equilibration time.

The solution was assumed to be saturated at the initial temperature. The additional

process and material related constants are listed in Table 5.10.

Table 5.10: Material related constants used in 2D parameter estimability test

Notation Name U.M. Value

kV Volume shape factor - 1

ρC Crystal density kg/m3 2500

a0 Solubility constant of power-law equation kg/m3 0.2087

a1 Solubility constant of power-law equation kg/m3 oC -9.76 10−5

a2 Solubility constant of power-law equation kg/m3 oC 9.32 10−5

The model PB Eq. (3.1) were solved by the 2D crysiv function. The 2D prod-

uct CSD and temporal evolutions of mean aspect ratio, concentration, relative crystal

number as well as the CLD contour are illustrated in Figure 5.19.

Denoting the vector of kinetic constants by KP

KP =
[

kp p kgL gL kgW gW
]

(5.9)

The parameter estimation is based on a sum-square error based multi-modal objective

function Eq. (5.10).

SSE(KP ) =

K
∑

k=1

(c̃k − ck)
2 +wAR

K
∑

k=1

(

ÃRk −ARk

)2
+

wN

K
∑

k=1

(

Ñk −Nk

)2
+ wCLD

K
∑

k=1

M
∑

m=1

(

C̃Lk,m − CLk,m

)2

(5.10)

where K denotes the sample number, M is the number of CL’s in the CLD, wi are

weighting factor using which the relative importance of each term can be controlled

and denotes the simulation results corresponding to KP. In Eq.(5.10) the following

terms are considered:

• Solute concentration c. The solute concentration is aimed to enhance the accurate

fitting of macroscopic mass balance.
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Figure 5.19: a) The simulated 2D product CSD b) Variations of mean particulate prop-

erties as well as the solute concentration and c) contour plot of CLD evolution of 2D

estimability simulation
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• Normalized crystal number N, wN=0.01. The FBRM provided particle count is

known to be proportional to crystal number. This might be involved in parameter

estimation to enhance the nucleation estimation. Although, the applied CSD→
CLD transformation is not suitable to predict the FBRM count thus the originally

simulated crystal number evolution is used instead of a count, which is the zero

order mixed moment of the bivariate distribution.

• CLD CLD, wCL=0.001. The CLD is the sole distributional quantity tracked by

the real time PAT tools. In this context the CLD part of the objective function

has key role in unequivocal estimation of parameters.

• Aspect Ratio. The on-line image recorders coupled with real time image analysis

are able to provide real time crystal shape information, generally the mean AR.

The mean AR can be expressed in the terms of moments:

AR =
µ10
µ01

(5.11)

Nevertheless, the CLD itself contains shape information but practically, due to

its ill-conditioning properties, is not simple to extract. The PVM provided AR

trends might help do decouple the length and width growth rates. For this reason,

two parameter estimations are carried out, in the first , wAR=0, so without AR

data, and in second , wAR=0.001.

In the model parameter estimation the Evolution Strategy with Covariance Matrix

Adaptation accelerated global optimization strategy was applied (213). Both optimisa-

tions were started from the KP =
[

1013 3 100 1.5 10 1.5
]

initial point and both

converged to the original model parameters. The parameter estimation which used the

aspect ratio data as well converged much easier, applying N = 10 population number

and σ = 0.1 standard deviation in initial population from the initial point in the evolu-

tionary optimization. In contrast, when wAR was set to 0, the optimization required N

= 100 population number and σ = 0.25 standard deviation to converge. Thus, the use

of aspect ratio data improves the chance of finding the real kinetic parameters, which

case might be more accentuated in a real system where the concentration data might

be noisy and the CLD is not and idealised one.
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5.3.3 Parameter Estimation of Succinic Acid Crystallization

The parameters of succinic acid crystallization were estimated based on batch experi-

mental data. The experimental device and measuring instrumentations described at the

L-ascorbic acid parameter estimation were used, except of the concentration measure-

ment, which was carried out by using on-line Mettler Toledo RAMAN spectrophotome-

try. The experiments were carried out in the Loughborough University, Department of

Chemical Engineering and Materials Science, Research group of Crystallization Systems

Engineering laboratory.

In the estimation the optimization strategy applied in the previous section is used,

with wAR=0, as the image analysis software failed to provide reliable aspect ratio data.

The 2D population balance model was fitted to 9 experiments, all involving a cooling

(for nucleation and growth) and a heating (for dissolution) stage. The following kinetic

equations were applied:

Bp =kpσ
p

Bb =kbσ
bVc

Gi =kg,iσ
g,i

Di =kd,iσ
d,i

(5.12)

Eqs. (5.12) already contains 12 kinetic parameters. Taking into account that the

nucleation and growth kinetics are decoupled from dissolution, during the cooling stages

8 parameters are simultaneously estimated. Different cooling rates were applied to

distinguish the mechanisms as much as possible to improve the reliability of estimated

constants. Nevertheless, introducing additional model parameters such as activation

energies or size dependent growths might considerably increase the chance of overfitting

and/or the inter-correlation between the parameters. Consequently, the quantity of

available experiments enables the application of this simple (but widely used) rate

equations.

Figure 2.8 shows a PVM image of high aspect ratio rod-like succinic acid crystals,

captured during an estimation experiment. The Figure 5.20 presents a temperature

profile which involves multiple cooling-heating stages, aimed to improve the estimation

quality. The variation of experimental CLD is also depicted and it seems well that

the first cooling generates a high small fraction, which dissolves in the first dissolution

stage and starting from the second cooling considerably larger crystals are produced.
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It seems that every heating stage brings the CL’s in larger domains, which confirms the

supposition that the supersaturation dependencies of the dissolution and growth rates

are considerably different.
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Figure 5.20: A temperature profile applied in 2D estimation experiment with multiple

heating-cooling stage and the variation of CLD under the action of this temperature profile

Figure 5.21 presents the simulated and measured concentrations during the batch of

Figure 5.20. It can be observed that the agreement is very good between the values. It

seems that the concentrations correlates with the applied temperature, what is caused

by the temperature dependency of solubility. As a consequence, the concentration

plot suggests that in this case fast growth and dissolution kinetics are present as the

actual concentrations follows fairly the temperature, which indicates that the actual

concentration is near to the solubility at all time. The optimal kinetic parameters

listed in Table 5.11. It seems that, according to the expectations, the length growth
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Figure 5.21: Variation of simulated and measured concentrations during the temperature

profile of Figure 5.20

and dissolution rate constants are considerably larger than those of the width growth

and dissolution rate constants. Furthermore, all kinetic constants have values in the

realistic domains.

Table 5.11: The estimated nucleation and growth rate parameters

Param. Value

kp [no./(m3s)] 1.9 · 109

p [-] 2.95

kb [no./(m3s)] 1.65 · 108

b [-] 1.66

kg,1 [m/s] 4.66 ·10−4

g1 [-] 1.68

kg,2 [m/s] 9.58 ·10−6

g2 [-] 1.47

kd,1 [m/s] 3.1 · 10−7

d1 [-] 0.95

kd,2 [m/s] 9 · 10−8

d2 [-] 0.81
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5.3.4 Conclusions and remarks

In this section the crystallization kinetics, in presence of Pluronic P123 growth rate

modifier additive, of succinic acid was estimated. The Pluronic P123 was added to the

system to shift the crystal shape to higher aspect ratio domain. Batch cooling and

heating experiments were carried out during which the solute concentration and CLD

were recorded. These quantities were used in the model parameter regression.

The bivariate morphological population balance was solved by the hybrid CPU-GPU

solver, realizing this was considerable simulation time reduction without accuracy loose.

The projection based forward 2D CSD→CLD transformation was applied to generate

simulated CLD’s, which were compared to the measured CLD’s. The FBRM count was

compared to the simulated crystal number evolution, both in normalized form. The

utilization of global optimization algorithm in the minimization of multipole objective

function reduced the chance of finding local minima as solution of the optimization

problem.

The calibrated model fits acceptably the experimental data (concentration and CLD

as well) and the model parameters are all realistic values. The application of this model

for simultaneous crystal size and shape optimization and real time control is a future

plan.
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6

Final conclusions

6.1 Overall conclusions

The crystallization is a widely used separation, purification and particle formation

technique in chemistry as well as chemical and pharmaceutical industries. The over-

whelming majority of solid chemical products involves at least one crystallization step

during its production and often the crystallization influences considerably the product

quality and production costs. The modern particle science turned in the direction of

controlling the crystal size, shape and polymorphism during the crystallization to avoid

the necessity of downstream operations like the granulation and milling, which, next to

the fact that involves further operations, leads to decreased quality product (compared

to the crystallization). Despite of the fact that the crystal size and shape manipulation

was in focus in the recent years, there are still numerous open challenges and unsolved

issues.

The central topic of this PhD work was the model based analysis and control of

cooling crystallizers. In the model based analysis part novel crystallizer models, in-

volving morphological population balances for plate-like and rod like crystals and a

2D model for the crystal size-temperature binary population were developed. The

simulations carried out based on these population balance based models were aimed to

help in the deeper understanding of complex crystallization processes. All investigation

gave some unexpected results, which were explained by the complex inter-correlation of

crystallization sub-processes with each other through the supersaturation and crystal

size distribution. A GPU assisted implementation of the HR-FVM method was pro-
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posed, which opens new doors in the applicability of multidimensional full population

balances.

The model based control part utilizes 1D population balances but a novel CSD-

CLD transformation, standing on physical basis was developed. The transformation is

developed for 2D prism-like crystals, whose limiting case is the 1D cube shape. This

enables the application of FBRM provided CLD in the process control, which is rou-

tinely collected during the experiments but only rarely used for quantitative purposes.

The NMPC, coupled with an RHE state estimator ensured robust functioning in the

simulations. The developed control system was tested in the batch crystallization of

L-ascorbic acid. It presented good control behavior and produced considerably better

CSD than the corresponding linear cooling. In this chapter the crystallization kinetics

of the 2D prism-like succinic acid was estimated based on batch experiments (concen-

tration and CLD data).

6.2 Main achievements

During the PhD articles were published or are publication in and out of topic of this

thesis. Out of the presentation of the research results, the outputs of teaching activities

will also be briefly presented.

1. Articles and conference proceedings published based on the results

presented in the thesis:

(a) Botond Szilagyi, Paul Serban Agachi, Bela G. Lakatos, 2015. Numerical

analysis of crystallization of high aspect ratio crystals with breakage, Powder

Technology, 283, 152-162

(b) Botond Szilagyi, Zoltan K. Nagy, 2016. Graphical processing unit (GPU)

acceleration for numerical solution of population balance models using high

resolution finite volume algorithm, Computers and Chemical Engineering,

91, 167-181

(c) Botond Szilagyi, Zoltan K. Nagy, 2015. Graphical Processing Unit (GPU)

Accelerated Solution of Multi-Dimensional Population Balances Using High

Resolution Finite Volume Algorithm, Computer Aided Chemical Engineer-

ing, 37, 947-952
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(d) Botond Szilagyi, Bela G. Lakatos, 2015. Batch Cooling Crystallization of

Plate-like Crystals: A Simulation Study, Periodica Polytechnica. Chemical

Engineering, 59/2, 151-158

(e) Bela G. Lakatos, Botond Szilagyi, 2015. Modeling crystallization from solu-

tion with heat effects, Crystal Growth and Design, 15/12, 5726-5737

(f) Botond Szilagyi, Paul Serban Agachi, Zoltan K. Nagy, 2016. Feasible chord

length distribution based robust predictive control of cooling batch crystalliz-

ers involving high fidelity full population balance model, Chemical Engineer-

ing Research and Design, Manuscript

(g) Botond Szilagyi, Akos Borsos, Zoltan K. Nagy, 2016. Batch cooling crystal-

lization of L-ascorbic acid from aqueous solution: process analytical technol-

ogy based kinetic and robust control studies, AIChE Journal, Manuscript

2. Articles and conference proceedings, which are in the topic of thesis,

are the results or partial results of the PhD candidate, but were not included into

the thesis for space reasons:

(a) Botond Szilagyi, Norbert Muntean, Reka Barabas, Oana Ponta, Bela G.

Lakatos, 2015. Reaction precipitation of amorphous calcium phosphate: Pop-

ulation balance modelling and kinetics. Chemical Engineering Research and

Design 93, 278286

(b) Botond Szilagyi, Paul Serban Agachi, Reka Barabas, Bela G. Lakatos, 2014.

Coupled Population Balance-CFD Modelling of a Continuous Precipitation

Reactor. Computer Aided Chemical Engineering, 33, 187-192

(c) Botond Szilagyi, Reka Barabas, Bela G. Lakatos, 2015. Modelling and Sim-

ulation of Particle Size Distribution of Precipitates in Continuous Tubular

Crystallizers. Periodica Polytechnica. Chemical Engineering, 59/2, 138-144

(d) Botond Szilagyi, Bela G. Lakatos, 2016. Model-based analysis of stirred

cooling crystallizer of high aspect ratio crystals with linear and nonlinear

breakage, Computers and Chemical Engineering, Submitted

(e) Borsos Akos, Botond Szilagyi, Paul Serban Agachi, Zoltan K. Nagy, 2016.

Real time image processing based on-line feedback control system for cooling
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batch crystallization, Organic Process Research and Development, Submit-

ted

(f) Bela G. Lakatos, Botond Szilagyi, 2014. Effets of micromixing on reaction

crystallization processes. A multi-scale approach, 19th International Sympo-

sium on Industrial Crystallization Book of Abstracts, 402-407

(g) Elena Simone, Botond Szilagyi, Zoltan K. Nagy, 2016. Systematic model

identification for the active polymorphic feedback control of crystallization

processes. ALChE Journal, Manuscript

3. Articles with different topics resulted from collaborations:

(a) Boldizsar Nagy, Botond Szilagyi, Cornelia Majdik, Gabriel Katona, Cerasella

Indolean, Andrada Maicaneanu, 2013. Cd (II) and Zn (II) biosorption on

lactarius piperatus macrofungus: Equilibrium isotherm and kinetic studies,

Environmental Progress and Sustainable Energy, 33/4, 1158-1170

(b) Erzsebet Sara Bogya, Botond Szilagyi, Akos Kukovecz, 2016. Surface pin-

ning explains the low heat transfer coefficient between water and a carbon

nanotube film, Carbon, 100, 27-35

(c) Botond Szilagyi, Edit Foris, Jeno Bodis, 2016. Kinetic modeling and op-

timization of Rh catalyzed green acetic acid production in tubular reactor

under mild conditions, Manuscript

The cumulative impact factor of ISI indexed accepted publications is 20.97, while the

number of independent citations is 8 (as of 18 August). In this moment, the h index

of the author is 2 (excluding self-citations).

Out of the scientific articles, the results were presented at conferences:

1. Botond Szilagyi, Norbert Muntean, Reka Barabas, Bela G. Lakatos, 2013. Mod-

eling the Formation of Hydroxyapatite Precursor Amorphous Calcium Phosphate

Formation with Population Balance Models, Computer Aided Process Engineer-

ing (CAPE) Forum, Graz (AU)

2. Botond Szilagyi, Reka Barabas, Bela G. Lakatos, 2013. Modeling and Simulation

of the Particle Size Distribution of Precipitates in Continuous Tubular Crystal-

lizer, Conference on Chemical Engineering, Veszprem (HU)
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3. Botond Szilagyi, Paul Serban Agachi, Bela G. Lakatos, 2013. Simulation of Crys-

tallization of Plate-like Crystals with the Quadrature Method of Moments, Con-

ference on Chemical Engineering, Veszprem (HU)

4. Botond Szilagyi, Paul Serban Agachi, Reka Barabas, Bela G. Lakatos, 2014. Cou-

pled Population Balance CFD Modeling of a Continuous Precipitation Reactor,

European Symposium on Computer Aided Process Engineering (ESCAPE), Bu-

dapest (HU), 2014

5. Botond Szilagyi, Zoltan K. Nagy, 2015. Graphical Processing Unit Accelerated So-

lution of Multi-Dimensional Population Balance Equations using the High Resolu-

tion Finite Volume Algorithm, European Symposium on Computer Aided Process

Engineering (ESCAPE 25), Coppenhagen (DK)

6. Bela G. Lakatos, Botond Szilagyi, 2014. Effets of micromixing on reaction crys-

tallization processes. A multi-scale approach, 19th International Symposium on

Industrial Crystallization, Tolouse (Fr)

7. Botond Szilagyi, Paul Serban Agachi, Zoltan K. Nagy, 2015. Crysiv: a simulation

tool for cooling crystallization, International Conference on Chemistry, Miercurea

Ciuc (RO)

8. Botond Szilagyi, Reka Barabas, Paul Serban Agachi, Bela G. Lakatos, 2013.

Continuous precipitation of amorphous calcium phosphate: population balance

modeling under ideal and real flow conditions, Baia Mare (RO)

9. Botond Szilagyi, Paul Serban Agachi, Bela G. Lakatos, 2014. Effects of latent

heat production on product quality during the cooling crystallization: population

balance modelling and simulation, Cluj Napoca(RO)

10. Botond Szilagyi, Paul Serban Agachi, Bela G. Lakatos, 2015. Crystallization of

high aspect ratio crystals: a detailed model, International Conference on Chem-

istry, Miercurea Ciuc (RO)

11. Botond Szilagyi, Zoltan K. Nagy, 2015. CrySiV - Crystallization Simulation and

Visualization tool, Summer School on Crystal Shape Engineering, Zurich (Ch)

Prizes, awards and distinctions gained in international conferences
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1. European Federation of Chemical Engineers (EFCE) Best Poster Award (third

place) for the poster entitled Coupled Population Balance CFD Modeling of a

Continuous Precipitation Reactor, 25th European Symposium on Computer Aided

Process Engineering conference, 2015

2. Special Prize of Hungarian Chemical Society for the presentation entitled Contin-

uous precipitation of amorphous calcium phosphate: population balance modeling

under ideal and real flow conditions, International Conference on Chemistry, 2013

3. Special Prize of Hungarian Chemical Society for the presentation entitled Effects

of latent heat production on product quality during the cooling crystallization: pop-

ulation balance modelling and simulation, International Conference on Chemistry,

2014

4. Special Prize of Hungarian Chemical Society for the presentation entitled Crys-

tallization of high aspect ratio crystals: a detailed model, International Conference

on Chemistry, 2015

5. Selected paper in ”Optimization and Numerics” category of work entitled Graph-

ical Processing Unit (GPU) Accelerated Solution of Multi-Dimensional Popula-

tion Balances Using High Resolution Finite Volume Algorithm, 26th ESCAPE

and PSE 2015 conference

6. Selected paper in ”Research needing more attention” category of work entitled

Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) Accelerated Solution of Multi-Dimensional Pop-

ulation Balances Using High Resolution Finite Volume Algorithm, 26th European

Symposium on Computer Aided Process Engineering and Process Systems Engi-

neering 2015 jointed conference

Teaching/supervising activity

1. Co-supervising (with prof. Alexandra Csavdari) the license research of Rebeca

Iepure, entitled Modeling the cooling crystallization processes. Case study of sugar

crystallization (in romanian, 2015), defended with 9.25

2. Co-supervising (with prof. Reka Barabas) the license research of Melinda Korodi,

entitled Analysis of hydroxyapatite production by a three level design of experiment

(in hungarian, 2016), defended with 9.50
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3. Co-supervising (with prof. Reka Barabas) the license research of Szidonia Gy-

orgy, entitled Mechanism and kinetic modeling of amorphous calcium phosphate-

hydroxyapatite transformation (in hungarian, 2016), defended with 10.00

4. Co-supervising (with prof. Reka Barabas) student conference research of Melinda

Korodi and Szidonia Gyorgy, entitled Systematic analysis of precipitation reaction

of the hydroxyapatite (in hungarian, 2015), finished in first place in the Physical

and Applied Chemistry section

6.3 Personal contribution

In this section the personal contribution to the development of field of crystallization

systems engineering are presented and briefly discussed.

1. Development and application of the QMOM-ODE implementation of

the QMOM method. In the literature various extensions of the original,

product-difference based QMOM implementation were given and presented, such

as the direct quadrature method of moments, sequential quadrature method of

moments, QMOM-DAE etc. During the researches, a novel implementation of

QMOM were developed, which is the QMOM-ODE method. The essence of this

implementation is that in the equation system are no pure algebraic equations. It

implements instead a sum of derivatives, which provides an auto-error minimiza-

tion feature for the implementation. It was demonstrated that even the two point

implementation for a nonlinear pure growth 2D PBE provided high accuracy so-

lution. The QMOM-ODE solution was applied in the analysis of crystallization

of plate-like crystals, high aspect ratio crystals and for analysis of heat effects.

2. Analysis of high aspect ratio crystals crystallization with breakage.

The high aspect ratio crystal formation in MSMPR crystallizers with breakage

was analyzed in the literature based on linear models as the traditional standard

method of moments were generally used. Applying the QMOM-ODE solution

these PBM’s were applied with nonlinear breakage and growth rate functions

to provide a deeper simulation based investigation. The most interesting and

unexpected finding was the prediction of an inverse effect: the increase of breakage

rate can reduce the overall crystal number in a certain supersaturation domain if
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the nucleation is the governing crystal production phenomena but the breakage

rate is also significant.

3. Model development and model based analysis of crystallization with

heat effects. A novel 2D population balance model was developed for batch cool-

ing crystallization processes with primary and secondary nucleation and crystal

growth. The model distinguishes the crystals temperature from the solution tem-

perature by introducing the crystal temperature as a meso scale particle property.

This approximation is new in crystallization engineering, however, it was applied

in the polymerisation processes, where the generated multidimensional PBE’s

were traditionally solved by time consuming Monte Carlo simulations. In this

work, the novel, QMOM-ODE implementation was applied to solve the 2D PBE

for joint population of crystal size-temperature. The numerical simulations re-

vealed that neglecting the heat effects and assuming homogeneous temperature

field can introduce up to 10 % deviation in crystal size and number in simulation

results.

4. GPU acceleration for high resolution finite volume solutio PBE solu-

tion. The HR-FVM is a promising method for crystallizer control purposes as

computes the CSD without significant numerical dispersion and diffusion and is

relatively easy to implement. Its principal weakness is the increased computa-

tional burden compared to the moment based methods. In this work a novel

computer implementation was developed, which utilizes the compute power of

graphical processing units. The GPU is a low-cost accelerator, which in many

case is readily built in. According to the demonstrations, with a low cost acceler-

ator up to 2 order of magnitude speedup can be achieved by using the combined

CPU-GPU implementation compared to the MatLab function running time in

the solution of 2D PBE. If a high-end compute GPU is used (which is still con-

siderably cheaper than supercomputer or dedicated workstation), up to 2 order of

magnitude speedup can be achieved compared to the serial compiled C function.

These numbers opens new doors in the real time applications of multidimensional

population balances without significant capital investments in compute units.

5. Development of the CrySiV tool. Based on the GPU accelerated and pure

serial 1D and 2D PBE solvers and interactive tool, the CrySiV (Crystallization
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Simulation and Visualization Tool) tool was written. The CrySiV has a MatLab

based function part, which can be called similarly to the MatLab’s inner functions

and a Graphical Used Interface (GUI), which can be run from MatLab but is is

also compiled as a stand-alone, installable software (it can be downloaded from

the crysiv.github.io site). The CrySiV is under continuous development, partially

based on the first feedbacks from academic and industrial members specialized in

the field of crystallization systems engineering.

6. Kinetic estimation and N-MPC of L-ascorbic acid crystallization. A

novel, Chord Length Distribution (CLD) based NMPC system was developed,

which involves a new, projection based CSD→CLD forward transformation. The

NMPC system works based on high fidelity full population balance solution (by

the HR-FVM) to avoid the structural Plant-Model Mismatch (PMM). The state

estimator continuously improves the model quality by re-estimating the kinetic

parameters. This provides an adaptive, robust feature for the control system,

which was also showed by NMPC simulations. The NMPC system was tested

in practice by controlling the cooling batch crystallization from aqueous solution,

where it presented robust functioning and produced considerably better CSD than

the corresponding linear cooling. Based on the control experiments it is evident

that including the dissolution might improve considerably the overall performance

in terms of target distribution realization.

7. Parameter estimation of succinic acid crystallization. Using the GPU

accelerated solver, the kinetic parameters (primary and secondary nucleation,

growth and dissolution) of succinic acid crystallization in presence of growth-rate

modifier additives were estimated based on batch experiments. In the estimation

concentration and CLD data gathered during the experiments were used. Good

agreement exist between the measured and simulated results thus the calibrated

can be used for optimization and control purposes, which is a future plan.
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7

Appendix

7.1 Appendix 1. The model used in QMOM-MOCH and

QMOM-Gamma comparing simulation

The temporal evolution in the MSMPR crystallizer is described by the BP Eq.(2.19).

The nucleation rate is described by:

B(L = Ln) = 1018σ3.42 (7.1)

Size dependent growth rate was assumed:

G(L) = 8.57σ1(1 + 0.003L1.5777) (7.2)

While the solubility was assumed to be temperature dependent:

cs(T [
oC]) = 3.63 + 0.024T + 0.00358T 2 (7.3)

The macroscopic mass balance equation is:

dc

dt
=
cs(T = 90)− c

900
− 1.57

∫ ∞

0
L2G(L)n(L, t)dL (7.4)

with the initial condition c(0) = cs(T=90). The energy balance is:

dT

dt
=

90− T

900
− 0.43(10 − T ) (7.5)

with the initial condition T(0) = 90
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